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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. OBJECFIVE

The objective of this effort was to design, integrate, and test a com-

plete fire protection system capable of rapidly and effectively detecting and

extinguishing fires which may occur during peacetime and wartime operations

and inteyrated combat turns in hardened aircraft shelters (HAS), so that

personnel, aircraft, and munitions may be kept safe and ready.

B. BACKGROUND

'AS tacilities do not have a fire protection system installed. Current
tire protection is provided by a 150-pound Halon 1211 wheeled unit within the

shelter and by a standby fire truck in the shelter complex. However, it is
recognized (AFISC SON) that adequate fire protection is not afforded per-

sonnel, aircraft, and equipment during integrated operations in HAS. The

delay encountered from fire ignition to manual dispensing of agent onto the

fire is unacceptable for protection of crew members and mission-essential

#eapon systems during training or wartime operations. In a postattack scen-

ario, the HAS automatic fire protection system would relieve firefighting

personnel of the task of protecting the HAS, thereby, allowing them to function

in other areas.

SCOPE

The scope of the effort consisted of designing, integrating, and testing

d tire protection system to combat tires in HAS, aircraft, and associated

equipment during hot fueling/defueling and other operations in hardened

aircraft shelters. The detection/suppression system components were required
to be state of the art and readily available. The detectors had to be able to

distinyuish between normal operations/events, false stimuli, and an actual

fire. Halon agents were used for preliminary tests. Agent toxicity and

cleanliness were evaluated and considered in the selection Of djents and

syteins for protection of personnel, aircraft, and munitions.
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D. APPROACH

The approach used to develop a fire protection system for hardened air-

craft shelters was divided into five parts:

1. Define the HAS enviroment,

2. Analyze the HAS environment to determine the most likely fire

scenarios,

3. Conduct thorough tests and evaluations of commercially available

optical fire detectors,

4. Design, implement, and evaluate HAS fire protection system tests,

and

5. Use the system tests to develop a purchase description.

The HAS environment includes all equipment, armament, personnel, config-

urations, and operations concerning aircraft hot fueling/defueling as well as

other HAS operations. This includes environmental conditions, munitions

occurences, ignition sources, and time intervals for all operations. The

analysis of the HAS environment was used to develop a fire protection system

that employs reliable state-of-the-art technology. The solution included

consideration of agent type, quantity, toxicity, storage, and distribution;

nozzle location, quantity and spray; plumbing; probability of false actua-

tions; total system response; application technique; reliability; and main-

tenance requirements.

The research of the fire protection system for the HAS led to the com-

plete test and evaluation of commercially available optical fire detectors

(OFO). Eleven OFDs were subjected to small-scale tests and German Aircraft

Shelter (GAS) tests at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. The GAS tests included clean

and dirty lens tests, false alarm tests, and operational tests.

Testing of the total fire protection system (FPS) was conducted at the

full-scale Third-Generation shelter at Tyndall AFB, Florida. Three prototype

systems : (1) manifold, (2) semimanifold, and (3) modular, were procured from

2
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different fire equipnent manufacturers. The shelter was mocked to represent

an actual HAS scenario. JP-4 fuel was spilled on the shelter floor and
ignited. A second, smaller fire was preburned within a mock aircraft with d

footprint of an F-4, and simultaneously allowed to run vertically downward to
meet the running fuel spill on the floor. The test results are discussed in

Section VI of this report. From the results of these analyses and tests, a

purchase description was developed.

This report consists of three volumes. Volume I contains the body of the

report and Appendix A, HAS/FPS Test Plan; Appendix B, HAS/FPS Test Results;

and Appendix C, Halon Concentration Data. Volume II contains HAS/FPS test
reports and specifications from three companies (Appendixes D, E, and F), and

the Optical Fire Detector Description (Appendix G). Volume III consists of

the HAS/FPS Purchase Description, Appendix H. In the appendix material

originated by organizations other than New Mexico Engineerinog Research

Institute, the original nunber designations for figures and tables have been

retained for reader convenience.
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SECTION II

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM (FPS) CRITERIA AND DESIGN STANDARDS

A. GENERAL CRITERIA

The work accomplished under this subtask culminated in the HAS FPS Pur-

chase Description contained in Appendix H. The following is a summary of the

HAS FPS "system" requirements.

I. The FPS should be provided as an entire system, whereby the system

Lontractor is fully responsible for all hardware, installation, maintenance,

and spares over the lifetime of the system.

2. The FPS design should be modular, thereby allowing one-time qualifi-

cation. Such a design provides capability to add or reduce the number of

various components without affecting performance and reliability.

3. A zonal detection and suppression approach should be used to reduce

personnel trauma, save cost, reduce downtime, and increase reliability of the

overall system.

4. The FPS detectors should have a reliability of 0.99 not to signal

'ire due to any HAS false fire stimuli.

5. The suppression system should be comprised of individual halon

bottles either suspended from the ceiling or externally located in a separate

hardened structure. Each suppressor should utilize a proven military specifi-

ration/standard valve.

. The FPS should be capable of performing in winds of up to 20 mi/h

through the open doors of a HAS.

/. The FPS should consider possible false alarm stimuli from engine

reheat, wet starts, black powder start backfires, wet APU starts, and other

',ources.
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8. The FPS should be designed according to Military Standards and should

function at high reliability in EMI environments and all environments speci-

fied in MIL-STD-810.

9. The FPS should be designed to provide 132,000 hours (15 years) mean

time between failures (MTBF) for all fire scenarios and over 100,000 years

mean time to false dump due to internal electrical component failures. The

system must be configured, based upon reliability models according to MlIL-H?]LK

217D and MIL-STD-756B.

10. Executive action (dumps) should be measured for a fire threshold of

16 ft2 pan size. The FPS should see and extinguish any > 16 ft2 fire within

15 seconds, but not respond to small (1 ft2 or less) fires.

11. The FPS should alarm inside a HAS and notify the fire station upon

detecting a fire of > 16 ft2 .

12. The FPS should check itself to determine its own "health." if any

part of the FPS does not function according to operational requirements, a

fault alarm should be initiated, providing remote status to the base fire

station. The base Civil Engineer and the local contractor's office should

then be contacted by telephone and the FPS brought back to full certified

operation through service. Under no condition should any HAS FPS be down or

off-line for more than 12 consecutive hours.

13. The system contractor should provide all hardware, install all FPSs,

provide all maintenance, provide all spare parts, maintain the FPS's MTBF at a

high level--"a system contractor approach."

14. The system design should include protection against Electromagnetic

Interference (EMI).

15. Nuclear hardening precaution should be provided as an option.

16. The FPS should be designed to provide for safe egress of personnel.
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17. A suppressor should be provided to extinguish aircraft nacelle

fires.

18. Periodic service should be conducted to clean detector windows and
keep the FPS reliability at a high level.

19. The contractor must ensure the availability of necessary resources,

capital, and continued service, and continued availability of spare parts that
are necessary to implement the entire program successfully.

20. The contractor should be required to develop, certify, deliver,
install, and maintain the complete FPS. All components and subsystems of the
FPS, along with other functional and hardware interfaces in a HAS and on the
airbases, must be designed and qualified from a systems approach to
reliability and performance.

B. GENERAL DESIGN GOAL

The overall general design goal incorporates:

* Maximum reliability.

* Minimum maintenance.

* Simplicity in servicing.

o Ease of installation without impeding HAS operations.

0 Ability to refurbish rapidly after an activation or fault.

* Adherence to the full military standards specified.

* Protection against false dumps from specified external stimuli.

* Protection against false dumps from internal stimuli.

* ~ax~mum effective inertion.

* Cost effectiveness.

Flexibility with no overall design changes for all HAS sizes and
rorf iguration5.
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* Minimization of trauma to personnel.

* Ability to function as a system.

* Continuity of system management arid spare parts.

* Maximum safety for all personnel and internal equipment.

1. FPS Design Standards

The full system shall be designed to meet the following standards.

MI L-STD-810C

MIL-STD-202H

MI L-STD-461E

MIL-STD-462H

MIL-STD-454H
MIL-STD-199

MIL-STD-198

MIL-STD-833

MIL-STD-217D

MIL-STD-7568

MIL-STD-108E

DOT-STD-1986

BS 5501 (detector only): Part 1:1977.

BS 5501 (all components): Part 5, flameproof enclosure

BS 2011 Part I (environmental section)

BS 800 (1977) radio interference

BS 5420 IP 67

BS 5045

BS 6436

BS 5445

EN 50014

EN 50018

Other codes dssociated with specific countries where HASs are

Jctd, if applicable.
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2. HAS FPS Configuration: Modular and Zonal

The HAS FPS should be directly adaptable to all HAS types and sizes

without any change in overall design. The system configuration should be

modular and zonal and consist of the following major subsystems: (1) fire

detectors, (2) extinguishers, (3) control electronics, (4) hack-up power, and

(5) various alarms, safety devices, and sensors. The overall system should

only vary between different HAS types and sizes in the number of subsystem

components.

3. Fire Detection Geometry

The fire detection subsystem should consist of sensors, divided into

zones of multiple sensors each.

The FPS should not "dump" the suppressant in any zone unless the

)perational mode minimum fire size condition is "seen" by detectors voting in

khat zone, but under no condition should the FPS dump any halon in response to

sifdll fires of approximately I ft2 area at any floor location in the HAS.

4. Fire Suppression Geometry

The fire suppression suosystem should be divided into zones. The

number of suppressors should be selected such that a nominal halon suppressant

cincerLrat ion of greater than 4.7 percent by volume throughout the hazardous

ir(,i ot HAS is attained within 10 seconds of discharge to suppress all fires

wi ,rIn i1- seconds of detection without possibility of reignition. This con-

0'rltr, t ion must be sustained against any prevailing turbulences and/or wind

,oridiions ,f up to 25 mi/h. The halon suppressors may be suspended from the

will, along both sides of the HAS at a height of no less than 10 feet. The

suppres lnt ontainers may be located outside the shelter if the NATO criteria

for semlhardened facilities are met.

: . Fault Self-Test

loo FPS should be designed to provide self-check of all Major

onpnent, , oetermine the operational status it each FPS. In addition, the

FP', rhould have the capability of real-time monitoring of some major system S
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parameters. The contractor should demonstrate via system analysis which

functions should be monitored and checked.

6. Full System Test

The FPS should be reviewed periodically to maintain d long p ,riod of

MTBF. Tne contractor should demonstrate via analysis and reliability modeliny

why the proposed timae interval was selected.

7. Maintenance/Service

The contractor should maintain facilities close enough to any

airbase to allow a 12-hour turnaround time. These facilities should also

provide adequate storage of FPS spare components that may be required as

replacements. This requirement holds for all base locations except those in

Turkey, where the contractor's maintenance personnel, equipment, and spare

parts will be located on base.

The contractor should demonstrate via tradeoff studies and

reliability analysis why the proposed time to repair/service was selected.

A data log should be kept for each HAS FPS, which contains component.

renewal schedules, detailed records of tests, replacements, and status.
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SECTION III

HARDENED AIRCRAFT SHELTER (HAS) ENVIRONMENT

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A HAS in U.S. Air Force-Europe (USAFE) or Pacific Air Forces (PACAF) is

an aboveground storage shelter for protecting aircraft, support equipment, and

operations personnel from conventional attack. These are of four types

because progressive generations of HASs were developed as the need to house

larger, more sophisticated aircraft and the corresponding support equipment

arose. The HAS design is approximately that of a semicylinder with double-

layer, steel-reinforced concrete walls. A HAS has a large, steel-reinforced

concrete door, closed by a motor in 1 minute, 40 seconds. The motor now in use

is being replaced by an updated explosion-proof model. A small personnel door

is located in the front door on the side, and steel doors at the rear are

opened during jet engine operation to let the aircraft engine exhaust exit

through the rear exhaust port. HASs are generally located in clusters or

rows.

The basic function of the HAS is to protect the personnel, aircraft, and

necessary support equipment. F-4, F-5, F-15, F-16, A-7, A-10, A-037, F-106,

F-ill, and various types of NATO aircraft may be stored in a HAS. The

aircraft may be pulled into the HAS by a winching mechanism located at the

rear of the HAS or taxied into place by push/tow trucks. The jet engines on

aircraft may be running, started, or stopped while in the HAS. Generally,

,nly one aircraft is placed in the shelter, although some HAS facilities have

room for three. Mobile fuel trucks (R-5 and R-9 types with 5000 gallons of

jet fuel) may be stored in a HAS, but this method of fueling is being replaced

by d pantograph with underground iuel tanks. (A pantograph is an articulating

pipe assembly from the wall/floor fuel valve that rolls along the floor to the

'ltr^Plane to dispense fuel.) Breathing air is drawn from ducts at the top of

the HAS, exits through ports in rectangular ducts running along the floor at

the sides, and is blown by squirrel-cage fans out the rear of the shelter.

This type of ventilation system is now being updated. Munitions racks are

arranged from the front to the rear of the smelter next to the air ducts.

Other support equipment inside the shelter may consist of start-carts,

qener',tors, welders, and munitions-loading equipment. Each HAS contains a
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150-180-pound halon-wheeled unit for extinguishing small fires. Personnel in

the HAS (including aircraft crews) may or may not be wearing clothing

necessary under chemical warfare conditions.

B. FIRE SCENARIO

In a fire situation, the HAS may be considered to be an open system

because of

1. The long closing time of the front door,

2. Airflow resulting from use of the breathing-air exhaust fans, and

3. Airflow caused by an operating jet engine and exhausting through the

open exhaust port at the rear of the HAS.

Therefore, the use of gaseous firefighting agents would require detailed S

knowledge of the air patterns inside the HAS to maintain desired concentra-

tions of the agent. A clean liquid agent would be desirable for storage and

throw and would help to cool munitions. Water is not available at the HAS.

nbient weather conditions may promote condensation on the walls and floor of S

the shelter.

Numerous fire scenarios may develop inside the shelter. The most likely

case is a fuel spill caused by damaged fuel hoses, improper filler connec-

tio, ,%,myed aircraft, or malfunctioning support equipment. A fuel spill i,'

V, jliv the most dangerous situation because of the likelihood of its

spreauin .,).der fuel tanks an munitions. Potential ignition hazards exist

fromn non-explosion-proof motors used to close the front doors, high-voltage

generators and start-carts, hydraulic carts, cartridge starts using slow-burn-

ing black powders, running jet engines, static electricity, and human error.

Llectrical fire hazards are present with the high-voltage generators and

start-carts.

At least three fire or potential fire incidents have occurred in HASs.

One incident involved the transfer of jet fuel from a 5000-gal on truck to ani

aircraft. A hose broke during the refueling operation, resulting in , spil'
of )ver 100 gallons. Fortunately the fuel did not ignite. The second inci-

dent involved the internal ignition of a viydraulic cart within a shelter nxt
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to an aircraft. A few thousand gallons of Aqueous Film-Forming Foam (AFFF)

ensured extinguishment of the cart without incident to the aircraft. Another

incident involved the rupture of a fuel transfer segment within the aircraft

pylon during fuel transfer from a 5000-gallon truck to the single-point

refueling connection. Fuel sprayed in the air on the wall and onto the floor.

The closed door could not be winched open because the motor was not explosion-

proof. After personnel sprayed AFFF with a handline and disconnected the

drive gear pin, the door was pulled open. Application of AFFF onto the fuel

and washdown continued without a fire incident.

C. AUTOMATIC FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM (AFPS)

The function of the automatic fire protection system (AFPS) is to keep

personne, safe, and aircraft and support equipment operational. This implies

the following requirements:

1. Detection and suppression of large fires within 30 seconds,

2. Clean extinguishing agents,

3. Highest reliability and unattended operation of the AFPS, and

4. Prevention of munitions heating for more than 30 seconds; cooling

during and after fire suppression is desirable.

The fire detectors used must be able to detect a fire and dump

extinguishing agent within 10 seconds, but must not be susceptible to any

false stimuli. Possible false detection sources are lightning, welding

sparks, aircraft engine exhausts/afterburners, aircraft engine

starts/stops/misfires, radar, communications, lights, sunlight, heaters,

clothing, cigars, cigarettes, matches, cigarette lighters, and electronic

warfare equipment. The large numbers of insects present during some seasons

may block the optical signal necessary for detection or cause false alarms.

This has been noted for some detectors located in warehouses in rural farming

areas. Water present on the floor of the shelter from condensation or rain

may influence certain types of detectors. Dust on the surface of the optical

windows may reduce the sensitivity of some detectors. Thus, a discriminating

and reliable detection system is necessary to prevent false dumps.
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D. SUBSTRATE TESTING

Testing was conducted on substrates used in optical fire detectors

involved in the HAS effort. The purpose of this task was to determine the

nature of foreign materiAl that may deposit on the substrate during normal HAS

operations over a period of time, and which ultimately lowers the ability oT

the detector to observe a fire situation. The detectors operate at particular

wavelength bands in the infrared (IR) and/or ultraviolet (UV) region of the

optical spectrum; therefore, it was important to determine the influence of

dirt deposits on the efficiency of the detector. In addition, qualitative

information was needed to determine the detection loss that occurs when the

substrate becomes dirty.

Three substrate materials were involved in the testing program: calciun

fluoride, quartz, and sapphire. The calcium fluoride material was initially

used to establish baseline data regarding the soot deposits and the reduced

visibility. This material is not a detector substrate, but is inexpensive and

has negligible absorption in the UV and IR regions of the spectrum; therefure,

it served as an excellent material for the preliminary testing. The calcium

fluoride substrate was 5 inches in diameter and less than 1/8 inch thick. The

quartz and sapphire materials were actual substrates used in the detectors.

Each quartz substrate was 1 1/2 inches in diameter and less than 1/8 inch

thick. The sapphire substrates were 1 1/4 inches in diameter and of the same

thickness as the others.

The quartz window is only used for the [JV detectors. Quartz substrate is

opaque to radiation with a wavelength shorter than 185 nm. The quartz pro-

vides the lower limit for the Geiger-Muller detector, which operates between 0

185-245 nm. Quartz is not used for IR detectors because of its high absorb-

ance in the 4.0-4.6 w range.

Sapphire is a superior window material for the IR detectors. Sapphire

has an 8/ percent transmittance from 0.3 P (300 nm) to 4.6 . The 50 percent

transmittance points for sapphire are 0.150 p and 5.5 p.

The spectroscopic techniques used for analyses of the materials included

IR, UV, and visible spectroscopy for the substrates, and gas chromatography/ S

mdSS 1,nctrometry for the particulate matter obtained from the substrates.
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Each of the clean substrates was analyzed separately by IR and ultraviolet-
visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy to obtain baseline data on absorbances that
might be inherent in the substrate materials. The calcium fluoride substrate

was then placed in a burning JP-4 environment so that soot was deposited on
the substrate. The dirty substrate was analyzed again, using IR and UV-VIS

spectroscopy to detect additional absorption bands from the soot material. In
addition, the soot was removed and analyzed by gas chromatography/mass spec-

trometry to determine the compounds that had been deposited during the JP-4
burning operation. The quartz and sapphire substrates were mounted in holders

and placed in actual HAS environments located in Germany and England for,
periods of approximately 120 days. Multiple samples of each substrate material
were mounted in each shelter. After removal from the shelters, these dirty
substrates were analyzed by IR and UV-vis spectroscopy to determine the addi-

tional absorbances from the contaminants. The results from these tests and

their impact on the ability of the detector to detect a fire are discussed in

the following paragraphs.

The detectors involved in this study all operate in the 1.2-4.6 U IR
range and/or the 185-280 nm UV range. As described in Section V, the 4.0-
4.6 P IR range is predominantly used because that is the wavelength band of

C02 emissions. For dual IR detectors the 3.4-4.0 v Land is also used. The
185-245 nm range is the major range of interest for the UV Geiger-Muller
detectors. One detector using different technology operated in the 1.2-2.9 P
mid-IR band and the 245-480 nm mid-UV band. This detector also detects radia-
tion in the visible range of 500-650 nm.

E. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF CALCIUM FLUORIDE SUBSTRATES

A baseline was run on the test instrument with no sample from 200-

12000 nm. The clean calcium fluoride substrate was tested and the results
are shown in Figure 1. The clean substrate had 94 percent transmittance from
200-6000 nm except for a slight roll-off at 200 nm. Above 6000 nm (6 P) the
transmittance degraded down to 0 percent at approximately 11 P.

Figure 1 also shows the transmittance of the two tests of the dirty sub-

strate. The figure shows that in the UV-vis region the transmittance is
reduced by 20-30 percent, with the second test measuring a dirtier portion of

the substrate.

14
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F. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF QUARTZ SUBSTRATES

Figure 2 shows the transmittance of the clean and dirty quartz sub-

strates. The dirty substrates were placed in HASs in Germany and England, one

in front and one in the rear of the shelter, at each location. The transmit-

tances of the dirty substrates were 5-10 percent less than that of the clean,

except in the UV range, where the transmittance was reduced by 20-40 percent.

G. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF SAPPHIRE SUBSTRATES

Two sapphire substrates were placed in the HAS located in England and

another two in Germany. The two in Germany are still in the shelters at this

time, so only the England substrates were analyzed. Sapphire has a large

absorbance in the UV range, as demonstrated by the clean substrate in

Figure 3. However, the dirty substrate increased that absorbance by as much

as 20 percent.

When comparing each dirty substrate with its corresponding clean sub-

strate, there were either no differences or very small ones between the two in

the IR region. In the UV-vis spectra obtained, there were very significant

differences between the clean and dirty. In all three materials the dirty

substrates showed a large decrease in the transmittance (between 20-40 per-
cent) in the region of about 200-250 nm. This seems to be the most sensitive

area, where the foreign material deposited on the substrates may interfere
with the ability of the detector to detect the fire. The fact that the degra-

dation of all three substrates was essentially the same indicated that the
laboratory tests on the calcium fluoride material were adequate indicators of

the amount of material that might be deposited on the substrate over a period

of 120 days.

Soot deposited on the substrates, either under laboratory conditions or

in the actual shelters, was removed and analyzed using mass spectroscopy. In

the laboratory testing, the burned JP-4 soot was deposited on a piece of

Plexiqlas, then scraped off for analysis. The quartz and sapphire substrates

were placed in the HAS sites in Germany and England. The material found on

the Plexiglas was of much higher molecular weight than that found in the
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actual environments. However, in the lower molecular weight area, the

material was essentially the same. Since the soot is a mixture of many dif-

ferent molecules, it is difficult to identify the actual species present, but

some general classes of compounds can be identified. The mass spectra of all

the substrate soot materials indicated that saturated hydrocarbons and

aromatics were present. This was shown by the appearance of peaks at 43, 57,

and 71 atomic mass units for the saturated alkanes, and at 77 atomic mass

units for the aromatics. In the case of the materials from the actual

shelters, there was also evidence of sulfur material. This was not observed

in the Plexiglas substrate.

In summary, the reduction of percent transmittance for the substrate that

was dirtied in the laboratory was not too dissimilar to that found for sub-

strates hung in the shelters for 120 days. The reductions also occurred in

the same regions of the spectrum. The soot found on all three substrates was

analyzed by mass spectrometry and was essentially the same, with the exception

of higher molecular weight material found on the calciu fluoride. However,

these latter peaks were much lower in intensity and, therefore, did not

contribute very much to the total.
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SECTION IV

SOLUTION INVESTIGATION

In the HAS environment, the combustible material presenting the greatest

danger is JP-4. Large spills of this material can ignite with an almost

explosive nature. Consequently, the rapid detection and suppression of fire

in a HAS is essential.

A variety of sensors on the market are used to detect fire or the bypro-

dLucs uf fire. These sensors range from highly sophisticated optical

detectors to simple fusible links which melt at a specific temperature. To

best seleLt a detection system for the HAS, an extensive survey was conducted

!,) ;inderstand the limitations and sensitivity and the operating, maintenance

ind installation requirements associated with each type of system. A brief

summary of the available detection systems follows.

A. SMOKE DETECTORS

i. Photoelectric and Ionization Detectors

There are two basic types of smoke detectors available: the photo-

,,:ecLric detector and the ionization detector.

The photoelectric detector works on the principle that smoke will

t en to attenuate a light source. One type of photoelectric detector is corn-

:).),d (>f d chamber into which smoke is allowed to enter, but into which light

frm) the erivronment is restricted from entering. The intensity of a light

s ,,r fld within the smoke chamber is continuously monitored. When the

iqhV intensity is degraded as a result of obscuration by smoke, an alarm is

r iggered.

Another type of photoeiectric detector works on a similar principle

4 f hiving a light source located in a smoke chamber from which outside light

s r,,.trictod. A photocell is located within the smo e chamber; however, it

is mounted in such a way that, in the normal operating mode, it does not see

Iri 'ight source. When smoke enters the chamber, light is scattered by the

S,irK particles and picked up by the photocell, which triggers an dlarm. p
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The ionization detector operates on a different principle from that

of the photoelectric detector. Ionization detectors generally have two

chambers, one of which smoke is allowed to enter, and the other of which is

maintained smoke-free for use as a standard. A radioactive material such as

Americium-241, which ionizes the air inside the chambers, is located within

the chamber. As a result, a slight current flows between the two electrodes

located within each of the chambers. When smoke enters the chamber open to

the environment, the smoke absorbs some of the alpha particles being emitted

by the radioactive source and decreases the current passing between the two

electrodes. The difference in the current levels of each chamber is sensed

and an alarm is triggered.

Smoke detectors have received a great deal of praise for their

application in residential settings. Many lives have been saved and property

damage avoided because of these devices. However, smoke detectors do not h3ve

an advantageous application in the HAS environment for several reasons.

First, the false alarm rate from a smoke detector system is expected to be

quite high. The HAS environment has diesel trucks and generators as well as

aircraft operating within; these are noted for alarming smoke detectors.

Second, the HAS environment is dirty. Dust and exhaust residue accumulate

throughout. This accumulation of various residues would either desensitize i

smoke detection system, or create a condition in which the detector would (con-

tinuously alarm, depending on the type of detector used. Periodic replacement

of the photoelectric ionization detectors would be necessary because they 4,,

not manufactured in a way that allows them to be serviced. Finally, the

response time of the smoke detectors would be too slow for sole application in

H 2 - .

Beam Detectors

A third type of smoke detector, whi - is newer and much more exp,,n-

sire per unit, is the bean detector. It consists of two separdte units, (j

transmitter and a receiver, separated by as much as 100 feet. The tran,,K tr

emits a modulated infrared beam which is monitored I)y thc receiver. Un dr

normal (no-smoke) conditions, the receiver senses the heim at i specifit

signal level. When smoke pdsses through the beam, the infrared ;iyht is
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attenuated. If the received signal falls below a specific level, the receiver

actuates an alarm condition. Long-term changes to the received signal caused

by enviroone:,tal variations are offset by the compensation circuit of the

receiver. If the limit of the compensation circuit is reached, or a housing

cover is removed, the detector will signal a trouble condition.

Maintenance required by the beam detectors in a HAS envirunment,

ilthough simple, must take place frequently. Maintenance crews would be

required to wipe off the face of the detectors with a moist cloth. It is

uncertain if this should be done once a day or once a month. More experience

with the beam detector system will be necessary beforc a maintenance schedule

:an be recommended; however, this system was not designed to be used in an
pn,,ir, nent as harsh as that in a HAS.

The beam detector is not thought to be a realistic method of

detection for the HAS system for several reasons. First, before the detector

,.an respond to a fire, smoke must make its way into the path of the detector

heam and attenuate the signal sufficiently for a specific period of time. For

the system to be made relatively free from false alarms, it would have to be
desensitized to the point where exorbitant time delays would be experienced by

the suppression system. This time delay would not be acceptable. Second, it

i, not possible to program the detection system to discriminate between the

.noke resulting from a welder or diesel engine and smoke resultinj from a

fire. This -apability to discriminate is a necessity. Finally, if the

hel,- r doors are open and a breeze is blowing through the shelter, the smoke
0w i fire may not even reach Lhe detection system until the fire is out of

RATE-OF-RISE DETECTORS

AL liat two types of thermal detectors are used to monitor the rate at

,,hrh tnO amibient temperature changes. The first of these dete-tors consists

f an ir c ianber, a flexible metal diaphragm, and a calibrated vent. Normal

,-jt :-dav temperature fluctuations are autonaticdlly compensated fur by the

lin , a:t ion of the vent. When a fire occurs, thf? temperatore rises
tjit ly and the air in the chamber expandr. faster than it can be vented;

hr,,h;, lpre sure which pushes against the disiirarj, nd cl,'ses an electric,1l
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contact is created. The rate of rise is generally designed to operate when

the temperature rise is 15 OF/min. However, a faster rise will cause faster

response. As the temperature decreases, the diaphragm self-restores and open,

the electrical contacts.

The second type of rate-of-rise detector takes advantage of the rate at

which heat can be conducted from one material into another. In this detector,

a highly conductive sleeve encompasses two expansion struts. As the ambierit

tenperature changes, heat is conducted from the sleeve into the expansion

struts. The sleeve is mechanically connected to the expansion struts in such

way that if the sleeve expands at a rate significantly higher than that at

which the expansion struts expand, the struts are pulled close together anJ

two silver contacts are joined. Under normal operating conditions, heat i

cnnucted from the sleeve into the joining expansion struts, and the assem-

blies expand together. A thermostat which signals an alarm at a present

temperature regardless of the rate of temperature increase is usually also

embodied in these detectors.

Again, these devices do not have a primary application in the HAS. Th

temperature fluctuations witnin the HAS are very great because of the startup

procedures of aircraft and the normal operations that take place within The

,;helter, and these variations would result in numerous false alarms. ALu,

the rate-of-rise detector response time is too slow for the HAS application.

Q;. HEAT-SENSITIVE WIRE

An)Lher device used for detecting fires is heat-sensitive wire. The

detector probe is constructed of two wires individually encased in a heat-

;ensitive material. The encased actuators are twisted together to impose a

'rIrn9 pressure between them, then spirally wrapped with a protective tap? vid

rinished with an outer covering to suit the environment of use. At installa-

(ion a device is connected to one end of the actuators so that, when a power

source is added, a small monitoring current passes continuously through the

letetr. At the critical or operating temperature, the heat-sensitive

mi.aterial yields to the pressure on it, permitting the actuators to move inL

oitacl with each other.
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A similar alarm device featuring d semiconductor material and a stainless

steel capillary tube has been used where mechanical stability is more

important. The capillary tube contains a coaxial center conductor separated

from the tube wall by a temperature-sensitive glass semiconductor material.

Under normal conditions, a small current flows in the circuit between the

stainless steel capillary tube and the center conductor. As thp temperature

rises, the resistance of the semiconductor separating the two decreases,

allowing more current flow and thus initiating an alarm. This device is some-

times referred to as thermistor wire.

Heat-sensitive wire and thernistor wire are not feasible in the HAS

because of the temperatures reached during the normal operation of the

Ahelter, and the inability of the detector to respond to small fires which

-an escalate. Heat-sensitive wire works best when it is close to the source

nf the heat. This would not be possible in a HAS because of the constraints

imposed by operations in the structure. Additionally, if heat-sensitive wire

were located close to the areas where a fire might be expected, it would be

,ubje.,t to potential physical damage. This would result in a false dump of

The suppression system.

fi. OPTICAL DETECTORS

Fire produces radiation in a multitude of wavelengths ranging from the

UV to the far IR. Optical detectors generally consider a sma',l band of radia- 0

'ion and look for characteristics indicative of fire within these bands.

'loweler, fire is not the only source of radiation within the HAS. When an

,ir raft is pulled into the HAS its engines may be running, its brakes are

hit, and diesel equipment is operating near the aircraft. These all cause

emissi ns of IR radiation. The Sun is also a very rich source of both UV and

:P r atii at, on.

NumF:'uus filtering techniques have been developed to eliminate optical

I fari s-,ources. Multiple bands of radiation and signal microprocessing

arc Ot-n considered to further reduce the chances of false alarms. Self-

,hecks are typically built into optical detectors to insure the proper opera-

.,,n f the sensor and the associated electrical hardware, thereIh',. providi)j ,

vty reliable method of detecting the presence of fires.
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Of the methods currently available to detect fire, optical detectors

offer the most reliable method of identifying a fire in the HAS, in addition

ti) h-irn least ljceptible tf, false alarms. dise-alarl immunity is good

because of multiple wavelengths, correlations (auto-, cross-, and ratio), and
timing (fire flickers and gate delays). The response of the detectors is fast

and reliable because of built-in self-check systems. Sources of false alari s
can be avoided by various filtering and signal processing schemes. More

information on optical detectors is presented in Section IV.

E. AGENTS

The selection of the correct agent is critical to the automatic fire

protection system for a hardened aircraft shelter. The likely fire incident

is a JP-4 fuel spill/spray as a result of fueling operations. The resulting
running pool of fuel may then be ignited accidentally, resulting in a runniny

fire that could cover most of the HAS floor area, and possibly the entry ramp,

within a few seconds. This type of fire scenario would immediately involve

the aircraft, weapons, electrical panels, and other equipment critical to the

mission of the shelter. The agent selected must De capable of rapid suppres-

sion, and should be clean and compatible with the HAS environment. In addi-

tion, the agent system selected should have three-dimensional characteristics

with the ability to suppress indirectly accessible fires which might occur'

within the aircraft.

The HAS can be considered an open system because of: (1) the long clsiq

time of the front door, (2) the airflow caused by ventilation air fans, and

(3) the airflows caused by jet engines running and exhausting through the rear
of the HAS. Water is not available at any shelter. No fire protection :s

required above the airplane/munitions heights because only two rows of eplo:-

sion-proof housed lights exist on the upper metal-covered concrete arch. The

agent selection should reflect the priority of the automatic fire protection
system, which is to keep the aircraft systems mission-ready.

With the above criteria in mind, existing agents were evaluated for thpi,"

use in the automatic fire protection system for HAS. The agents evaluated
included foans, dry chemicals, halons, and "exotic" agents (halon-aspirated

foams, halofoams, gels, etc.). The capabilities of thpse agents, as they

relate to the HAS FPS, were evaluated and are discussed in the following para-

graphs. Reference I provides additional information abnut agents,
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1. Fo ams

The firefighting capability of foams (AFFF) is based on their

ability tu blanket the fuel surface, thereby, prohibiting interaction of the

fuel with oxygen. Foams are considered to be one-dimensional agents and show

poor firefighting performance against a running fuel fire where the fuel may

run out from under the foam blanket and reignite. Foams are also 94-97

per(ent water, which gives them no Class C capabilities and results in

problems with equipment freezing if they are stored at low temperatures. In

nldition, the lack of water at these shelters makes the production of foams

fron concentrate impractical. This means that the large volume of foam

necssary to extinguish a fire would have to be stored as a premixed solution

with antifreeze, making necessary the installation of exterior hardened tanks

and plumbing. Finally, foams are considered dirty agents around operational

)ircraft. All of these considerations make foam an inappropriate first-line

,qerit in the fire protection system for HAS.

2. Dry Chemical Agents

Dry chemical agents are categorized as heterogeneous chemical fire

'xAtinguishdnts. These powdered salts are, for the most part, salts Of the

alk-fli metals and ammonia. These agents extinguish fire by inhibiting chemi-

', l re, ct ion,, necessary to combustion through a variety of mechanismns. In

1( twral, dry chemical agents have been shown to be effective fire-extinguish-

qi, agents with quick action, Class BC rating and fairly gooa three-dimensional

,hdcoa teristis:s. Associated with dry chemical agents are problems with poor
.i)row ra je, poor performance in high-airflow conditions, corrosion, cleanup,

irnd visibility. Because dry chemical agents are considered dirty agents with

riqh oarnup costs, they will not be further considered for use in the HAS.

3. L.drbon Dioxide

(Lawbon dioxide (C02 ) extinguishes fires pridarily by diluting the

,n<yP,.n neLessary for combustion to a point at which combustion can no longer

ik, plac-. This agent is expelled as a gas and has good three-dimensional

ipibilities, as well as a BC rating. Problems associated with it are poor
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throw range, low-temperature hazards (it is expelled at a temperature of

-76 °C), and poor performance in nonquiescent conditions. The poor perform-

ance in nonquiescent conditions and the high concentrations of agent necessdry

for extinguishment (25 percent) make carbon dioxide unacceptable for applica-

tion in the HAS.

4. Halons

Halons are in the general class of homogeneous fire suppressants.

Their means of extinguishment is the competitive inhibition of free radical

chain-branching reactions in combustion sequences. Halons are halogenated

hydrocarbons of the Freon family, of which only three are in common use as

extinguishing agents: Halon 1301, Halon 1211, and Halon 2402. Halons are

excellent BC agents because they are clean and efficient and possess good

three-dimensional characteristics. The physical characteristics of each 'if
these compounds have much to do with their fire-extinguishing capabilities.

Halon 1301 is expelled as a gas and mixes well with air, making it

extremely effective in enclosed spaces. Because Halon 1301 is a gas, it is

subject to effects of drafts and therefore is inefficient for use in a large

open system or in a partial flooding application (such as exists in a HAS).

It is, however, quite effective in total flooding situations.

Halon 1211 is expelled predominantly as a liquid and quickly becomes

gaseous. Because of its liquid component, Halon 1211 has some flame plume

penetration ability, and throw directionality. Although the range of throw is

iimited, Halon 1211 is currently the primary auxiliary agent aboard aircraft

crash rescue vehicles because of its cleanness and low toxicity. Since Haloq 0

1211 has some direction of throw and since it is heavier than air (therefore,
the ayent concentration tends to stratify), this agent is a good choice for

use in a partial flooding application such as HAS. A comparison of Halon 1301
and Halon 1211 HAS systems is shown in Table 1.

Halon 2402 is expelled as a liquid witl a boiling point of 117 'F

and stays liquid until it is within the fire zone. This characteristic jivs
Halon 2402 good throw range and direction. Halon 2402 will penetrate the S

flame front and even the fuel surface, temporarily making the fuel inert.
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TABI.F 1. COMPAR ISON 0i HALON I 01 AND IALON 1:11 IIA YS F MS.

Halon 1301 Halon 1211
Paraneter HAS System HAS System

Halon agent (assInling
test shelter 70 OF) at
boiling point -75 OF +25 OF

Change in tenperature of

agent to ambient (70 OF) 145 'F 45 OF

H, O cloud Dense Dense

Forn out nozzle Ga'; .0 percent liquid

rhrow pressure for 45 720 lb/in. 2  360 lb/in. 2

fee.

Thrust hazard Yes less

Fhrow range without fire Moderate Good

Throw range with fire Poor Good

Nozzle pattern Narrow Wi de
(required to throw gas) (Iiquidigas)

Expected decomposition Moderate ILow

VoxiciLy (neat agent) Low; Med in;
7-10 percent for 1 4-5 p,:r,ent fDr

minute; no effects I minute; no
-- f fects

Tjnks High pressure Mediui pressure

iVostb ite Moderate Low

",,,flr Yes; many tanks, Yes; fewer tanks,
additional monunts fewer :nnts

A'n. in wind Not effective in More effective
c rosswi nd

, )e ' tens N s bids fo 1301 All bids for 1211

I _____________________________________________ ____________________________________ _______________________________



This means it provides less danger of flashback and more efficiency in an

outdoor environment than either 1211 or 1301. Halon 2402 has an increased

toxicity level which needs further definition before this agent can be con-

sidered acceptable for general use or in a semienclosed environment. In

addition, there is a lack of state-of-the-art technology regarding such

features as nozzle design, application rates, etc. These considerations

eliminated the use of 2402 for application in the HAS fire protection system.

5. "Exotic" Agents

The use of "exotic" agents such as halon foans, halon-entrained

foans, thiotropically gelled dry chemicals, and halon ;nixtures for the HAS fire

protection system was eliminated. These agents are in the developmental stage

and their performance is not completely defined.

6. Summary of Agents Considered

As a result of the above evaluation of existing agents, it was

decided that the use of Halon 1211 in the automatic fire protection system for

HAS represented the best available technology. The physical properties of

Halon 1211 are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF HALON 1211.

Chemical name Bromochl orodifl uoro-

methane (CF2C1Br)

Boiling point (at I atmosphere) 26.0 OF (-3.3 °C)

Freezing point -256.0 OF (-160.5 -C)

Molecular weight 165.4 •

Heat of vaporization (at boiling point) 57.0 BTJ/lb

Vapor density at 70 °F 0.444 lb/ft 3

Liquid density at 70 'F 104.0 lb/ft 3

Vapor pressure at 70 'F 40 lb/in. 2 absolute

Vapor pressure at 120 OF 90 lb/in.2 absolute

Critical temperature 309 'F (153.8 °C)

Critical pressure 595.4 lb/in.2

Critical density 44.5 lb/in.2 absolute
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This choice was based on the tdcL tndt. idH ij i iJ:

a. Is d clean agent around operational aircrift.,

b. Has a class BC rating,

c. Possesses good three-dimensional charactcoristics,

d. Has sufficient throw and direction to be used in an open

system,

is an efficient agent which will extinguish a fire rapidly, and

f. Has an acceptable toxicity.
I

1. AVIint Application

part of the fire protection systen for HAS, the app',ication

,t c' fo, Lhe optimum agent was considered. The major factors considered

,n the ipplication of the Halon 1211 included the following:

a. The HAS is an ope, environment which may be suoject to high

<rFJow cornd it ions,

b. A sifficient concentration of agent must be maintained in the 0

I to enwir, th:, ext inguislinent of all anticipated fires and the inhibition

Sshback

c. n e agent must be used in such a way as to maximize Ls economy

. . ( i ci enc .

13 further assess agent needs, a calculation was made of the halon

-Pn rat irs it various protect ion heights. The results of th is calculation

fur '., ;t ,-toi,-ds-length, third generation hardened aircraft shelter at

S[ B, Florida are shown in Table 3. The values given represent the

i1f luf, ca lculated concentrations for a 3200-pound dump of Halon 1211 assuming

Ii li .I f],. behavior, (2) no venti ation losses, and (3) no halon

, nritI, ', above the protection height.
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TABLE 3. MAXIMUM CALCULATED CONCENTRATIONS FOR 3200-POUND HALON 1211 DUMP.

Approximate Maximum

Protection height, internal volume concentration,
ft ft3  % at 70' C

14 88,386 7.52

19 113,599 5.95

Full shelter 147,016 4.67

Evaluating the results contained in Table 3 and considering that all

of the critical protection areas in the HAS are located below 14 feet (tail

height) showed that a partial flooding technique represented the most econom-

ical and efficient use of agent. This technique was considered viable because

Halon 1211: (1) is denser than air and will naturally maintain its highest

concentrations at the bottom of the shelter, and (2) is expelled predominantly

as a liquid with a good direction of throw.

Several methods of obtaining an inert atmosphere inside the shelter

for a sufficient period to ensure extinguishment of all fires were considered.

Among these were:

a. Use of a greater amount of agent than that specified in NFPA 12(3

for Halon 1211. This amount would compensate for ventilation losses and tIip

oresence of halon above the protection height.

b. Placement of additional bottles at the front door so that, as

these bottles discharge, the airflow created by their discharge pattern

lessens the severity of wind effect and ventilation losses through the front

door. This effect could be maintaincd by increasing the discharge time.

c. Use of two different-sized bottles in a modular system. The

larmer bottles would have up to double the discharqe time, thus maintaining

the agent concentration for a longer time.

d. Oirecting of additional halon toward the engine nacellp,, of the

aircraft to extinguish this potential internal fire source.
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H. Hadon Toxicity

When selecting an agent for the HAS project, toie toxicitv of tne

agent was of major concern. Because the halons are clean agents and leave a

ininivitim amount of residue, they are prime candidates for the HAS environment.

lhkwver, they do have toxic propet iecs that may pose a threJ, tn 1)orsonnol

inside the shelter. Halon 1301 is the least toxic of the halons and is

-on-idered relatively safe if used properly. National Fire Protection

s;,sociation (NFPA) Standard 12A gives the inaximn safe exposures to the neat

1vnt fur !nan as 7-10 percent for I minute. The reported average -on-

,ntr ition to produce lethality in test animals is 832,000 ppm (83.? percent).

-h,, NFPA standard states that undecomposed Halon 1301 produces minimal central

,'vous system effects at concentrations under 7 percent. Fxposur - at

7 percent and 1U percent for a few minutes produced dizziness, imp.1irtd

oudination, and reduced mental acuity. At exposures jreater than 10 per-

':,t, these effects increased in intensity. The NFPA Standard also states

hat even in somewhat prolonged exposures, where these effects are noten,

,(overy is rapid and complete when the victims are provided fresh air.

Halon 2402 has been shown to be significantly more toxic than HaJon

l or d 1211. In fact, 126,000 ppn (12.6 percent) is the reported average

'l roncentration (ALC). The NFPA standard states that exposIr, for

;',inut., at 2000 ppm (0.2 percent) or 60 minutes at 1000 ppm (0.1 percent)

,k Ju,., !yentcal nervous system effects. Fresh air exposure after the

jfptn- appear will usually induce recovery with no long-term effects.

H01 ),., 141, which was chosen as the agent iri the HAS environment, is

tc<i. than Halon 1301 but less toxic than Halon -?40. The reported ALC

1 :1 i> 3?4,000 ppm (32.4 percent), and the safe exposure iuii ts are 4-

'ier ent fur i mirute. Tne NFPA standard for Halon 1211 states that expour,.

..ov I ;-rc ,nt. for I minute or less has no efffect on the central riervous

v. I ,n. .)i.': ness, impaired coord inat ion, and reduced1 mental acuity bec.omte

:;nit- after .oncentration levels reach above 4 percent for longer dura-

10C, When the levels reach 5-iO percent there is a risk of unrP.c osness

, '.ible dedth if exposure is longer than I minute. The r~oor' iIso Jtat"

Halon 1 11 apparently does riot remain or accumulate in the body, so

.; ;f ,"xposed personnel to fresh air induces rapid rec,)very.
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Decomposition products from Halon 1211 can also pose a problem for

personnel and equipment found in the shelters. These products include HF,

HBr, HCl, Br2 , F2 , C12 , and carbonyl halides. Al1 of these compounds have

very high toxicities; however, they also have high warning properties so that

personnel are aware of their presence before levels that would cause a hazard

are reached. The amounts of these products are reduced by more rapid

discharge at the earliest stage of fire progress. In a typical fire

situation, the heat and smoke would be so great that personnel could not

remain in the area; therefore, the levels of decomposition products are not

expected to reach a toxic level while personnel are present. However, if

personnel are restricted in a space and are protected from smoke by a mask,

that mask must be evaluated for transmission of fire product gases. While all

agents have some toxicity associated with them, the agent chosen had to put

out the fire in the required period of time and have an acceptable level of

toxicity. For additional information on halon toxicity, see Reference 2.

9. Agent Distribution Systems

Three types of extinguishing agent delivery systems 4ere considered

for the HAS. The "Manifold System" consists of two dry pipe headers runninj

the length of the shelter. Both of the headers are fed, either at the center

of the header, or from one end. Nozzles are attached to the header at

strategic locations to direct the agent release. The agent is stored in

bottles at a single location. The bottles could be hung from the shelter

ceiling so that they would be protected and out of the way. The dis-

advantage of this arrangement is that because the bottles would be quite huavy

(6000 pounds) and large, vibration levels in the shelter could result in

structural damage. Also, the large size of the suppressant bottles could

obstruct the high tail sections of some aircraft. Finally, maintenance of the

bottles would be difficult if they were to be hung from the shelter ceiling.

Special equipment would be necessary to install and service the bottles.

Another potential storage location for the agent bottles is in a hardened

structure outside the HAS. This solves storage problems resulting from the
larye size and weight of the bottles; however, this solution would be very

expensive to implement.

Another type of delivery system is the "Modified Manifold" syst-m.

This system consists of short runs of pipe to which several nozzles are
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attached. Several of these modified manifolds would oe strategival ly located

in a shelter. Each short header is supplied with agent via its own tank,

whir h iI lucited adjdcent to the header.

A simi lar method of delivering the ext inguishing agent is a "Modular

S.s,'em," which does not employ a header system at all. The nozzles used to

,.dmlinister Lhi- extinguishing agent are attached directly to the ajieoit Lank.

This eliminate,, pressure and time losses that night be caused by an ilaborate

,*umh ing systaim.

B'oLri the modified nranifold dnd the modular systems h-iv tm

ridnt.iqe of being small oriough that they can be tailareJ to various size

sd ters . The modular systei is so ,newhat more flexibl than the modified
,,on11 i,) Id ;y,'teinsm

I0. Nozzles

Sever'al schemes wore cons idered for the agent nozzle location;,. Th

po)s i! lIi ties were to: !) hove nozzles suspended Irci, the ceil in 3 , (,, ) have

nozzles pop up from the 'loor of the shelter, arid (3) have nozzles 'or)unted on
'I, wall. Nozzles hanging from the ceiling of toe shelter could urn;t,'uc, tice

oi 'ail sect jo, of tie aircraft. Also, if a fire w,.,re to occur vider ani
.ir, raft, ag:nt dis-narged from the ceiling would have to counterat thn fire

u, ya, y ard would be obstructed by the airframe. Pop-up, nozzl.es 'ri the flo,, 'r
F t~ie shelter could be obstructed by a vehicle, aircraft wheel, r Jehris.

thf.v would b: expensive to install becauseseLioris )f th f oors of
;ne s L Lors w)ijld have to be cut and repl aced.

,.o(.at ing nozzles on t,,e walls of the sheiter-s appeared be the
I so i on r. The instaliat or costs woulId be rniruitiized b cause ,i ,raior

fi a ri, n to the sh.-Itar wonj 1 be required; the extinguishing a gent, could

.inn ,r ,,Ire to fires under ir air.:raft; and the ii)zzles would irt

4 t t w th Lhe iperati-n,, taking p! 1c in the sheIter. lowever l

t w' dl I sF the '.helIer would be required to throw the '<tinquii hinho 1 gent

,r ,r Jistance than nozzles mounted either in the coiling nr in the

Thc wi dtn of tie HAS s aporox ilateIy u et. ;oi-,p,' it. , the

.nm , t r , nrow rar i, uf the ?xting. i ig , y . cii ti ii Ai oi -
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of the shelter must be nominally 40-45 feet. However, the extinguishing

system would also be required to arrest fire, much closer than 40 feet. To

administer the halon, multiple types of nozzles 
might be required, some to

reach fires a long distance away and others to extinguish close fires (10-

15 feet) in an efficient manner. All nozzles are required to provide good

agent penetration to minimize halon decomposition.

11. Tanks and Seals

Some of the major factors ensuring the systii reliability involve

the integrity of the agent tanks and seals. Any mechanical seal can leak,

especially when subjected to very high pressure and pressure gradients. 'Pie

high vibration encountered within the HAS would aggravate any leak situation.

This makes periodic mairtenance and inspection of the agent storage apparatus

essential to the effective operation of the extinguishing system within the

HAS. •

Several methods are available to monitor the contents )f a pres-

surized cylinder. One is to monitor the pressure via a necha'ical or electri-

cal sensor in conjunction with monitoring the ambient temperature. A problem

inherent with this type of system originates in the mechanical or electricaTl

interface between the inside of the cylinder and the ambient rundition.

Becdause these junctions are not necessarily hermetic, they are a potential

source of leaks.

A much more labor-intensive method of determining the amount of

agent in a pressurized bottle is to weigh tne bottle. Fluid levels in

,ylinders can also be monitcred through the use of special radioactive o-

ultrasonic devices.

Another method ensuring the integrity of the contents of Iit bntt les

is [.n ner.ietically seal the bottles, thus, eliminating tor wecnanic !

interfaces where leaks are most likely to occur. Maintenance )f the tan:l,

system would be rinimized because of the decreased potential fjr system iodks.
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i. SHELTER EVACUATION

the pr imary purpose of the fire protect ion systemr is to sdVe the I ive" of

the personnel anid to mninimize property losses in a shelter when a major fuel-

spill fire occurs. Personnel protection can only be a(-complished if the

personnel inside the shelter escape safely. However, this may not be possible

if spec-ial provisions are not made to expedite tho egre ss from thie f icil itKy.

When a ful J hailon dump on a fire takes pliaco ir-,de a HA.-, several trmni,

happen which would inhibit the egress )f per.-onnel frois the shelter. First,

dion the halun is dischargjed, the air tt~fperdture inside the shelter drops,

.jrlmndt iCal y do~e to the refrigerat ion effects of the liquid-vaporizing agent.

Th, results in moisture precipitating out of the air in the form i)f tuick

cluds which block visibility and the facility lighting. Second, the comn-

iorn prodjucts produced by the extinguishing action of the halon include a

rhick bWack smoke which is toxic and blocks light, thus inhibiting thte egress

the iheiter pers~nnel. Al-3 fuel vapors and comnbustion/pyrolysis products

l-oc thes e reaisons, an escape system must Ibe instal led in the -helt-r to

I 1'ate e2vacehon in the event of a halon djump. An escape sycte:n should

h~dr'eloped which will allow personnel to leave the snelters safely. Addi-

1rKly, wa bndown system for f uelI shoul d oe made av a iIab e.
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SECTION V

OPTICAL FIRE DETECTOR (OFD) INVESTIGATION AND TEST

A. OVERVIEW OF DETECTORS

A HA FPS must have a reliable fire detection device to sense the fl~anil

in its incipient state. Many of these devices are on the market today, arit

they can be grouped into two basic detection technologies, IR and [IV. Th, two

technologies can then be combined in any configuration, for exanple IR, lR-lR,

UV-IR, UV, UV-IR-UV. The advantage of multiwavelength detectors is a reduced

likelihood of false alarm.

B. UV DETECTORS

Over the years there have been many advances in the techniques used tu

* detect fires. UV detectors were among the first types of fire detectors

employed in an industrial environment. The IJV radiation emitted by most fires

is quite strong and easy to detect with a sensor known as a Geiger-Muller 'GM)

tube. The wavelength of UV radiation, being relatively short, is absorbed by
most media such as air, glass, smoke, dust, and Plexiglas, causing false

signals that do not originate from the protected area to be eliminated. Tht,

disadvantage associated with this characteristic _)f UV radiation is that the

UV detector may not be able to detect fire caused by smoke obscuration, or ti,,

UV intensity may be reduced by a buildup of dirt or oil on the lens. In an

industrial environment, UV detectors are not subject tn as many possible

sources of false alarms as are IR detectors. The primary sources of false

alarms to the UV flame detector in an industrial environment are arc welding

* and X-rays. Several techniques have been developed to perrii t the use of I!V

detectors in an environment where welding occurs. These techniques incloi,,
1he requirement of multiple detectors to see a fire, or signal cancllation

schemes, However, there is ri,) generic solution to fit all situations using
• , ly the UV detector. It is generally aqreed theft sing le-channel UV d tct ,r(

should not be used exclusively where activities such as welding or X-rayinq

IIV detectors which use a GM tub0o art- generally desJIned I respond I tLV

,adijtion with wavelengths from 0.18 to U.?5 o. Most fires produce a jrol.t
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deal of UV radiation in this range. The sun also produces UV radiation in

this range; however, most of it is absorbed by the atmosphere beforo reaching

the earth (see Figures 4 and 5).

Radiation is emitted in small bundles called phot.)ns. The energy of a

photon depends on the wavelength of the radiation. When a photon strikes a

ieltl plate such as a cathode (negatively charged plate), the energy of the

photon is imparted to an electron within the plate, causing it to leave the

surface of the cathode and be drawn towards the anode (positively char1ie

!) 1te). The energy that the electron must ave t o I eave the metal -11late is

,ai led the work function if the metal.

Th, operating envelope of a UV detector is . function u (i) the Inc-tal

used fir the cathode, and "2) the crystal housing or the detector. The metal

io, t -,rnmnmOlv used for the detector cathode is tungsten. Tungsten ras a work

unction that will nor allow an electron to leave its surface unless imparted

vith the. energy from a photon with a wavelengtn shorter than 0.245 1 (see

F iqurr 2).

[he crystal most commonly uste for the GM tube housing is quartz. Quartz

i. opaque t) radiation with a wavelength shorter than 0.185 ;. Consequently,

the operating envelope of the GM tube in the UV detector liin betveen 0.185

and 0.245 p. The GM tube is the "heart" of the UV detector and its exact

cu mponents and method of construction are closely guarded industri ji secrets.

Th,.r ; 1 qreat deal of ongoing industry research to improve the perfornaric,.

Th area between the cathode and the anode is filled with dn ionizablp

ga'. hen an electron is emnitteG froi the cathode and is rapidly being drawn

t,ward the anode, it strikes a gas molecule with enough energy to cause

,i, tr.mns t) o emitted from the gas nolecule. Te electrons in tsrn strike

,)ther .nolecules which release electrons. The total nj.nber f 'lecl-rons

e mi tted in ti is nanner is several mi lion t lne'; i;ore than were emitted fro

the r-stoode (see Figure 6). When this chain reaction takes place, I current

et(-,n t i,, doe and anode can be measured. The current flow cji be

i,,:d i) 1w, ways: (1) by removing the applied voltage between t.he cathode

rid anodi,, o, (2) by reversing the charge on the caLhode and -inodr. Tlhere are
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Figure 6. Geiger-Mueller Detector.

varying opinions on what is necessary to stop the current flow between the

t'drmninals. The current is usually allowed to flow for a very short time

before measures are taken to stop it.

The output of a GM tube is generally a voltage pulse. The intensity

of the UV radiation striking the detector is proportional to the frequency of

the pulses. This is analogous to a switch that is normally open. When UV

radiation strikes the detector, the switch is nomentarily closed. The

,r ,quency with which the switch is opened and closed is proportional to the

intensity of the UV iadiation striking the detector.

UV radiation is generally thought of as that radiation with a

* wavelength between 0.10 and 0.40 w (see Figure 5). There ar a number uf
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sources that produce UV radiation, the most common natural sources being the

sun and lightning. Both of these are rich sources of this radiation, and are

(:ommon in the workplace.

Other sources of UV radiation include any kind of electrical sparking

such as arc welding or mercury vapor lamps, and flames such as those produced

by an acetylene torch, a cigarette lighter, or a JP-4 fuel fire.

Because the wavelength of UV radiation is relatively short, the radiation

is easily absorbed by substances such as glass, smoke, air, and a number of

vapors not normally found in quantity in a HAS.

The absorbency of UV radiation by many types of media reduces the likeli-

hood of a UV flame detector responding to false signals. However, a fir- that

produces an abundance of smoke prior to a flame is more likely to go

undetected. Additionally, a light film of oil or dirt on the lens of the UV •

detector can filter the incoming radiation to the point where the detector

does not respond to a small fire. In many situations, the likelihood of lens

contamination is not considered a problem. However, in environments where it

is a problem, action has been taken to ensure that the viewing lens remains 6

clean. One method that has been proven to be quite effective involves blowing

clean, dry air or nitrogen over the face of the lens. Another innovative idea

is to thermally clean optical surfaces. This latter approach has been used in

space vehicles. 
0

Because the problem of lens contamination is so critical to the reliabil-

Ity of the UV detector, most UV detectors are equipped with a self-testing

mechanism. This generally consists of a UV lamp situated so that, when

pulsed, it can be seen by the UV detector through the lens. The signal

strength of Lhe Lest signal is compared to a reference signal. When the test

signal falls below an acceptable level, a warning alarm is set off.

As previously mentioned, UV detectors are susceptible to false alarms

from intense UV sources such as arc welding or malfunctioning mercury vapor

iights. Additionally, reflections of UV radiation are much miore difficijl] tn

C',Iltairn. This has necessitated innovativ' techniques to reduc-e the probahil-

ity of false alarms. Some of the more applicable methods are discussed in

this report under the heading "Dual-Channel UV/1R Detectors."
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C. IR DETECTORS

In addition to UV radiation, fires also produce IR radiation. Its longer

wavelength allows IR radiation to penetrate smoke and other substances which

absorb UV radiation. However, sources of IR radiation are not limited to

fire, but include all masses that contain heat. The "radiational cooling" of

the earth, often referred to by meteorologists, is an example of IR radiation.

The sun is extremely rich in this type of radiation. Another very common

source of IR radiation is electrical radiant heaters. These "hot mass" IR

sources are referred to as "blackbody heat" or "blackbodies." Because there

are so many sources of IR in the industrial setting, the number of false
alarms caused by detection of nonfire sources has precluded the use of a

simple single-channel IR sensor. To make the basic IR detector function in

the industrial environment, additional discrimination functions must be

added.

An important characteristic of the IR radiation originating from a fire

is the low-frequency AC component or "flicker." IR radiation originating from

a stationary black or hot body or the sun is much more continuous. The
presence of "flicker" has been used quite successfully to identify fires.

However, shimmering reflections, slowly turning fans, moving IR sources, and
flickering lights can still activate the detector.

A significant advancement in IR detectors has been the developnent of

sensors that can react to specific bands of IR radiation. One band of speci-

fic interest to IR flame detectors lies between 4.1 and 4.6 ; (centered at

1.4 !). Two significant characteristics are associated with this band of

radiation. First, hydrocarbon fires produce a "carbon dioide spike" in this

region (Figure 1). Second, 1R radiation in this region from the sun is

absorbed by the atmosphere (Figure 4). Consequently, IR sensors can be manu-

factured to uperate in this "quiet" region of the IR ,pectrum with a very low

signal-to-noise ratio, The detector is still subject to fdlse alarms from

blackbody radiation such as the hot tail section of an aircraft, but to a far

less extent than broadband IR detectors.
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A new type of dual-spectrum flame detector uses Lwo bdnds of IR radia-

tion. This technology is rather new and is considered proprietary by the

manufacturers of these detectors; however, the basic principles associated

with dual-band IR fire detection are well understood.

There are two basic types of sensors used in the IR flame detecior: the

thermopile and the pyroelectric sensor. The thermopile sensor is analogous to

d number of thermocouples connected in series. As the number of connections

or thermocouples is increased, the sensitivity of the device increases propor-
tionally. With the current level of microchip technology, it is possible to

pot many thermocouple connections on a single chip. While these devices are
quite sensitive to impinging radiation from a fire, they are also quite sensi-

tive to rapid changes in the ambient temperature.

The pyroelectric detector operates on a much different principle from

that. of the thermopile detector. The output of the pyroelectric detector

depends on the time rate of change in the detector temperature rather than on
the detector temperature itself. It is constructed of a pyroelectric crystal
such as lithium tantalate or ceramic barium titanate. When these crystals are

,xposed to a thermal gradient, they produce a current. The pyroelectric
rystal is a dielectric that will also produce spurious outputs when subjected

t-! mechanical shock or vibration, much like a piezoelectric crystal produces a

<urrent flow when exposed to a transient pressure gradient.

As nrevicisly Re.... ,d at c, S prevalent in th e workplace.

Any hot object will produce IR radiation. A large amount of IR radiation is
producod by the sun. However, not all the radiation emitted by the sun

rea ches the earth. The earth's atmosphere absorbs a portion of this radia-
ion, as shown in Figure 4. Several bands within the IR spectrum are not

,mturated with the radiation from the sun. These quiet areas or "windows"
within the IR spectrum are centered at about 1.2, 4.4, and '!.1 !1. The;e

Y imdows have been used in a variety of ways by fl amne detector nanufacturers.
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The flicker or oscillating property of a fire is the result of the dyna-

inic characteristics of a flame. If a fire is viewed at a very close range

where the edge of the flaie is not in the viewing window of the detector,

there will not be much flicker associated with the fire. However, when a fire

can be seen from an adequate distance, flicker in the range of 1-6 Hz is

present. Because the response of both pyroelectric sensors and thermopile

sensors is extremely fast, flicker can be used to distinguish fires from false

alarm sources.

Flicker can be simulated by a number of activities such a moving or

vibrating hot objects, or by chopping sources in front of a hot object such a,

a rotating fan placed in front of the hot tail section of an aircraft. Conse-

quently, simple, single-sensor IR detectors have not been very successful in

the workplace at discriminating between a fire and false alarm source. This
has created a need for the dual IR detector.

D. DUAL IR DETECTORS

The dual IR detector usually utilizes the mid-IR window (centered at

4.4 P), as well as one of the other quiet windows in the IR spectrum. The

window centered at 4.4 w is particularly useful because almost every fire in

the workplace produces carbon dioxide, which radiates at 4.4 11 (Figure 7).

Exceptions to this are hydrogen and metal fires, which produce a broad bind of

very intense radiation. The information obtained from the two IR sensors can

be processed in a number of ways; these are outlined below.

1. Flicker

The signals from both IR sensors are generally digitized and the

frequency of those signals is determined. As previously mentioned, the

rlicker frequency of most fires is between I and 6 Hz. Most dual IR detectors

do not alarm unless both signal frequencies lie within this range.
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2. Time Rate of Change

IR radiation of all wavelengths is quite common in the workplace.
Consequently, it is necessary to establish a background level of radiation.
The background level must constantly be monitored and adjusted to compensate
for the ambient conditions. Small fluctuations in this background radiation,
even those of a proper flicker frequency, will not generally alarm the dual IN
detector. However, rapid changes in the background radiation can indicate
'hat a situation is quickly getting out of control. If the background level
,)f radiation becomes too high, a fire will nut be detected. This is referred

to as saturation of the detector.

3. Flash

If a fire were to oc(:ur suddenly and engulf the fire detector, as
.vDuld be the case in an explosion, immediate action on the part of the fire
suppression system would be required. Some detectors ire programmed to alarm
a i certain level of background radiation, regardless of any of tie other
factors that may exist.

4. Signal Ratio

All fires have specific radiation signatures unique to the chemical

*eactions taking place. Hence, the strength of the signals from tr,:i two IR
scns,,rs can be used to check for specific signature properties This is done
.y !ooking at the ratio of the two signais, a procedure which eliminates the
oroh:,m )f varying radiation intensities. The relative intensity of the radi-
I on of toe two wavelengths is cenerally maiitained, regardless of the over-

I ..tengtlh ot the fire, whne s~ciflc c_-nmncal reactions are taking place,
;ch , s the formation of carbon dioxine. Tois rat ioing scheme can be upset by

,everl circunstances. For insLance, if an uneven layer of contamination is
depu)-ited u" the lenses of the two sensors, the intensity of one signal will
be 6tii.raded imore than that of the (,ther, thu s, eilterirg thc 'icni ra' iu . I
'ne !ave, o f contain nat ion on the (-ses is even, but is of a Lcture te absorb

rid aIit icio, '.h is nay also alter the signal ratio. Since waiter absorbs JR
adi i ion, the sinal ratio may be nitered fimply by the hjninit y in th- air.

1!) no e-,.r;sate for the many circurstances ihich may alzer the signal ratio of
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the two ]R bands, detecLors are usually proyrammel to alarm dt a spoc if ir

signal ratio within an adjustable tolerance.

5. Cross-Correlation

A fire may produce many types of raoiation of varying wavelengths

and ampl itudes. However, the majority of the radiation emitted from a f :rt

has the same flicker frequency. Some false alarm sources produce IR radiation

of a sufficient amplitude and, under the proper circumstances, the right

frequency to simulate a fire. However, they generally do not produce both

bands of IR radiation with the proper amplitude and frequency characteristics.

If the amplitude of both JR channels is high enough, and the frequency of th-

signals is within 1-5 Hz, the cross-correlation of the peaks and valleys o

thp two signals checks that both signals are being emitted from the sane

source. This helps eliminate the possibility of two unrelated [R signals

alarming the detector.

6. Time Delays

IR detectors can detect the presence of a fire rapidly. However,

t.his acute sensitivity inherently makes the detector system susceptible to

false alarm signals that momentarily simulate a fire. Many detectors requirt,

a specific time period before they will alarm. In situations where the danger

f an explosion is present, this time delay might be adjusted downward to be

quite short. However, a longer time delay allows the detector more time to

test and to distinguish between fires and false alarms. The damage done by I

1l- Jump of a suppression system often does much more harm and is more

4 xpnsive than allowing a fire to burn a second or two longer.

E. DI1AL-CHANNEL UV/IR JETIT .OIRS

iiarmy false alar.m sources for UV and IR detectors are mutally exclusive.

Th -. has led to the advent of dual-channel UV/IR detectors. These dete7tjrs

dt be made quite rugged. They have some of the same limitatiorns of sinqgl-

.l)-"trir JV detectors; that is, they are somewhaL blind to fires hidden bY

,J!roke, drid are very sensitive to lens contamination.
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The primary advantage of UV/IR detectors, as they relate to the HAS

program, is that they do not alarm in response to chopped blackbody radiation.

Second, they are less susceptible than dual IR detectors to false alarms

around operational aircraft. The IR jamming device checkout, which is often

completed in the HAS, is one false alarm source for dual IR detectors. Also,

a UV/IR detector will not alarm due to sudden changes in temperature. The IR

channel of the detector may become saturated and declare a fire, but the UV

channel will not see anything, thus preventing the detector from aldrming.

The UV channel and the IR channel of the detector, are generally locked

together electrically so that both sensors are required to alarm prior to the

declaration of a fire by the detector. The flicker of an IR radiation source

and the amplitude of the source ard required to be within a specific range

prior to alarming. The IR circuitry is constantly monitoring the background

radiation, and adjusting to that. Here again, the detector can become satur-
.ted by the background radiation, thus rendering the detector blind to a fire.

The UV channel of the detector generally operates in the saie fashion as

a single-channel UV detector. It utilizes a GM tube and continuously monitor,

the incoming iV radiation.

Tne UV/IR ceLector can re progranmed in a fashion similar t.) that of the

,u, l iR detector. The concept of requiring a time delay prior to alarming is

quite comnon. Some detectors can also be programmed to alarii giveun only an

intene flash, regardless of the flicker coiponent of the radiation source. A

conce;r of fir, identification utilized by most fire detection systems is

:,mfibn ly referred to as "voting." This concept requires a fire to ho sensed

!)y more than no" - detector pricr to alarmin, the suppression system. No mano-

ifr, tt r will claimn tlnat their fire detec'.,r i 1 100 percent free) of fdl ce

rir:%. ror ti,is to be g,-nerally accomplished, the sensitivity of the detec-

to)r woulI have to be acjusted down t ) the point that not only wiil the detec-

Ir- - nre fal se l aarm s gnai s, bu- it will a;sc iqn r'e a genuine fire.

konseqjf nLly, the detector woul d not accomopl i s: the des i red goal. "Voting"

,i.1 pr ien to be effective in eliminating false alarn ;iqnals, and, -t the saicl
Ir , . p o,,ides promi1p suppres, ion rcsI onse fic,.
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F. OFO DESCRIPTION

The OFUs selected for testing by NMERI are described in Appendix G. F-or

each, two categories of information are presented: General Description 'nd

Signal Processing Evaluation. Company tradenames for the detectors are not

included; instead, the devices are designated by number (1-8). The general

description of each detector is a combination of information supplied by ,'acO

manufacturer and observations by NMERI research personnel. Quoted prices ar',

approximate retail values for a single unit unless otherwise stated. The

signal processing evaluation was conducted by Professor W. W. Grannernan at Iti-

University of New Mexico Department of Electrical Engineering from schematic

drawings supplied by each manufacturer. These evaluations are presented

directly from Dr. Granneman's reports to NMERI, except where specific

reference to a tradename appeared.

G. UFD TESTING

The test prograr, was conducted in two phases. An initial low-cost evalu-

ation of the OFDs was made using a small-scale test progran. The information

and experience gained during this program were used to design and conduct

large-scale test programs. The small-scale testing was conducted in the con-

bustion laboratories at NMERI. The large-scale tests were conducted at the

German Aircraft Shelter (GAS) on Kirtland Air Force Base and other similar

locations. Use of the GAS allowed evaluation of the detector- in a lifelike

environnent and realistic geometry similar to that of the HAS.

Eleven different detectors were tested during this evaluation. Six IV'lR

detectors were tested. Two )f tne UV/fR detectors were from the same mann-

facturer with the only difference being in sensitivity levels. The UV/i,

letectoi- wpre labeled IJV/IR 1-5. The two detectors from the saiie nanufac-

turer wt :re 1 beled UV/IR 1 and IV/IR IS (the more sensitive detector) Thre,,

different IR/IR detectors were tested and were labeled IR/IR 1-3. One sinq1li

c-hannel 'UV detector was tested and was libeled 1T,' 1. There was alsn one S

detector with two UV channels and one IR channel which was labeled dV/1JV,/Ik.
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I. Smal -scale Tests

The room used for the small-scale tests was approximately 15 feet by

15 feet. The OFOs were placed on a tripod with a swivel head. A 6-inch

flickering propane flame from a Bunsen burner at the same height as the detec-
tor was used as a flame source. The parameters used to characterize the per-

formance of the OFD during the small-scale test program were field of view

(anyle and distance) and response time. The tests conducted were:

Test Description

1A Flame directly in front of detector, room closed

1B Flame 90 degrees off axis from detector, room closed

2A Flame directly in front of detector, room open to introduce
sunlight and outside air currents

2b Same ds 2A with fiame 90 degrees off axis

>ich rest was repeated three times and the data were averaged. Taking

three data points provided greater accuracy and lower uncertainty of casual

o,ncurrences. Information on each ind.vidual data point was recorded on data s
sheets.

The small-scale tests were conducted to allow NMERI to gain

roxperience with each of the detectors in a low-cost environment. It was not

possihlP for the low-cost evaluation to be conducted in a realistic environ-
:enf; Therefore, results are not directly applicable to this particular
app' ic io ..

No conclusions for the final application caii be drawn from the
p -,f urnanru if the detectors Liring tne smaIl-scdle test because the fire was
not r, r to those which would be encountered in the HAS application. The

ence 3ained during the sma~l-scale test progrdm al'owed the design of a more
evaluation of the uetectors in the GAS-scale test program than would

:heve be-n possible without it.
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2. GAS-Scale Tests

The tests in the GAS-scale test series were conducted under i ri di-

tions as close as possible to those that exist in the HAS. The test goa 's

were to characterize the performance of the OFDs and their response Lo fal',_'

alarm stimuli.

The tests were conoucted inside a prototype GAS that was open oc

both ends. One of the ends was covered with a black plastic sheet to prevtnt

winds from blowing through the shelter. The sheliter is 24 feet 7 n:hes ,wi'

and 43 feet 4 inches wide at the front (open) floor level. It is 72 feet

/ inches long. The floor rises 2 feet to a second level 33 feet 7 inche fr,
the front opening. The detectors were located on the second level I fhot trcon

the §irst iHvel. Unless otherwise stated, the detectors faced the side wal!

of the GAS during the tests.

3. FOV Performance Tests

The HAS application requires knowleage the tnre;-,.irnsfona

ield of view JFOV) of the d,.tectors. The FOV of each detectr 1,jilpj),- ,

plotted in twi planes 90 degrees apart. Measurements i'i the i!-st plane wer

iiadl with the detector in the orientation recoinimend.d by the wa.ufactsre , .

7ne do'tector was then turned 9(I degrees for FOV mapping in the seconi plan,,.
i e FCV wa0 mapped by determining how far away the OFD cofjld see tlie test fir-

jp to maximon of 35 feet) as a function of the angle between the ax i

t e J: ,,,. Lor and the fire. The fire pans were mrounted near the ide walI a. I

tne detectors were! i,,ounted directly across the shelter from the fire. This,

' 'n detector; were "looking" at fires wite the wall ot toe he ter

.,n:;] them. Thi- w-is lone to enlare that the fires wore as nearly ile , ,

o ih]e, nut it limited the maximum distance between tr- dtector , v

2 P2
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During the FOV tests the detector was mounted on a tripod 3 feet

above the ground. The field of view was mapped by starting with the fire

35 feet from the detector. The detector was rotated at 5-degree intervals in

the horizontal plane and notations were made indicating if the OFD had

detected the fire. The distance was decreased in 5-foot increments and the

measurements repeated until the field of view was completely mapped in that

plane.

Baseline tests were conducted with clean optics at room temperature.

These tests were used as a baseline for the evaluation of performance degrada-

tion of the OFDs under nonideal conditions and are referred to as the clean

series tests. Other tests conducted included performance evaluations with

dirty optics, at a plane elevated relative to the fire and under hot and cold

environmental conditions. During this test series, each OFD was mounted on a

tripod and rotated dt various angles relative to the test fire. The FOV was

napped only in te plane defined by the manufacturer's recommended orientation

for all of the noncleon series tests.

These tests were conducted using I ft 2 and 4 ft2 (2 ft by 2 ft) pan

fires. The pans were 3.75 inches high with 1.5 to 2 inches of JP-4 floating

on I inch of water. Water was used to allow the flame base to remain constant

it the same level and to maintain the fuel at a constant temperature. These

conditions ensured the same flame for all tests. The edge of the fire pan was
I, feet from the wall of the GAS, which had interior surfaces similar to those

rf all the HASs. The curved ceiling of the GAS was 14 to 15 feet above the

un. The fires were extinguished between tests by snuffing them out with a

metal olte. Snufling was used lo extinguish the fires to keep any foreign
4 lwjrial i iut of the fuel which might change the character of the fire.

The I fL and 4 ft2 fires represented the two types of fires that

- ht be ,ecn by the OFOs. The I ft 2  fire is an optically thin fire, while

4 :,- 4 ftV fire is opticdlIly thick. The detector would receive all of the

,aiatior from an optically thin fire, whereas it would only receive the
. rtl ipor-ion of the radiation from an optically thick fire. As a fire

(i)ws 'changes from optically thin to thick), the relative amount of IIV

ad ion >nsnittea from the fire to the detector decreases. The amiount of

IR rai,]tioi from the fire increases as the fire grows. These changes are

4



caused by the fire changing to become more fuel-rich as it increases in

size. Therefore, the absolute intensities and the ratio of UV to IR

radiation are different for optically thick and thin fires and change

continuously as a fire grows.

Data sheets were used to record whether or not the OFD detected

the fire at each test point. Each data point was repeated three times and

averaged during the entire GAS-scale test series.

Another consideration for the performance tests was response time.

The statement of work for this project required that the fire protection

system detect and suppress a fire within 30 seconds. A decision was made to

divide the amount of time available for each action equally, that is, to

allow 15 seconds each for detection and suppression. Thus, if any detector

did not detect a fire within 15 seconds it was evaluated as if it had not

seen the fire.

A shutter technique was used to test the OFDs. A 1.5 ft2 by 2-

inch-thick piece of grey foan was placed 2 to 3 inches in front of the OFD.

The OFD was then reset to the ready condition. The foam piece was rapidly

removed froi, ;n front of the OFD and the detector response time was

determined. Time zero was defined as the moment when the shutter was

displaced from the view of the OFD.

4. Clean Test Series

The clean test series was conducted to determine the performanm

of the detectors under ideal conditions and was used as a bascline t)

compare with other tests conducted during the FOV test series. The clean

Lest series is defined below.

Test Description

lAI Detector in manufacturer's recommended install ]at ion pos it i
with a I ft2 pan fire

131 Same as IAI except the detector was rotated 90 degrees r- i iv(,
to its 'ongitjdinal axis
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nA Sm as -- e w 4 . . fire

1A4 Same as 1A except with 4 ft2 pan fire

1B4 Same as 181 except with 4 ft2 pan fire

During the analysis the footprints for each detector were charac-

terized three categories, 15-second response, 5-second response, and blind

spot. Blind spot parameters were calculated if the detector had a blind spot.

Blind spots were generally a result of saturation of the detector from fires

close to it. Seven parameters are listed for each of the categories. They

are:

Area The area of the footprint (ft2)

Rmx The maximum range at which the detector responds
to the fire (up to 35 feet) (ft)

emx The maximum half angle at which the detector responds
to the fire (degrees)

ROmx The maximum range at which the detector responds
to the fire at the maximum half angle (ft)

Bmx The maximum range at which the detector does not respond
to the fire within the response envelope (ft)

Omx The maximum half angle at which the detector does not
respond to the fire within the response envelope (degrees)

U3imx The maximum range at which the detector does not respond to
the fire at the maximum half angle for no response within
the response envelope (ft)

Figure 8 illustrates the definition of the terms used to characterize

detector performance. Half angles were used to characterize the FOV angle,

ue(aie fn,- deLectors did not all have footprints that were synmetric about the

axis ,f te deLector.

viheo this program began, it was felt that the detectors would have 15

,econd; to respond to a fire in the HAS. This information was giver to the

.dctaaor ma-iufacturers when NMERI requested detectors for evalutation. After

the OF) chardcterization was completed and the full-scale fire suppression

svst tests began, it became apparent that the detectors would have to respond

t,) a fire in 5 seconds or less. Since the response time for the detectors can

be varied by adjusting the sensitivity and the increased sensitivity was not

req., ,ted, the data for both the 5- and 15-second response times are

presented.
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Remx Rernx

Figure 3. Illustration of Definition of Detector Evaluation Terms.

Foe data sheet showinq the footprint for Detector UV/IIR I fhr ,

194 i ce shown in Figure 9. This typical data sheet shows th t. the respr ;e

.ines have only been def ined for the edges of the footprint dnd the ay

the detector. The response of each detector was measured at the t.-

e-ediaite poir-s between those l isted but was nat racorojed.

The areas of the footprints were calcul ated by sinrii-ig the at,,

sau'bteri;Jed .,y -a( h data point. The area was assuined to extend nalf !)f Lh.-

,I ist aot , mtween a dj v .ent J 3ta points on the siie rad ius and halIf _)f tlarF

fdIi t er!c- 'I to adjacent radii. At the inside surfice the area Aas sure to

-xf--nd a I t ne vay to t he Getectnr, and a t t he o uter s urf ace ti e area w

'Irl to stop at he ouLer onundar y. The fact that thi s Lv

~ver-,ortled only fr the center aod -dy(es of 'he fi el ri f v e(,. has v

r. ~ ; hi ~ed ,,reas for the 5- sercnd responset in for : lt- Ir

e ~~w'aaanaily na! 1. Unfrtunately, 'his pf-ohlomf ~~a .t* rr2

!0n. a ~ OrF,) test i rir w i- oonpl, eted IH fore- the - ir -cond ur*'

le n iOt. j ,, o cv er td.



200 100 00 100 200

50 ft

45 ft

40 ft

4000

70800

9'X Not detected J0

0 Detected

Figure 9. Typical Data Sheet, UV/IR1, Test 1B4.
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Tables 8 and 9 show the maximum and average footprint areas for each type

of detector as well as for all of the detectors. Separate categories which

exclude the 360-degree FOV detectors from the total sun and the UV/IR detector

groups are also shown. This was done because the footprint areas of the 360-

degree FOV detectors (UV/IR 5 and UV/UV/IR) were so much larger than those of

the other detectors that a very large bias in the data was created. The UV

detector was not included in the 5-second response footprint area averages when

it did not respond to the fire within 5 seconds. The tables show that, on the

average, the UV/IR detectors tested have a much larger footprint than the IR/IR

detectors tested. This difference is much larger for the 5-second footprints

than for the 15-second footprints. These statements only apply to the average 0

vdlues. In eac:h test, one or more of the IR/IR detectors performed as well as

the average ,V!WR detector. Nu comparison can be made for the UV and UV/UV/IR

detectors, since only one of each was tested.

A smaller footprint does not necessarily mean that one detector is not as

wel suited for a particular application as one with a larger footprint. The

fact that one detector has a smaller footprint than another can be compensated

fir by installing more detectors, and the decision of which type of detector is

hest for a particular application should be based on reliability, resistance to

false alarm stimuli, initial total system cost, and recurring maintenance

Losts. Those detectors with very large footprints, UV/IR 5 and UV/UV/IR, have

ar advantagc, over those with smaller footprints, because fewer of these

dfet,ctors would be required to cover the entire shelter, and this would pre-

' resu!t. in lower initial system costs.

Pay-to-day changes in the environment of the shelter can explain some of

:h- incorsistencies which show up in the data for the FOV test series. The

: prograrp began in Auqust ard continued for a little over a year. The

wasonal 'J fferer.ce between the high temperature for the day can be as much as

0 'F. Duriig Che winter it is not unusual for the day-to-day variation in the

C L-;7,jera ii > e as much as 30 'F. On most days during the year, the

, e, I1Ce btween the high and low temperatures is usually 30 *F. Since the

J,' AL_,LFtcn -,rf, designed with components that may be temperature-sensitive,
.-,,)onse to a fire could be very di fferent on a day-to-day or morning-to-

afternoon basis.
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TABLE 8. MAXIMUM FOOTPRINT P'OAS (CLFAN ., S,.

15-Second response 5-Second r'e ponsP

T y p e o f - I
detector 1A 1 I4 IBi I4 I4 161 164

All detectors 2641 3859 2715 3859 ]7,11 3064 i 1? 3064
All detecters, 1702 14i5 1082 :1392 1 - I 14,1 134 i39?

ion- 362 FOV i

UV/IR 2641 3614 i715 3614 121 271 1717 671
UV/ IR , EO19? 14 1 1%-2 1 ; _67 1415 1034 392

non- 360 FOV

tR/IP [137 7 iJ7 7)9 036 153 1222

1023 i 955 i0o4 0 n
/,!7, . 14.33 3064 11 ? 0

.... ...V __k . . . .~ . _L. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .

Ff6.fIE 9. 0V% .,)E ~FOP~k1NF >6< .4 {C!> N S5;!FSK

15 - Sec on d e;ons e 5 -Send response

Type (if i,

tcr-) I j , ,:9 i1 7 'I 1;

"J it-:,*ct;:-s 923 11 3 1 V4 669 4) 5 74'
OV

-- 0+1 63 73,--,' i - ' ' .- ': " . .. " " ' ,. ' - 7



During the winter, the test area was a1lo subject to temperature
inversions which trapped the smoke from the fires inside the shelter and
drastically reduced visibility. Wind was also a factor in the testing. A
plywood shield, 10-feet high by 12-feet long, was erected to protect the test
fires from the wind, but even a slight breeze would change the height of the
fire and cause it to lean over to one side. The shield was located 7 feet
upwind from the fire pan. This explains the one-sideness of some of the
footprint in Figure 9. A breeze could also cause large changes in the foot-
print areas, especially during testing at the larger radii. No testing was
conducted during high wind conditions. The timetable for this program did not
allow a delay in testing in order to conduct testing under similar environ-
mental conditions for all of the detectors. However, the test program was con-
ducted in such a way that all detectors were subjected to the current test
before a different test series was begun.

5. Dirty Test Series

The dirty test series was conducted to determine the effect of long-
term exposure to the HAS environment on the performance of the detector. The
major factor causing degradation of detector performance was the presence of
contaminants on the lens of the detector. This effect was measured by
contaminating a calcium fluoride substrate and measuring the change in detector
performance caused by decreased visibility as thc Jetector looked through the
substrate. Calcium fluoride was chosen because it has very low absorption in
the DYV and IR bandwidths. The performance of the detectors was measured using
a clean substrate. The performance tests were the same as those conducted
!iuriny the clean test series. The substrate was then contaminated with smoke
Frim burning JP-4. The smnoke was used to simulate contamination that may occur
From The exhaust nf engines running while aircraft are in the HAS. The perfor-
Eance tests were then repeated, using the dirty substrate. The test numbers and
their descriptions are given below.

lest Description

2AI Detector looking through a clean CaF2 substrate at a I ft2 pan fire
e-P1 etector looking through a clean CaF 2 substrate at a 4 ft2 pan fire

OB1 etector looking through a dirty CaF2 substrate at a I ft2 pan fire
2B4 Detector looking through a dirty CaF2 substrate at a 4 ft 2 pan fire
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detectors of each type having a specific type of footprint area change for each

of the tests performed. The performance effect on the UV/IR detectors haJ no

consistent trend. The effect was also variable on the IR/IR detectors,

although there was a tendency for the dirty substrate to decrease the footprint

areas, especially for the 4 ft2 fires. There was a large performance

degradation for the UV detector with dirty )ptics. Tables 19 and 20 , ,minari,-

the data from Table 14 showing the effect of the dirty substrate on ave'age

footprint areas for the different types of detectors. While the effect i"

somewhat variable on the 15-second response footprints, almost all Ijee,Ltr

types performed much better wi t h clean optic; when thi 5-seco[,J .esoonse

criterion was ised. This effect was ;nore prouon,-ed on tne UV'I flj o ct, r,

than on the IR/IR detectors.

Examination of the resl s showin.: t a ffe 0 u.,strut . r',±2

nation on footprint areas of the ir!Jividua? IJV 1f< itid 7R/IR detectors £aeon ,  S

contradict the general maxin that 'JV detectors a _r nore sscept t , +-, , .-

ination than 1R detectors, r-teever, examiviin t h'> ,verage fAn)rints ow,y

this effect to he true, Utnuqh UV/IIR ret+2 t ro wpre not as sansitiv- a> ',lL

UV detector. rhe results show t! at ail ieLectr types need a progran m t

detector front lens cleaninj to ma n'ain optimxn per formanc-, and that s n; e-

channel UV ,etectors i ir equirt irnur e requenL cleaning than a JV/IP de te:o r.
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In a relIat ed t(et sr ies , opt icalI s s.bs, tr at~ (27 -ere s~jspende:]i nt )pora-

tional HASs in England and Germany. Before the substrates were hung, measure-

ments were made of the absorption spectra and optical quality of the sapphire

and quartz substrates. The suostrates were retrieved after 120 days and the

measurements were repeated. The records from the pre- and posttest measure-

ments were then compared. This showed the amount of particulate contaminatbin

that would be expected during operation. These tests are discu)ssed it] detai;

in Section 111.

The data from the dirty test series seen to confl ict with those -1,i

the ambient environment section of' the repor'. Thie data in the ambient 0

environment section of the report show that the JP-4 soot found in the HAS

environment has its greatest effect or. UV in tne ?00-245 rim regjion, tesn

region where most UV detectors work. However, the datai from the dirty test

series show that -there is stlli a signal strong onough to perqiV the !IV Chat- 0

nels of the -letectors to work. The performnati.e will remain fiirly stable mtnil

the ittenuatior r.aches a le vel h ;gr enough to cau,,se the [IV pe,-formanico t ) orap

dramntical ly.

6. Ele vated Test Series

in the HAS appl icar ion the OFid will most 1 ikely me inounted

approxiinath ly 10 feet above Lhe floor. The effect of tne si ighti angle W1 1 he'

to shorten the fl ame front, thereby reduc ;(inq the ran iat ion propagating frmil

*e'.These tests werfe c-ondjcted to -cet-rmine J tnis decreasel visibility

tf-d OFEW pcr-)o-manir) i )ujri- thi1s tes ser 1Oi e de tec tors wfere tri rl,

,)n 3 ' I 10 fee't above rte ry:anid po )n1-( 1 0 25 cvros s tne she lt,?r it

oo pot nr Lh, i flL 'J wal -1.'h( f -1d ()f view w-r; nappfed j

ac iAl'* l0 2



Table 21 shows the performnfce parcreters fur toe deile-ctors looking

at the 1 ft2 fire. The 15-second response footprint a-ei-s ranged from 386 to
?559 ft2. The 5-second response footprints ranged frori 0 to 1694 ft'. All of

the detectors saw the fire at trie Imxifluzn range within 15 seconds except detec-

tor IRIi 1, wnich -- iiod rot see fires mocre ,hari 25 feet train thie detector.

Three dletectors, lJV 1, IR/IR 1 and iR/IR 3, coull riot ee fires at the maximum

range within ' Seconds.

a ' 2 cnows the per, .rrcmarice parinef-ters jur thtC *n 1r itrI tetr

looking at the 4 ft-' tire. Dhr !-5--)ecomnd rc-. ponse footprints range from 834 to

3614 i ec t he -seconi )ot pret~ 5 lje t f ) 30FZk i 2  fllI of the

detec tojr-- 0i~e .ie at the iIayinjA 10rne~ i b Pecoids , biut detectors

[IV I AndI ja, I :&ju]r not ,ee i irei . cmef ian~n n witnin 5 seroflos.

Wtcor O P L~ S, dv'> ', R/1P i< jvJv 'P 01 h d spots. A] Iof the,

Ii 4pL;e r.T . 01 raud : (-cso toG ector.

f~>Y 2 chwi he ~':..; ~or m ~rasfjr tiu --ie and e levated

.t ~ T se. IT al !,w;- a ir" .)oprio t the foorp-inhiru for the

r i frrtt or~'.~: . ji:<ea )r, h esr r ad 'arger fcot-

)cintrc- in the rv- psiznti, the !>wer rmountinl4 Position. This is

so r onl '.r..g 6, which c'.fiofrriZe- the results in laoiles 21 tnrough

'3. -7 1() A, a ho hat the aver, t-j- ootprint areas ar- larger in the

1v va' ad )(jc -i r) r ar Inhne ) m ne~ wet I ane pus it mn for (all but

'our 4 lto Wtg-.s 2 oa i ) T It, ec )y h I~ ]: Cf the

F~ruC in te P',va162-, i t2 Gs~ s uetrthon ,n the-

* ~ '.. o :
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TABLE 23. AVERAGE FOOTPRINT AREAS (FT2 ) FOR PLANE AND ELEVATED DETECTORS.

15-Second response 5-Second response

Type of
detector 1AI 3AI IA4 3A4 1A1 3AI IA4 3A4

All detectors 1076 1176 1619 1621 765 850 11b7 1251

All detectors, 933 1038 1149 1178 669 756 742 847
non-360 FOV'

UV/IR 1156 1283 1597 1671 881 965 1168 1260

UV/IR, 859 1028 1193 1282 713 819 868 977
non-360 FOV

IR/IR 812 310 1100 1022 424 499 532 630

UV 1023 1105 1073 1123 0 0 0 01

UV/UV/IR 1702 1702 3859 3614 1433 1217 3064 3064
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TABLE 24. EFFECT OF ELEVATION ON AVERAGE FOOTPRINT AREA (15-SECOND RESPONSE).

Fire size, All detectors, UV/IR
ft2  detectors non-360 UV/IR non-360 IR/IR UV V/UV/IR

!q

I EL>PL EL>PL EL>PL EL>PL None EL>PL* None
I None

4 None None EL>PL ELPL PL>EL None PL>EL

Notes: EL indicates elevated footprint area.

PL indicates footprint area i" fire plane.

None indicates footprint areas within 5 perceriL uF each other.

TABLE 25. EFFECT OF ELEVATION ON AVERAGE FOOTPRINT AREA (5-SECOND RESPONSE)

AlI

Fire size, A I detectors, UV/JR,
ft2  detectors non-360 dV/IR non-360 IR/IR UV UV/UV/IR

EL.' DL EL>PL PELPL EL_- PL>PL NA None

Note-,,"- FL iidicates levated footprint area.

PL indicates footprint area in fire plane.

Nor, indicates footprint area,, witnin 5 percent of each otner.
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TABLE 26. TABULATION OF DETECTOR FOOTPRINT AREA CHANGES CAUSED BY ELEVATION.

15-Second response 5-Second response

Type of Fire size, No No
detector ft2  Elev> Plane> effect Elev>I Plane> effect

UV/IR 1 1 1 4 4 1 1
UV/IR 4 1 0 1 5 2 2 2

IR/IR 1 1 1 0 2 2 1

IR/IR 4 2 1 j 0 12 0

Notes: Elev> indicates elevated footprint area was larger than fire planc
footprint area.

Plane> indicates fire plane footprint area was larger than elevated
footprint area. S

No effect indicates fire plane footprint and elevated footprint
areas were within 5 percent of each other.

7. Hot/Cold Test Series

The hot/cold test series was conducted to simulate the temperature

extremes that would be seen by the detector in an operational environment and

to determine their effect on detector performance. IR OFDs generally use ther-

mopiles or pyroelectric sensors as detectors. These detectors are inherently

susceptible to changes in ambient temperature. The manufacturers of these OFOs

build in circuitry in an attempt to overcome this dependence. These tests were

designed to determine how well the various detectors handle this problem.

During this test series, the f-UV was mapped using the procedures

employed in the clean test series. Both test series were conducted using I ft2

fire. During the cold test the detector was mounted in a modified

retrigerator-freezer maintained at 0 *F. This test was labeled 5A. The hot

t e stsc wr re a L Di-,-4uc t uj o I it 1II t j JLet L LW 1) 1' t a' Ytjma

110 *F. This test is labeled 5B. Tables 07 and 28 show the performance

paraneters for the cold and hot tests for each detector.
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5I

Table 29 shows the average footprint dreas for each type of detector

under cold, ambient and hot conditions. Test IAI was used as the ambient

conditions tast. All of the 15-second response footprint areas were larger in

hot conditions than they were in cold conditions. The UV/IR detectors had

essentially the same 5-second response footprint areas under hot and cold

conditions. The IR/IR detectors had larger hot footprint areas than cold. The
ambient footprint areas did not tend to be between those of the hot and cold

tests. Some of the bias in the data can be attributed to the fact that the

360-degree FOV detectors are included in some of the ambient averages, but are

not included in the cold or hot test averages because they were not sealed

against moisture or would not fit in the oven. The cases in which the ambient

footprint areas are not between the cold and hot areas and which cannot be

accounted for by the data bias may have been caused by the day-to-day changes

in the environment of the shelter, which may have caused changes in detector

performance.

TABLE 29. AVERAGE FOOTPRINT AREAS (FT2 ) FOR HOT, COLD, AND AMBIENT CONDITIONS.

15-Second response 5-Second response

Type of detector Cold Amb Hot Cold Amb Hot

P1 detectors 834 1076 1035 664 765 725

All detectors, 834 933 1035 664 669 726
nun-360 FOV

UI!IR 883 1156 1192 805 881 794

LV/I R, 833 859 192 805 713 794
non-360 FOY

753 812 966 428 424 592

NA 1023 296 NA 0 0
'V/UVIIR NA 1702 NA NAj1433 NA

Noie: NA indicates no data were available.
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3. False-Alarm Test Series

The false-alarm test series was con_-tacd to deternine the response

of the detectors to light stimuli from sources other than fire. The light

sources were chosen based upon the possibility that the detectors could soe

light and initiate a false dump of extinguishing agent from these sources

during their lifetime. The tests were conducted in the GAS with all of the

detectors mounted in the same plane on top of a metal horse 41 inches above tne

floor. The tests were numbered from 4.AI through 4.ZZ and are described below.

4.A1 Vehicle Head Lamp (Day): Two single-beam (6014) hoal

lamps operating at 12 V DC were mounted on the frmnt of a truck. The head 

lamps directly faced the detectors, and were spaced 45 inches apart from center
to center and 27 inches above the ground. In the firs' test the detectors

faced west with the head 'amps 35 feet away. Head lainps were 'lashed on and
off slowly every seconds), then rapidly (approximately every .30 second). S

Next, the nead lamps were switched from high to low in rapid succession. This

was repeated at distances of 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 2.5, and 0.5 feet froXs the

detectors.

4.A2 Vehicle Head Lamps (Night): This test was the sane as

4.A1 but was conducted between 10:00 p.m. and 12:00 midnight.

4.81 Frosted Incandescent (Day): A 100-watt frosted Sf'yvani3

light operating at 115 V AC was mounted in a drop-light fixture at eye lev, !.

At, 35 feet from the detectors, the light was turned on and left on. Next it

was turned on and off in rapid succession. The light Yas then waved back ild

:orth. Finally, it was left on and carried three to four steps closer t,) tY,"

dett<., rs. A]l ,of these actions vere repeatod at 30, 25, 20, !5, 10, 5, 2.5,

and 0.5 feet.

4.B2 -rosted 1ncandescent (Day): Thin test was the ,ame

4.B1 except that the voltage applied to the ligh was reduced to 57.5 V 1C.

4.C1 Rough-Service Incandescent: Thiv t,-,st was the sa:tlo rs

4.H1i except a 60-watt rough service Sylvaiia igot operating at I5 V AC was

d 7



4..C2 Rough Service Incandescent: This test was the same as

4.B1 except a 60-watt rough service Sylvania light operating at 57.5 V AC was

used.

4.D Fluorescent Light: This test was the same as 4.81 except

that four Sylvania F40/CW fluorescent tubes were used.

4.E Electric Arc: A system producing 1000 V DC with metal

rod gapped at 1/2 inch was placed 20 feet from the detectors. Power was

applied for 20 seconds. This was repeated at 15, 10, 5, 2.5, and 0.5 feet from

the detectors.

4.F Vehicle Infrared Light: This test was the same as 4.A1

except red lens covers were placed over the head lamps.

4.G Sunlight: For this test the detectors were placed outside

the shelter and tilted to face directly toward the sun.

4.H Ambient Light Extremes: The detectors were placed in the S

bed of the pickup truck parked inside the shelter. Five minutes after turning

,)n the detectors, the truck was driven outside of the shelter into direct

sunlight.

4.1 Brightly Colored Clct,:ng: A man 71 inches tall and

weighing 150 pounds wore an orange safety vest and walked across the field of

vi.sion of the detectors at a di-fance of 35 feet. He then ran across the field

,)f vision. This was repeateJ at 30, P5, 20, 15, 10, 5, and 2.5 feet. S

4.J Electronic Flash: A Vivitar Model 365 electronic flash

was activated 35 faet from detector. This was repeated 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5,

2.5, and 0.5 feet.

4.K Movie Light: This test was the same as 4.BI except a 300-

watt 115-120 V AC Sylvania flood light was connected to a drop-light cord

withouL the reflector.



4.L Red Beacon Light: This test subjected the detectors to

two different beacon lights. The first wa,_ a 120 V DC light mounted on top of

a P-13 truck. The second was an aircraft anticol lision beacon light, nornen-

clature Aircraft No. 78366, S1226B-A, FSN 6220-00-803-4610 Cont., No. DSA-400-

77-C-D461, 28 V AC using two Grimes A-70798-24 28 V 40 W 8032. At 35 feet from

the detectors, the lights were separately turned on and left on for 15 seconds,

then moved back and forth. This was also done at 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, v..5,

and 0.5 feet.

4.M Blue-g-een Dome Light: This test was the same as 4.

except that a 12 V dome light from a military pol ice vehicle was used. S

4.N1 Flashlight with Red Lens: [n this test, a model lX9'j;,

Fulton flashlight with a red lens, powered by two Eveready batteries, dry BA-

30, NBA-030, DAABO7-82-D-G046 was used. The procedure was same as that used

for 4.131.

4.N2 Flashlight: This test was the same as 4.B1, except usin'

the flashlight used in 4.1N1 was used without the red lens. 0

4.01 Reflected Light (Gloss Colors): The detectors were

placed on the first level at the front of the shelter facing sunlight reflected

from a multicolored sheet of Plexiglas. The Plexiglas was red (331 in.2), S

orange (270 in. 2 ), and yellow (202 in.2), and wis located 35 feet frorm tnu

detectors. After an initial period with fixed reflectors, the Plexiglas was

riopl ed. The Plexiglas was then waved back and farth. This was repeated it

30, ?5, 20, 15, 10, 5, and 2.5 feet.

4.02 Reflected Light (Fluorescent Colors): This test was "iic

same as 4.01 except that the Plexiglas was painted equal parts fluorescent

yellow, fluorescent green, and fluorescent orange. S
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4.03 Reflected Light (Glass Mirror): lhe glass nirror that

was used measured 240-2/3 in.2 . The rest of the test was the same as test

4.01, except the mirror was not flexed to produce ripples.

4.P1 Chopped Light: This test used a 60-watt rough-service

115V AC incandescent light on a drop-light fixture. The chopping action was

produced by a three-bladed fan driven by a .5-horsepower, 1075 RPM motor. The

fan motor operated ac 19 V AC, producing 72 rpm. The light was placed behind

and to the side of the fan motor. This test was done at 35, 30, 25, 20, 15,

10, 5, and 2.5 feet from detectors.

4.P2 Chopped Light: This was the same as test 4.P1, except

the notor operated at 22.5 V AC, producing 100 rpi.

4.P3 Chopped Light: This was the same as test 4.P1, except

the rnotor operated at 30 V AC, producing 200 rpm.

4.Q ArcWe!diinq: A gas powered portable Lincoln welder was

.Dperated at 300 amp to weld a 5/32-inch steel rod to a flat sheet of steel.

The first part of the test was to strike an arc. The second part of the test

was to run a bead for 20 seconds. This was done at 35, 30, 35, 15, 10, 5, and

2.5 feet.

4.R Acetylene Flame: A cutting torch with a flame length of

10 inhe; was placed 35 feet freii; the detectors. After the flame burned for

30 secorils, a 0.25-inch sheet of steel was cut for 15 seconds. This was

repedted it 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, ', and 2.5 feet.
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4.S Security Personnel Weapons :

4.S16. M-16 rifles were positioned 90 degrees frow Ln,

detectors at distances of 20, 10, 5, and 2.5 feet. Four 18-round magazine'.

(every third round a tracer) were fired from each of the weapons. The weapon

were fired individually and simultaneously on semiautomatic and fjlI autm.ati :

settings. This test was done twice (day and night).

4.S60. M-60 machine guns were positioned 90 degrees from

the detectors at distances of 10 and 15 feet. They each fired five rounds

individually and then 30 rounds simultaneously. Tis test was done twice 'day

and night).

4.S79. M-79 grenade launchers were positioned 90 deyrees

from the detectors at distances of 1, 2.5, and 5 feet. They were fired

individually, simultaneously, and in close sequence. This series was repeated

three times during Doth day and night.

4.S38. 38-caliber pistols were positioned 90 degrees fruin

the detectors at 1, 2.5, 3.5 and 5 feet. They were fired three times

separately anu three times simultaneously. The test was done twice (day and

night).

4.S12. 12-gauge shotguns were positioned 90 degrees f-,),n

the dv:ectors at distances of 1, 2.5, and 5 feet. They were fired

indvidua~ly, sinultaneously, and in close sequence. This test was done twice

d,, and n ght).

4.T Flashbul,: An M-313 flash bulb as ativated at ,,, 3(, .>3 ,

i0, 15, 10, 5, 2.5, and 5.5 feet from the detectnrs.

4.U Radiation Heater (Operating at 1,000 watts): The heat-r

• wa. )ptrated at 35 feet fro'q the detectors and moved towarI the detectors ,wvery

3:i sec rids in 5-fout increments, theri moved to 2.5 feet. The test va r..i,,

with a cone Gloccil unit operating at 115 V AC, OhO vitts.
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4.V Cigarette (Lighted): A lighted cigarette was held at 2.5

and 1.5 feet from the detectors.

4.W Book Match (Flare-Up): A full book of matches was ignited

at 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 2.5 feet, and 5 inches from detectors.

4.X Quartz Light: A quartz light, 120 V, 500T3Q/CL/U, was

operated at 115 V AC in a lamp holder QF-500A floodlight, Catalog No. C5246-

005A, Code KF, 500 watts. The light was positioned 35 feet from the detectors

and moved toward the detectors in 5-foot increments. The light was held

stationary and then waved back and forth at each position.

4.Y Black Light: This was the same test as 4X but with a black 0

light (Tube No. Ful. 15T8B1) from a Bug Wacker insect-repelling light.

4.Z Mercury Vapor Light: This was tOie same rest as 4X, but

with a mercury vapor light (660 watts).

4.ZZ Lightnina: The detectors were exposed to varied bolts of

lightning strikes before and during a rainstorm. The lightninq was very clear

and the sky relatively cloudless for tne first 20 minutes. Then the sky became

dark and heavy rain followed the lightning.

The false alarm tests can be divided into four differen,: categories.

They are:

1. Light Sources and Light Reflectors

Tests 4.A-4.P and 4.X-4.ZZ

2. Firearm Discharge

Tests in the 4.S series

3. Jtner Fire,.

Tests 4.Q, 4.R, 4.V and 4.W

4. Heat Sources

Test 4.U
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A listing of the individual detectors and the false alarm tests that

they responded to is presented below:

UV/IR 1 No false alarms

UV/IR 15 No false alarms

JV/IR 2 4.C.1 4.R 4.S-60-N 4.5-38-N

4.S-12-D 4.5-12-N 4.W

UVIR 3 4.E 4.,R 4.w

UV/fR 4 4.R 4.S-38-0 4.5-12-N 4.W

UV/IR 5 4.CI 4.C2 4.D 4.E

4.K 4.P1 4.P2 4.Q

4.S-16-N 4.S-60-N 4.S-38-D 4.W

UV/IR 5 responded inconsistently to the following tests:

4.1 4.S-16-0 4.5-79-0 4.S- 79-N

4.S-12-N

UVIR 5 was sensitized by the following t, st and false alarmed for no0

no apparent reason after the test was completed:

4.5-16-0

IR/IR 1 4.C1 4.C2 4.J 4.K

4.L- 4.03 4.R 4.5-16-0

4.5-16-N 4.5-79-0 4.5-79-N 4.5-38-0

4.S-38-N 4.5-12-0 4.5-12-N 4.T

4.U 4.W 4.X 4.Z
4.77

IR/IR 2 4.R 4.W

IR/IR 3 No false alarms

LJV 1 4.31 4.B? 4.Cl 4.C2
4.0 4.F- 4.K 4.PI

4.P2 4.R 4. 5-16-N 4.5-60-N

4.5-38-0 4.5-12-N 4.W

UV 1 had inconsistent response to the following tests:

4.1 4.5-79-0 4.5-79-N
UV 1 was sensitized by the following test and false alarmed for no

apparent reason after the test was completed:

4.5-16-0



UV/UV/IR 4.B1 4.C1 4.C2 4.D

4.E 4.K 4.P1 4.P2

4.Q 4.R 4.S-16-N 4.S-60-N

4.S-38-D 4.S-12-N 4.W

UV/UV/IR had inconsistent response to the following tests:

4.1 4.S-79-D 4.S-79-N

UV/UV/IR was sensitized by the following test and false alarmed for

no apparent reason after the test was completed:

4. S-16-D

In general, if a detector had a tendency to false-alarm, the alarms

were most likely to be in response to matchbook flareups, firearm discharge or

acetylene flames. All of the detectors that responded to the firearms did so

when the firearms were at a distance of 5 feet or less from the detector. With

the exception of detectors UV/IR 5, UV 1 and UV/UV/IR, all of the detectors

responded to the acetylene flame or the matchbook flareup at maximum distances

of 10 feet, with most of the responses occurring at distances of less than

5 feet. A significant number of detectors also responded to incandescent light

bulbs. Individual detectors responded to some of the different light sources

or to some of the different types of fires. Most of the responses to the

various light stimuli occurred at maximum distances of 5 feet, althouqh

detectors UV/IR 5, JV I and UV/UV/IR responded to many stimuli at 20 feet.

Installation of a fire protection system which uses voting to declare a fire

can eliminate many of the false alarms declared by the detectors. If a

detector only false alarmed when the stimulus was very close to the detector

relative to the distance between detectors, a requirement that two or more

detectors declare a fire (vote) before the extinguishing agent is discharged

would eliminate system false alarms, although individual detectors would

nevertheless false alarm.

Detectors UV/IR i and UV/IR IS gave the same responses to the false

alar- stimuli. Although one cannot draw general conclusions from the small

sample, it appears that the sensitivity of the detector might not affect its

ability to discriminate between false alarm stimuli arkd real fires. There is

a tradeoff, however, in that the more sensitive detector had much larger blind

spots.
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The IR/IR detectors as a group had the most resistance to false alarm

stimuli. This does not mean, however, that IR/IR detectors are inherently less

susceptible to false alarms. Detector IR/IR I was triggered by many of the

false-alarm stimuli. Detectors UV/IR 1 and UV/IR IS had no response to false

alarm stimuli. The tests show that either type of detector can be designed not

to respond to false alarm stimuli by the manufacturer. Testing would have to
be conducted to verify that the instrument had been set up to eliminate

response to false alarm stimuli. Another method which could be used to rule

out false alarms would be to progran the control box to require certain types

of responses from various numbers of detectors (voting) before initiating the

halon dump. Thus, those detectors which did respond to several of the false

alarm stimuli during this test program might be good choices for use in the HAS

FPS if they were adjusted to provide high levels of resistance to false

alarms.

9. Operational Aircraft Test Series

The operational aircraft test series was conducted to reveal any

problems that an OFD may have while operating near operational aircraft or

support equipment. The tests included determining the effect of aircraft

engine exhaust, navigational equipment, and radios. The tests were conducted
with the detectors mounted on a horse in the same fashion as in the false alarm

series. The tests are listed below with their corresponding test numbers.

6.A Black Powder Cartridge Start: This test was conducted at

Cannon AFB with an F-ill using a cartridge engine starter type MXU 4A/A. The
detectors were located 20 feet from the aircraft tail directly behind the winy.

The pilot ignited the cartridge and started the engine. This test was con-

ducted twice.

6.B APU/-60: The detectors were located 20 feet directly behini

the portable APU at a height of 6 feet. The APU was started with the detector,

looking at the exhaust.

6.CI HF Radio Tail/HF Radio Wing: The detectors were placed

15 feet directly behind the F-ill aircraft tail and the HF radio transnitted

for 30 seconds. The detectors were then moved to a point 20 feet directly

behind the wing and the HF radin aqain transmitted for 30 seconds.
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6.C2 Attack Radar Normal/Pencil Beam: The detectors were placed

25 feet in front of the aircraft nose, 10 feet from the centerline axis. The

attack radar was operated for 30 seconds in each mode--normal and pencil beam.

6.C3 Attack Radar (5-Second Increment) TF/Situation: With the

same detector positioning as in 6C2, the attack radar scope range was varied

for 5-second increments at radar ranges of 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 80, and 200

miles. The Terrain-Following Radar (TFR) was then varied in the situation mode

for the same 5-second increments and range distances.

6.C4 TF/BU Through Attack; ECM (IR Jamming): The first portion

of this test is the same as 6C3, out with the TFR operating in the attack mode

with back-up. Next, the Electronic Counter Measures (ECM) system of the F-111

was activated with the detector first placed 25 feet directly in front of the

aircraft, then 25 feet to the side of the aircraft.

6.D Engine Exhaust: The detectors were placed 20 feet to the

rear and 10 feet to the side of the F-111 aircraft. All detectors were able to

view the engine exhaust. The aircraft engines were started and allowed to run

for 15 seconds. Then the engines were operated at various power levels up to

and including afterburner. Each afterburner stage operated for 15 seconds.

A listing of the individual detectors, showing which of the opera-

tional aircraft stimuli they responded to, is shown below:

JV/IR 1 6.D

UV/IR IS 6.D

UV/IR 2 6.D

UV/IR 2 was malfunctioning during the following tests:

6.8 6.C series

UV/IR 3 6.D

UV/IR 4 6.0

UV/IR 5 6.0

UVi/R 5 was not used for the following tests due to power supply

problems:

6.B 6.C series
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UV/IR 5 was sensitized by the following test and false-alarmed for

no apparent reason after the test was completed:

6.A

IR/IR 1 6.C2 6.C3 6.D

IR/IP 2 6.C3 6.0

IR/IPF 3 6.D

UV 1 6.D

UV 1 was unable to be used for the following tests due to power

supply problems:

6.B 6.C series

UIV I was sensitized by the following test and false alarmed for no

apparent reasoo after the test was completed:

6.A

UV/UV/IR 6.D

UV/UV/IR was unable to be used for the following tests because of

power supply problems:

6.B 6.C series

IJV/UV/IR was sensitized by the following test and false-alarmed for

no apparent reason after the test was completed:

6.A

All of the detectors false-alarmed during the afterburner tests.

This is to be expected, since a rather large flame comes out the back of the

engine during afterburner operation. None of the detectors false-alarmed

during operation at nonafterburner power levels. Two of the three IR/IR

detectors false alarmed when in the presence of radar, while none of the UV/IR

detectors tested did so. Detectors UV/IR 5, UV 1, and UV/UV/IR were sensitized

by the black powder starting cirtridge, causing false 3larms after the test wal

comp1 eted.

Once again these tests show that the OFDs should be able to be

* adjuLed to discriminate between false and real stimuli. The problem with

alarming during afterburner operation could be solved by installing a sound-

level sensor which could detect afterburner operation fron the high noise

levels and prevent the detector from false-alarming.

The power output of the radar on the F-il aircraft stationed at.

Cannon AFB has been decreased to operate at a fraction of the power level of
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radar on aircraft stationed in Europe. Thus, the testing conducted during this

program may not have been truly representative. These tests should be repeated

on aircraft with radar operating at maximum power during qualification testing

for the final fire protection system.

H. OFD SUMMARY

The OFD testing program for the HAS project was conducted to precisely

define performances and rate optical fire detectors.

As the test program evolved, it became apparent that no single detector or

type of detector was necessarily the best one for the HAS application, based

upon a judgement drawn from the FOV tests, false-alarm tests and full-scale

system tests. The true test of applicability of a particular detector for the

HAS FPS is its ability to discriminate between false-alarm stimuli and a real

fire of a specified size and type in less than 5 seconds. The OFO test series

showed that many detectors might be made applicable to the HAS FPS because of

the internil adjustments and changes which can be made to compensate for the

various false alarm stimuli or blind spots. Most detectors had an acceptable

FOV.

All of the detectors had larger footprints for the 4 ft2 fires than for

the I ft2 fires. This was counterbalanced, however, by an incidence of blind

spots for the 4 ft2 fires with 3 of the 10 detectors. This causes a potential

hazard, because if a fire were to erupt directly in front of the detector, it

would not be able to respond. Fire suppression systems which use these

detectors will require at least one detector (two or more if a voting system is

used) to cover the front plane of each detector in the detection system.

However, it is felt that the blind spots may also be eliminated by internal

changes to the detector, or may not occur if a growing fire, rather than an

instant fire (shuttered), is usei for testing.

The footprint areas for the detectors were mapped for 5- and 15-second

response. All of the detectors except one had footprint area loss when the

response time available to declare a fire was lowered from 15 to 5 seconds.

The -,mount of footprint area loss was variable from detector to detector. The
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one single-channel UV detector tested was only able to respond to 13 percent

of the fires within 5 seconds. More testing is needed to determine if thi'

is true for most or all UV detectors.

The testing with clean and dirty optics showed that all of the detectors

will require a regular program of front lens cleaning. In the testing

conducted, it was not possible to establish a time interval for all the

different types of detectors, although the testing showed that single-channel

UV detectors were more susceptible to footprint area changes than UV/IR or

IR/IR detectors.

The test results for hot, cold, and ambient temperature conditions were

variable. If the hot and cold results were compared, there was a definite

trend for all types of detectors to have larger footprints under hot conditions

than under cold conditions. The results for ambient conditions, howevPr, did

not fall between the results for hot and cold conditions, making it impossible

to draw any other simple trends.

Mounting the detectors 10 feet above the ground qenerallv either had no

effect on the footprint area or increased it. Thus, footprint areas medsured

with the detectors mounted on a tripod should be reasonable to the design of

systems in which the detectors are mounted on a wall.

The test of the applicability of any detection system for a particular

application is its ability to avoid responding to false alarm stimuli. The

detectors were subjected to stimuli from a wide variety of possible false alarm

sources. The false alarm stimuli could be divided into four general groups.

The first consists of various light sources, including a wide variety of light

bulb types, reflected light, chopped liqht, and lightning. The second grnup

includes cigarettes, matches, acetylene torches, and arc weldinq. The thirJ

group tested includes various security personnel weapons such as pistols,

rifles, shotguns, grenade launchers and machine guns. The last type is

radiation heaters.

Generally, if a detector responded to any false alarm stimuli it Nas to

matchbook flareups, acetylene flames, or firearm discharge. A significant

number of detectors also responded to incandesceit light bulbs. Individual •

detectors responded to some of the various light sources or to the different
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types of fires. As a group the IR/IR detectors had the lowest incidence of

response to false alarms, although one of the IR/IR detectors responded to a
wide variety of false alarm stimuli. One of the UV/IR detectors did not

respond to any of the false alarm stimuli, indicating that any well-designed
detector with two or more channels can have good resistance to false alarms.

The one UV detector tested responded to a wide variety of false alarm stimuli
and would not be considered for the HAS application.

The detectors were exposed to an operational aircraft to determine if some
modes of aircraft operation would cause false alarms. They were also exposed
to black powder cartridge starters, APU exhaust, radio and radar signals, and
engine exhaust. A few of the detectors gave false alarms in response to black
powder cartridge and the radar/radio stimuli, but in general the detectors did

not respond to many of these stimuli except engine operation at afterburner
power levels.

The single-band detector should not be used in the HAS because it cannot

discriminate between real fires and false stimuli. It has been determined that
a number of activities in the HAS could be interpreted as fires without the
discriminating capabilities provided by a smart, multiple-wavelength fire

detector. It has also been determined that even dual-wavelength detectors can
be fooled by a combination of activities that take place in the HAS. Many of

these activities and devices have been simulated in the presence of the OFDs to
determine what the response of the detectors in question might be. However,

resources were not available to test the OFDs against all of the potential
false stimuli.

Based upon testing conducted during this program, several dual-wavelength
detectors can be considered as acceptable for use in the HAS FPS if the
following modifications are made:

1. The fire protection system utilizes voting by multiple detectors

before d-claring a fire and initiatinq firefighting agent dump,

2. Any significant false alarm or blind spot deficiency is corrected,
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3. Some method of preventing false alarms resulting from afterburner

operation is incorporated into the fire protection system, and

4. The detector meets all of the requirements of the Purchase

Description (see Appendix H).

Detector UV/IR 4 is acceptable for use in the HAS FPS when the minimum

distance between detectors is 20 feet. Detectors UV/IR 2 and UV/!R 3 are

acceptable as tested for use in the HAS FPS when the fninimum distance between

detectors is 30 feet. Detector UV/IR 2 was malfunctioning during test

sequences 6.B and 6.C. This detector must be tested to show that it will not

respond to those stimuli. S

Detectors UV/IR 1 and UV/IR IS provide excellent false alarm rejection,

but have blind spots for an instant fire of 4 ft2. The latter small fire may

not be significant for the particular application. Detectors UV/IR 2 and

IR/IR 2 are acceptable if they can be hardened against radar. Detectors

UV/IR 3 IR/IR 3 could be considered as acceptable but they had blind spots for

an instant fire of 4 ft2 . Again, the latter may not be significant for the

particular application.

The rest of the detectors are not acceptable as tested for this particular

application. Detector UV/IR 5 needs refinements because of its blind spots dnd

its response to false alarm stimuli at long distances. Detector IR/IR I needs

refinements because of its response to reflected light at 35 feet, lightning,

and radar. Detector UV I needs refinements because it does not respond to
fires within 5 seconds and gives false alarms in response to stimuli at large

distances. Detector UV/UV/R needs refinements because of its blind spots and

its response to false alarm stimuli.

These results do not imply that many detectors could not be modified or

systematized and thus be made totally acceptable for the HAS application, or

would not be acceptable for other applications. Since many internal

adjustments can be made to OFDs, one may assume that many multiple-wavelenqth

detectors could be adjusted and thereby be made acceptable for use in the HAS
fire protection system. To ensure accurate performance for an application,

validated data for the desired performance characteristics must he acquired.
The results of the test program show that many well designed multple wave-
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length detectors could proably be used for the HAS application if a test program

was conducted to verify that adjustments had been made so that the detectors
would see/ignore the appropriate type of fires (see Appendix H) and would not

respond to false alarm stimuli.

The footprints covered by the detectors govern how many detectors are

required to cover the entire shelter, but do not enter into the engineering

decision of which detector is the best for the HAS application. Several

detectors could meet the reliability and false alram criteria and would

thercfore be candidates for installation in the HAS. The determining factor

is economic; the decision must be based upon total life cycle costs for the

detection systems. Assuming that the cost per detector is approximately t}he

same, those detectors with much larger footprints have an advantage over those

with smaller footprints because their intial system costs are lower.

As previously stated, the HAS environment is extremely complex and cannot

be fully defined for OFDs at this point. Before final decisions on detectors

can be made, additional data must be collected for larger and growing fires.

Detectors are cortinually being improved. The most recent FOV and false-alarm

rejecLion data must be provided by the manufacturer and verified by the user

for eic' particular application. Although OFDs are the best choice of fire

detectors for the HAS, prior to full implementation of an automatic fire

suppression system in HAS the detector system alon, including the control

box, ,hould be installed in several operational HASs and its performance

;onitored for some specified period of time. This would permit the detector

system to he fine-tuned without risking a false dump of halon.

Onre source of false alarms that is present in the European HASs but which

is n(,t ,ivailable to test in the Jnited States is an IR hamming device located

aToard some aricraft. This device emits high-intensity broadband IR radiation

wiit1 my saturate the IR channels of a dual-spectrum fire detector. These

deviu s are not generally operated on the ground. However, if they were

uocr+tr,cd while the aircraft were in the HAS, a false alarm might result.
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Another untested factor which may affect the performance of OFDs is the

high vibration and acoustic levels existing in the HAS. These may affect the

ability of the OFO to discriminate between real fires and intense blackbody

radiation. These high vibration and acoustic levels may also have an impact on

the reliability of the OFD components.

The link between the OFDs and the actual suppression system for the HAS is

the control panel. A failure in this singular component of the system could

immobilize the entire fire suppression system. For this reason, thorough

testing of the control panel should be conducted.
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SECTION VI

HAS FPS TESTS, RESULTS, AND CONCLUSIONS

A. TEST DESIGN

Three HAS FPSs from three different manufacturers were tested at the

Headquarters Air Force Engineering and Services Center test site at Tyndall
AFB, Panama City, Florida. The purpose of the testing was to demonstrate the
performance of three different designs using commercially available fire pro-
tection equipment. The tests were designated Series A, B, and C. Appendix A
contains the HAS FPS Test Plan. Instrumentation layout and data sheets are
contained in Appendix B. The proprietary design and reports of each manufac-
turer are included in Volume III (Appendixes D, E, and F) of this report.

Tests were conducted in a two-thirds scale, third-generation hardened

shelter. The shelter construction (75 feet wide by 80 feet long) was
identical to operational shelters except for two modifications. The front

opening to the shelter had a permanently constructed wall with two barn-type
dours neasuring 10 feet 3 inches by 17 feet 19 inches. The exhaust port

opening did not have the blast deflection "V" construction. However, this
constriction was reproduced by closing two heavy gauge steel doors 6 feet by

12 Feet each to create the opening. Other minor changes were made to meet
each nanjfacturer's system requirements, e.g., number of halon cylinders,

piping, and detectors. A heavy gauge steel mockup aircraft with a footprint

equaling tht of an F-4 Phantom jet was utilized during each test. This mock-
, ,', placed iq the position that an operational aircraft occupies while

parke,l in Lhe shelter. The aircraft wings were raised to a height of 7 feet

S.q a1 the wing height of an F..15. Four wing tanks were stored along the

id~~ of the shelter to simulate aircraft component parts actually stored in
chse Irpas. The front doors were left completely open to simulate worst-case

d rnd ronditions.

,jrinq each test series temperature, pressure, and gas concentration data

4e-- -l lect~d. The iocation of the gauges for each test are shown in the

,picting ea.h system test and instrumentation layout plans (see
,"pperl!ix Bi). The halon concentration dati collected using the Perco Analyzer
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were analyzed for several potential corretLions. This anrvlysis is descri!,oJ

under "Halon 1211 Concentration Measurements" later in this section.

Each manufacturer selected a different fire detection system, contrAl

unit, discharge mechanism, and halon distribution system, as qell as differnt

nozzles and tanks. Each system used Halon 1211 as the extinguishing agent,

and was designed to suppress any fire to a height of 15 feet. Two full-scalp

fire scenarios designated Test 1 and Test 2, were conducted on eich fire

protection system.

Test I was a two-dimensional, 165-gallon JP-4 fuel fire. This was accom-

plished by tipping over three open 55-gallon fuel druns simultaneously. The

drums were located at the rear of the mock aircraft and were tipped toward tht,

front of it so that the fuel ran under the aircraft. Ignition was by thre

electrical glow plugs surrounded by alcohol-soaked rags located on the fl,)or

at the nose and wing tips of the aircraft. Test 2 was a three-dimensional

fire that simulated an internal aircraft fire with running fuel in idditir)n to

the floor fire. In Test 2, Series A, the automatic fire detection system wjE

disabled and the system was manually activated after a 27-Sm'corld preburn ();I

the internal fire and a 17-second preburn of the floor fuel fire. Tempera-

tures exceeded 1900 °F and the system was incapable of total fire extinguish-

nent. It was judged that the preburn condition exceeded the r-abilities of

any existing automatic fire protection system. Test 2 for sei *; 3 and '

tests involved 20 gallons of JP-4 placed inside the aircraft, ignited, and

allowed to burn for 10 seconds before 165 gallons of JP-4 were spilled on thi,

floor. As the fuel was spilled, the internal unburnt fuel was allowed t) flow

downwards to the floor. The detector units were armed prior t) the point when

the fuel was spilled.
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B. SYSTEM DESIGNS

For Test Series A, Company A used three dual IR detectors located in

three of the four corners of the HAS. The detectors were located 15 feet

above the floor. The suppression system was a manifold system. Eight

cylinders of Halon 1211, pressurized to 360 lb/in 2 and weighing 400 pounds

each, fed 20-foot headers and nozzle sections. Each cylinder had a liquid

level indicator to visually give halon quantity. The remotely located control

panel received the detector status an'd initiated the halon dump. Any two-

detector voting scheme activated the solenoid valves to all cylinders. The

control panel also had self-test and extinguishment inhibiting capabilities.

A bell warning for fire detection and a siren for halon dump were installed at

the control panel.

Company B used four UV/IR detectors for the Series B tests. Two

detectors were located on each side wall of the HAS, one 8 feet from the front

and the other 10 feet from the rear. The detectors were mounted 8 feet above

the floor. The suppression system was a modified manifold system. Four

:ylinders of Halon 1211, pressurized to 360 lb/in. 2 and weighing 400 pounds

each. fed individual header and nozzle assemblies. The halon cylinders were

floor-mounted, two on each side of the HAS, with four nozzles on each side

mounted 10 feet above the floor. The nozzles were spaced at distances of 1/5,

2/5, 3/5, and 4/5 the shelter length. Each cylinder had a release valve and

fed Lwo nozzles, for a total of eight nozzles. The control panel received

the Fire alarm signals from each detection and activated all release valves

imn i ' dneous ly.

Company C used eight UV/IR detectors. The HAS was divided into two zones

,vith a detector in the corner of each zone. The suppression system was modu-

ldr. Eight 250-pound and six 500-pound cylinders were used. All were

pressjrized to 360 lb/in. 2 with nitrogen. Each cylinder was mounted head down

S3 ftet above the floor. Two cylinders were mounted at the large door. Each

cylinder had two nozzle heads connected on it. The discharge time for the

250- ,outed cylinders was 7 seconds. The discharge time for the 500-pound

cyli!iIers Wd 14 seconds. An additional 53-pound cylinder with a 30-second

jicarqe time ovas used for the aircraft nacelle fire in Test 2. The control

),,?n1 nunitored the detector signals from the two zones. A two-out-of-four
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voting scheme was used, so that any two alarming detectors from one zone would

allow that zone to dump halon. One additional IR detector alarm from the
other zone would allow a halon dump in that zone. The purpose of this design

was to dump halon only in the zone(s) where there was a fire. This would con-

serve halon and also lessen the personnel egress time for a single-zone fire.

C. TEST RESULTS

A general discussion of the performance of the three series of tests is

given, followed by a detailed analysis of the Halon concentrations provided by

each of the systems. The general discussion includes performance of each
portion of the fire protection system. The halon concentration section quan-

tifies the performance of the different systems to inert the shelter.

1. Test Series A, Test I - April 11, 1985

The running fuel fire was detected within 2 seconds from ignition.

Within 4 seconds the fire was suppressed. High-speed film and video recordirlg

showed that the fire grew to approximately 150 ft2 . The maxinum temperature

recorded was 270 OF (see Figure B-2). No damage to shelter or aircraft was

observed.

2. Test Series A, Test 2 - April 12, 1985

As previously mentioned, the automatic sensors were disabled to test

the manual operation of the fire system, and the floor fire was allowed to
,)reburn for approximately 17 seconds. The temperature exceeded 1900 'F. The

maximun pressure reading was 0.62 over standard, or 23.9 lb/in. 2. The
accuracy of this reading is suspect because the gauges are only rated at

500 OF. However, a 20-foot by 5-foot heavy corrugated steel overpressure door
was moved outward approximately 12-15 inches during the fire burn. The manual

system functioned properly but was unable to extinguish the fire permanently.

Rescue vehicles were called upon to extinguish the fire. A visual inspection

of the shelter exterior showed noticeable cracking in the concrete caused by
the fire, although the structural integrity of the HAS was not jeowpardized.
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3. Test Series B, Test 1 - May 23, 1985

The fire was detected in 3 seconds. Two of the four halon cylinders

discharged in less than 10 seconds. The other two cylinders discharged in the

next 1.5 minutes. Maximum halon concentration measured exceeded 8 percent.

The highest temperature recorded was 670 °F at 5 feet above the floor (see

Figure B-5).

The fire was easily extinguished. The discharge/nozzle mechanisms

on two of tne halon cylinders malfunctioned. The videotape with audio and the

rapidly cooling thermocouple readings indicate that the fourth halon cylinder

actually discharged after the fire was extinguished. The failure analysis

conducted by the vendo revealed that ball checks were missing from two of the

four discharge valves.

4. Test Series B, Test 2 - May 24, 1985

As previously described, this test was conducted with a 20-gallon

internal aircraft fire with a 10-second preburn and 165 gallon JP-4 running

floor fire. Hoods were placed over the arcing ignition source to prevent the

detectors fron seeing the electric spark. The hoods may have been inadequate.

Tests done in Series C showed that UV under the hoods reflected off the water

on the floor. (The floor was hosed down before each test.) The instrumen-

tation was the same as in Test 1 except the gas sample elevations were raised

trom 1 foot to 5 feet and from 6 feet to 10 feet. 0

The highest tempeature recorded was 1084 °F (see Figure B-15). The

fire was detected approximately 5 seconds after the ignition of the floor

fire. Again the halon cylinders discharged erratically, and two of the four

oal checks were missing from the discharge valves.

The fire chief at the site as well as the videotape transcription

verified that the fire was not completely extinguished. AFFF from the fire

rruck Vis used to extinguish tne fire. No apparent damage was done to the

shelter or mock aircraft.
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5. Test Series C, Test I - July 15, 1985

Six 20-pound evacuated tanks and five 500 cc evacuated cylinders

were placed as shown in Figure B-19 to gather atmospheric samples from which

halon concentration percentages were analyzed.

The fire was detected in I second and the small halon cylinders

totally emptied in 7 seconds. The large cylinders emptied in 15 seconds. No

thermocouples exceeded ambient temperature. (See Figures B-20 through B-23.)

The fire detection was 1-2 seconds faster than anticipated as a

result of early UV detection from the glow plug reflecting off the water-

soaked floor. The fire was extinguished with no difficulty.

6. Test Series C, Test 2 - July 17, 1985

The test was conducted in the same way as Series B Test 2, with two

modifications: (1) a nacelle extinguishing unit was connected to the aircraft

to extinguish the internal fire, and (2) glow plugs were replaced with manual

ignition to prevent premature UV detection.

The fire was detected in 3 seconds after the floor fire was ignited.

The highest temperature observed was 160 *F. The fire was easily extinguished

with no damage to shelter or mock aircraft.

D. HALON 1211 CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS

Halon 1211 concentrations were monitored with two Perco Model 113 Gas

Analyzers in addition to grab samples used only in Test Series C. These Perco

instrumnents, which employ thermal conductivity to measure the concentration

of Halon 1301 or carbon dioxide in air, can also be calibrated to determine

Halon 1211 at the 0-10 percent level. Each of the three independent channels

in the Perco instrument uses two glow-wire sensors functioning electrically as

heated resistors in a bridge circuit. One sensor is mounted inside an air-

filled "blind" cell. When this reference sensor reaches thermal equilibrium,

it acts as a fixed resistance in the bridge circuit. The second glow-wire

sensor is mounted inside the sample cell. When this second cell is filled

with air, the temperature (and therefore the resistance) can he balanced
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against the reference cell. During the sampling operation, halon enters the

sample cell. Since halon has a lower thermal conductivity than air, the glow

wire sensor in the sample cell increases in both temperature and resistance.

The thermal conductivity of the gas mixture in the sample cell is proportional

to the percertage of halon in the mixture; therefore, the difference in resis-

tance between the sample and reference cell is a function of halon concentra-

tion.

The gas flow through the sample cell is discontinuous, so the sensor

resistance is measured for a stationary gas sample. This is done to avoid the

cooling effect of a moving gas. A 5-second timing cycle is used. The sample

is pumnped into the sample cell for 2 seconds. A valve then closes and after

3 seconds, the recorder arm, which is driven by the resistance imbalance

between the sample and reference sensors, strikes the paper. The cycle then

repeats.

The two Perco Analyzers were set on a table outside the test shelter. In

the Series A tests, each of the three ports on each analyzer was attached to

1/4-inch ID Tygon tubing, approximately 18 feet long. The Tygon tubing was,

in turn, attached to an approximately 32-foot length of 1/4-inch copper tubing

(4.83 mm ID), which passed through a conduit into the shelter. This gave a

total length of about 50 feet for the tubing leading to each of the six
chorinels of the analyzers. In the Series B and C tests, the length of the

copper tubing was increased to approximately 48 feet, and the length of the
Tygon tubing was decreased to approximately 2 feet to give again a total

lenqth of 50 feet.

The locations of the inlets of the approximately 50-foot-long tubes for

the Perco Gas Analyzers are shown in Figures B-1, B-4, and B-19, for the Series

A, B, and C tests respectively. For all tests, three inlets each were located

at two different heights ;bove the shelter floor. For Test 2 of Test Series A,

the levels were 5 and 10 feet. For Test 2 of Test Series C, the levels were

6 and 10 feet. In the remaining tests, levels of 1 foot and 5 feet were used.

Nn Perco Analyzer concentration data are available for Test 1 of Test Series

Prior to analysis, the Perco Analyzers were calibrated, using distilled

nalon 1211. Undistilled halon was found to contain sufficient oil to cause
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fouling of the flow meters used in calibrating the instruments. The Perco

instruments were started prior to the test and allowed to run until the

measured concentration was well under 1 percent. The raw concentration ddta

collected are presented in Tables C-1 through C-29 in Appendix C and are

plotted as functions of time in Figures C-i through C-15, to give concentra-

tion profiles. The analyses of the raw data are summarized in Tables 30-32.

The relative concentration profiles determined in Test 1, Series A seen

reasonable. The concentrations and hold times at probe elevations of I foot

are consistently larger than those at 5 feet. The faster concentration decay

at the higher elevation may reflect stratification resulting from settling.

The lower than calculated concentrations (Table 3) in this and certain other

tests are the result of inherent errors in the sampling system using with the

Perco Analyzer (see below), buoyancy, and wind effects.

The Halon 1211 concentration profile for Test 2, Series A is sharper p

and the fall-off is steep than expected. Moreover, the curves are annnia!ou5

in that larger concentrations are observed at 10 feet than at 5 feet at the

plane nose and front right positions. These features result, in part, from

the increased buoyancy and air flow experienced in Test 2, Series A, because

of the large fuel burn and high temperatures which occurred. The effect on

the Perco Analyzer of the increased temperature in Test 2 is shown below to

be insignificant. Note that the large amounts of combustion products pre-

sent in this test increase the apparent Halon 1211 concentration (see

btow).

In the Series B tests, as expected, the concentrations observed with

the higher elevation probes were generally smaller than those observed for

the lower elevations. As in the Series A tests, the Halon 1211 concentr-

tion profiles were sharper and fell off more rapidly for Test 2, Series 3,

than for Test I of this series. The fire in Test 2, Series B, was not

clompletely extinguished and the highest measured temperature of 1084 'F wa;

much larger than that observed for Test 1 (670 °F). This once again

indicates that buoyancy effects cause sharper concentration profiles and

faster declines.

Concentration data from the Perco Analyzer ire not available for Test

1, Series C. The concentration profiles for Test 2, Series C, are not
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TABLE 30. SUMMARY OF RAW PERCO CONCENTRATION DATA, TEST SERIES A.

Time at
Max imum or above

- concentration, Hold timea 2 percent,b
Height, percent by minutes minutes

Probe feet Location volume seconds seconds

Test 1

Hi 5 Mockup nose 4.75 1:15 2:40

H2  1 Mockup nose 5.15 2:40 5:4 0c

H3 5 Right front 4.95 1:30 2:35
H4 1 Right front 5.35 3:00 6:50

H5 5 Right back 4.40 1:35 2:25
1 Right back 5.40 3:10 5:25

_Test 2

H, 10 Mockup nose 3.65 1:00 1:12

H2  5 Mockup nose 4.35 0:20 0:32

H3  10 Right front 5.40 0:20 1:32

H. 5 Right front 5.20 0:18 1:10
11 10 Right back 5.25 0:12 0:30

Hb 5 Right back 5.40 0:17 1:20

dTime during which the Halon 1211 concentration was no less than I
:)-rcenft (absolute) of the maximum value.

bTime during which the Halon 1211 concentration was greater than or
eiua! t -2 percent.

s(Cncentr tion drooped below 2 percent for a 30-second period during
t hiis t im.e and then recovered.

d1 oncentration dropped below 1 percent absolute from the maximum
',i,.,f for 10-second period during this time and then recovered.

"Concentration dropped below 2 percent for a 10-second period during
an, ,,nd then recovered.
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TABLE 31. SUMMARY OF RAW PERCO CONCENTRATION DATA, TEST SERIES R.

Maximum Time at
concen- or above
tration, Hold time,d 1 2 percent,b

Height, percent by minutes: minutes:
Probe feet Location volume seconds seconds

Test I P o
H1  5 Near mockup nose 5.00 1:15 2:20

H2 1 Near mockup nose 7.10 2:4d 3:35

H3  5 Right front 5.70 F 1:15 3:10

H4  1 Right front 7.00 2:45 3:30

Hs  5 Right back 5.65 1:15 3:05

H6  1 Right back 7.50 2:25 3:30

Test 2

Hi  5 Near mockup nose 2.40 0:30 0:10

H2 I Near mockup nose 5.20 0:22 0:45

H3 5 Right front 5.30 0:13 0:50

H. 1 Right front 6.35 0:12 1:05

H5  5 Right back 2.85 0:30 0:2

H6 1 Right back 3.40 0:20 0:28

aTime during which the Halon 1211 concentration was no less than

I percent (absolute) of the maximum value.

bTime during which the Halon 1211 concentration was greater than or

equal to 2 percent.
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TABLE 32. SLMMARY OF RAW PERCO CONCENTRATION DATA, TEST SERIES C.

Maximum Time at
concen- or above
tration, Hold time,a 2 percent,b

Height, percent by minutes: minutes:
Probe feet Location volume seconds seconds

Test 1

H, 10 Near mockup nose 2.55 1:50 1:05

H2 6 Near mockup nose 6.50 0:45 2:45

H3 10 Right front 3.10 0:50 0:55

H1 10 Right back 3.75 1:15 2:00

11 6 Right back 6.15 0:50 3:05

aTime during which the Halon 1211 concentration was no less than

I percent (absolute) of the maximum value.

b Time during which the Halon 1211 concentration was greater than or

equal to 2 percent.

unusual; however, the stratification appears to be more distinct. The

concentrations observed at higher elevations are much less that those

observed at lower elevations.

Halon measurements with the thermal conductivity detectors as utilized

suffer from several potential sources of error. One possible source of

error is that the temperatures of the reference and sample gases, in many

ca Pc, are not equal. In most cases the sampled gas is higher in temperature

uecau;c of the presence of a fire. There are two possible effects of a

temperature increase. First, the thermal conductivities of air (Reference 3)

and Halon 1211 gas (Reference 4), as well as other gases, increase

significantly with temperature (Figure 10). Though log/log plots usually

provide the uest fits to thermal conductivity data, the data in Figure 10 are

very neirly linear and are fit well with the least-squares lines k = 0.09589T

+ 55.14 for air and k = 0.04383T + 12.62 for Halon 1211. Here k is the
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thermal conductivity in units of 10-6 cal/sec-cm-°C and T has units of

degrees Fahrenheit.

The second effect of a temperature increase is that a higher temperature

for the sampled air will decrease the temperature drop between the glow wire

sensor in the sample cell and the air. These two effects work in opposite

directions (Equation (1)).

dq/dt = kA(dT/dx) (1)

Increasing the thermal conductivity, k, increases the heat flux, dq/dt, for a

yiven area, A, and a given temperature gradient, dT/dx. This decreases the

temperature and resistance of the glow wire and gives a low reading for the

Halon 1211 concentration. On the other hand, all other things being once again

equal, a decreased temperature difference between the glow wire and the sampled

air will decrease the temperature gradient, dT/dx, and the heat flux, dq/dt,

causing a higher resistance and an unrealistically high Halon 1211 concentra-

tion. The thermal conductivities are nearly linear with temperature and can

easily be calculated; however, the temperature gradient depends on the quantity S

T -T, where T is the temperature of the glow wire. For very small values ofg
T , the dependence of temperature gradient (and thermal flux) on the gas temp-g
arature is very large. On the other hand, for very large values of T the

g
dependence of thermal gradient on the gas temperature becomes small.

The glow wire in the Perco Gas Analyzer carried 52 milliamps of current

dnd r'ache, a maximun temperature of approximately 150 'C (302 *F).* At this

,'latively low temperature, the decrease in thermal gradient could be large.

',j nariy cases, the temperature within the shelter during a test exceeded 300 'F

(Appendix 8). The temperature of the gas reaching the sample cell of the Perco

An.lyzer after passing through a 50-foot tube was calculated as follows.

The hedt transfer coefficient, h, for pipes of length L with laminar flow

(cjr be -a-culated from

hD/k = 2(wc p/kL)I/ 3 (i/ wall)0.14 (2)
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where D is the tube diameter, w is the mass flow rate, Cp is the heat capacicy

at constant pressure, k is the thermal conductivity, and w and vwall are the

viscosities for the bulk gas and for the gas at the cooler wall (Reference 5).

Experimental data indicate that the pipe or tubing is sufficiently long. In

such a case, the fluid approaches the wall temperture asymptotically and the

log mean temperature difference is no longer different from the arittinetic

mean. For sufficiently long tubes, the formula

hDlk = (2/*)(wc pkL) (3)

should be used (Reference 5). In transient heating over a short time, little

heat may be exchanged with the outside world and the tube temperature

increases. A stepwise computer calculation divides the tube into segments

which are sufficiently long for the fluid to approach the average tube temper-

ature and calculates a tube temperature profile for one package of gas at a

time. This procedure demonstrates that the fluid cools rapidly and that only

the first portion of the tubing heats.

The tube segment length in which the temperature approaches the wall temp-

erature asymptotically may be estimated by combining Equations (2) and (3) and

solving for the value of L. Initially, the ratio of viscosity at the segment
inlet fluid temperature to the viscosity at the average wall temperature and

the thermal conductivity at the average fluid conditions are needed, as

Equation (4) shows.

wc p/kL LiTU/wwall)0.1413 /2  (4)

* Grassi, John, Peerless Electronics Research Corporation, personal
communication, 2 June 1986.
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After the length of the asynptotic tube is determinen, Equation (3) is used ex-

clusively, and both viscosity and thermal conductivity cancel. A heat balance

is used to divide the gas into a number of equal portions, which are suffi-

ciently small that the temperature of the first tube segment is raised to a

limited amount.

The outlet gas temperature at each segment is adjusted to equal the

average wall temperature of the segment. The average wall temperature is not

adjusted since it changes very little relative to the adjustment in the gas
temperature. The iteration proceeds for a single portion of gas, over several

segments of tubing, until the wall temperature is changing less than 1 percent
of the total allowable wall temperature change per portion of gas (now set at

10 °F). The next portion of gas is then introduced. The computer program,

IEW, is given in Table C-30 in Appendix C.

Calculations were conducted with several of the maximum temperatures given

in Ap,,endix B. Even for the worse case of 1900 °C, the gas cools to the pipe

temperature in 1.25 feet.

in t;)ese calculations, it is assuned that the pipe is not heated exter-

ially by the fire owing to the short duration of the fire and the contact of

the pipe with the ground. The length required to cool the gas is so short that

even with an order-of-magnitude error, the gas reaches pipe temperature in less

shan 5', feet. Moreover, the thermal conductivity sample cell in the Perco

,Inalyz-r is mounted in an aluminun block heat sink which will also cool the

qas. , rom these considerations, it can be concluded that the temperature of

the oas sanpled is, under these conditions, of little or no consequence.

fhe lower concentrations determirned for the second tests of both Series A and

3, wner, the temperatures were larger, is apparently due to buoyancy effects

(tho )a, is more uniformly spread throughout the HAS) rather than to effects of

Lefpo-ature on the thermal conductivity measUrement.

Ss,,,ond potential source of error arises from the following. The instru-

e o e r! Ferenced against air (approximately 21 percent oxygen, 78 percent
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nitrogen, and I percent argon by volume, with ninor amounts of water and cdrbon

dioxide), which is treated as a single pure component with a thermal conduc-

tivity of ka' The thermal conductivity, k, of the mixture of halon and air is

a simple function of the mix composition. If the v,)lume fraction and thermal

conductivity of halon are X and kh, the thermal conductivity of the mixture i,

given by

k z Xkh + (I-X)k (5)

Following combustion of hydrocarbon fuel, however, a significant amount of

carbon dioxide and water may be present. In addition, there may be a loss of

oxygen relative to nitrogen. Thus, the mixture is not a simple two-component

system (Halon 1211 and air). It now contains multiple components, and the

thermal conductivity will be a function of the thermal conductivity of all )f

t[.e species present, which are Halon 1211, "air" (with the composition shown

above), along with extra nitrogen, argon, water, and carbon dioxide.

The thermal conductivities (References 4, 6) in units of (1O-bcal)f(sec
-

cm-°C) at 0 °C of nitrogen (54.55), oxygen (53.05), and air (54.22) are nearly

identical so that the depletion of oxygen by combustion has only a minor

effect; however, the thermal conductivities of carbon dioxide (31.70) and water

vapor (34.71) are intermediate between Halon 1211 (14.1) and air. Thus, the

presence of a significant amount of carbon dioxide and water will lower the

thermal conductivity measured and make the apparent halon concentration t)n

nigh. To assess the effect, calculations of the maximum error in the halon

readings were completed.

The measured burn velocity of JP-4 fuel is approximately 0.0022 gallon,;/

ft2-sec (Reference 7). The estimated largest area covered by the 165-gallon

dumps of fuel in any of the HAS/FPS tests is 500 ft2 . This gives a maxinum

0

0
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burn rate of 1.1 gal/sec. The longest time for extinguishment was less than 10

seconds, with the exceptions of Series A, Test 2, and Series B, Test 2 in which

the fires were not completely extinguished. The Series B, Test 2 fire,

however, was essentially extinguished in 10 seconds. It is assumed that the

preburns of the small internal aircraft fire were insignificant. Thus the

maximum amount of fuel burned before extinguishment, except for Test Series A.

Test 2, was 11 gallons, or less than 1 percent of the total fuel. If the fuel

has the general formula C8H,6, 165 gallons contains 11.4 pound-moles and re-

quires 137 pound-moles of 02 for complete combustion. This produces 91.2

pound-moles each of CO2 and H20. A 1-percent burn requires 1.37 pound-moles of

02 and produces 0.912 pound-moles each of C02 and H20. With good mixing in the

total HAS volume of 124,000 ft3 , the concentrations of the components for a

1-percent [urn would be 6.14 percent Halon 1211, 0.26 percent C02, 0.26 percent

1ZO , 1.49 perce-nt excess N2, and 92.85 percent "air," by volume.

Tne effect of che change in gas composition owing to combustion may be

eimated as follows. The differences between the thermal conductivity in

unitf; of (10-6cal)/(sec-cm-OC) at 0 °C of air and each of the other components

:re H1lon 1211, 40.12; carbon dioxide, 22.52; water vapor, 19.51; and nitrogen,

-0.33. Nultiplicacion of each of these differences by the volume f-actions

gi'es tie contribucion of each component to the final thermal conductivity

r.~lative to air: halon 1211, 2.463; carbon dioxide, 0.059; water vapor, 0.052;

3-ol rl '-oen, -C.005. Summing these gives 2.566 as the total contribution of

aI nonair components to the thermal conductivity relative to air. Halon 1211

, r7. a volume frdction of 0.0614 would give a contribution of 2.463. A

isor o the thermal conductivity contributions of 2.566 and 2.463 shows

tijt the appyb ,n.t halon concentration will be 4.3 percent higher than it should

. ris figure i'; independent of the occupation volumes of the combustion

jjas irid of the halon as long as the two volumes are the same. The percent

, or in 1, a!,parent nalon concentration can be calculated by multiplying 4.3

:-.-.ent. tby thO burn i.-centage. For example, if 10 percent of the fuel burned

!- j , syf1.nnL , the percent error in the measured halon concentration

K> ', F -. .,t. These results indicate that for all but Test 2 of Test

ri' " , where there was a long preburn and extinguishnent was not achieved,

ri , ',(- Tc e of conbistion products causes a negligible error in the Halon 1211

r)n~Ct.rjtion -rnasured by the Perco Analyzer.
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A third potential error source in the Perco analysis results from the

geometry of the collection system. The halon concentration increases rapidly

upon discharge and decreases slowly as the halon leaves the shelter. This

phenomenon gives a concentration/time profile. The profile measured at the

Perco Analyzer will resemble the actual profile only if the sampled gas flows

through the sampling line with a plug flow and if there is no diffusion.

Neither of these occurs. Thus, the concentration profile is flattened and

broadened so that the maximum concentration measured is too small. The inte-

grated concentrations over time for the measured and actual profiles would,

however, be the same.

The following analysis to correct for the absence of plug flow ignores the

relatively small amount of Tygon tubing present and assumes that the entire

sampling line consists of 50 feet of 1/4-inch copper tubing, having an inside

diameter of 4.83 mm. The sampling rate for a Perco Analyzer is nominally

1.5 liters/min; however, the rate measured in laboratory tests was 2.28

liters/min. This corresponds to a bulk flow rate of 6.57 ft/s. The Reynolds

number for air passing down a 4.83 mm diameter tube at this bulk flow velocity

is 670. Since this number is considerably less than 2100, the point at which

flow starts to become turbulent, the flow can be reliably considered laminar.

Laminar flow gives a much poorer approximation to plug flow than does turbulent

flow. The velocity distribution (Figure 11) across a pipe for fully developed

laminar flow is given by the Hagen-Poiseville equation, S

V inax 1[ - (r/R)2 ] (6)

where Vma x is the maximum velocity, r is the radial distance from the center 5

of the pipe, and R is the radius of the pipe (Reference 8). The bulk flow

is given by

Vbulk = (1/2)Vmax  (7)

At a bulk flow rate of 6.57 ft/s, the average transit time for the 50
feet of pipe is 7.6 seconds. The velocity and transit tine of the fastest

component at the center is 13.1 ft/s and 3.82 seconds. There is some unex- 0
plained discrepancy between these calculated flow parameters and those
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measured concentration profile (the raw concentration data) to give the concen-

tration profile corrected for the absence of bulk flow. The solution follows.

Divide the pipe into concentric hollow cylinders such that each cylinder j

is bounded by radii rj and rj and carries a fraction f. of the total gas with

an average velocity of V..* The velocities are such thAt the average transit

i3

time differs by 5 seconds for the contents of cylinders j and j-1. Integration

of the Hagen-Poiseville equation (Equation (6)) between rj_1 and r'. gives the

average velocity for the cylindrical shell bounded by these radii.

2(r2. - r _,) -(ret - r _t)
V V max j1 3 j 8

A set of velocities, Vj in multiples Of Vmax is first chosen to give transit

!3

*times differing by 10 seconds from t.- to tjfor flow down the 50-foot tube.

From V,_1, V i is calculated using Equation 4. V 0 = 0 and V1I is chosen to give

a convenient fraction of material. The fraction of material contained in a

hollow cylinder with inner and outer radii r._ and r is given by

rr.

F = (rj - rj1,)/R2  (9)

Now let and Y respectively represent the concentrations on the Perco and

corrected concentration profiles. Ignoring the time lag of approximately 5.58

seconds, one notes that the concentration measured by the Perco Analyzer during

the first 5-second interval is given by .5Xi = YfiV, where the coefficient

0.5 corrects for the fact that the bulk velocity is one-half the maximu ven-

* city. The concentration measured during the second 5-second interval is given

by 0.5X = YFVs + YFV. In general, the neasured concentration X. is given

by

1i=Y li i +Y2 Fi-l i-1 3 Fi-2 Vi-2 + .. + Y iF IVi (10)

The subscripts on the F and V terms represent cylindrical shells in the pipe

while the subscripts on X and Y represent time intervals. Zero terms resulting

from flow of halon-free air in larger cylindrical shells have been omfitted.

These equations are a series of n linear equations in n unknowns for the frst

n values of Y and they can be solved by appropriate means to give the corrected

concentration profile.
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A program, FLOW, was written in BASIC to determine the corrected concen-

tration profile. The program (Table C-31, Appendix C) calculates the values
of F. and V. and these as coefficients of the Yi with the known values of X

entered as constants in the linear equations. The set of equations is solved

by matrix inversion using a method similar to the Gauss-Jordan elimination

method (Reference 9). The program requires about 50 minutes for 50 data points

and about 8 hours for 100 items of data on a Zenitn 150 computer. Since the

primary interest is in the maximum concentrations and hold and decay times

attained, only the first 50 data points were used from the Perco Analyzer

curves. The final corrected concentratior vilues were then multiplied by a

factor of 60/47 to correct for the calibration of the instrmnent to Halon 1211.

This factor arises from the fact that the instriment was field-calibrated for

H3lon 1211 to factory specifications determined for Halon 1301. The factor

60/47 takes into account the difference in flows necessary to correct for

differences in thermal conductivity between Halon 1211 and Halon 1301. The

input data were taken from Tables C-1 through C-29 in Appendix C and the

corrected data are presented in Tables C-32 through C-60. Summaries of the

concentration profiles (Figures C-16 through C-30) corrected for the absence of

plug flow are presented in Tables 33 through 35.

The correction for non plugflow gives increases of 0.3 to 1.3 percent

(absolute) in tie maximum concentrations observed. The peak profiles also

experience sowe narrowing.

Correction for diffusion within the pipe during transit is much more dif-

ficult than is correction for the absence of plug flow. As the gas flows, a

concentration gradient develops icross the pipe. Material in the center of the

pipe has tne largest longitiJ-inal velocity, ond therefore responds most rapidly

to concentrc'*ion change- a:. they )ccur in the test chamber. As the concentra-

tion of hdlcrn 1211 rcj-eses in the HAJ, the concentration in the central

region ()F the pipe is higher than that in the outer regions. Later, when the
_oncentraticv- uf ialon j_2 ir t e H.S is decreasing, the gradient reverses.

The flow wrich occurs to equaliz2 the concentration causes tne response curve

the neasured concentration profile) to flatten. As a result, the measured

crcer tritions are too 1(.-w ard the hold times are too long. As Halon 1211
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TABLE 33. SUMMARY OF CORRECTED PERCO CONCENTRATION DATA, TEST SERIES A.

Maximum Time at
concen- or abovetration, Hold time, 2 percent,b

Height, percent by minutes: minutes:

Probe feet Location volume seconds seconds

Test 1

H 5 Mockup nose 6.74 1:10 i 3:10

H2 1 Mockup nose 7.27 2:40 >4:00

H3  5 Right front 7.13 1:45 3:10

H 1 Right front 7.66 2:10c >4:00

Hs 5 Right back 6.49 1:15 3:07

H6 1 Right back 7.80 2.25 4:05

Test 2

Hi 10 Mockup nose 5.80 0:20 i 1:40

H2 5 Mockup nose 7.07 0:05 0:40

H3  10 Right front 8.36 0:10 1:55

H4 5 Right front 8.29 0:10 1:20

Hs  10 Right back 8.20 0:05 0:35

H6 5 Right back 8.24 0:15 1:25

aTime during which the Halon 1211 concentration was no less than 1 percent

(absolute) of the maximum value.

bTime during which the Halon 1211 concentration was greater than or equal

to 2 percent.

CConcentration dropped below 1 percent absolute from the maximum value for

one 10-second period during this time and then recovered.
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TABLE 34. SUMMARY OF CORRECTED PERCO CONCENTRATION DATA, TEST SERIES B.

Maximum Time at
concen- or above
tration, Hold time,a 2 percent,b

Height, percent by minutes: minutes:
Probe feet Location volume seconds seconds

Tcst 1

HI 5 Near mockup ncse 7.05 1:05 3:00

H2  I Near mocku,, nose 1.0.55 2:10 3:45
H3  5 Right front 8.05 1:00 3:20

H4  RiO~t front 9.87 2:20 3:35

H5  5 Right back 7.97 1:10 3:30

H I Right back 10.49 2:05 3:30

Test 2

S 5 ,Neac -mock,'.p nosE 3.82 010 0:32

hA Near mockup nose 7.99 0:15 0:45

3 i 5 Right front 8-91 0:10 1:00

S Right front 9.70 0:10 1:05

H5  5 RI'nt LbdCK 4.23 0:20 0:50

% , Rg .L ba:t 531 0:10 0:40

aTime during which the Halon 1211 concentrdtion was o less than 1

picer" absolutE) of the maximun value.

bT~me during which the Halc ,n !11 concentration was qreater than or equal

to Z percent.
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TABLE 35. SUMMARY OF CORRECTED PERCO CONCENTRATION DATA, TEST SERIES C.

Test 1

Maximum Time at
concen- or above
tration, Hold time, a  2 percent,b

Height, percent by minutes: minutes:
Probe feet Location volume seconds seconds

Hi  10 Near mockup nose 3.63 1:15 1:50

H2  6 Near mockup nose 9.27 0:45 3:44

H3  10 Right front 4.72 0:35 1:25

H5 10 Right back 5.34 1:15 2:45

H6  6 Right back 8.76 0:40 3:40

aTime during which the Halon 1211 concentration was no less than 1

percent (absolute) of the maximum value.

bTime during which the Halon 1211 concentration was greater than or

equal to 2 percent. S

diffuses from parts of the flow having a higher concentration to parts having a

lower concentration, air is diffusing in the opposite direction. The flux for S

diffusion of one gas into another is given by Fick's law,

J = 0 (dC/dr) (11)

where D is the coefficient of diffusion and dC/dr is the concentration gradient

in the r direction. For a two-component system (air and Halon 1211), the over-

all coefficient depends on both components (Reference 10).

D = DIX 1 + D2X 2  (12)
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where XI and X2 are the mole fractions of Components I and 2. The diffusion

coefficient and the mole fraction of Halon 1211 are much smaller than those

of air. Thus, to a good approximation, D - Dai r . The diffusion coefficient

of air can be approximated from that of oxygen which is 0.178 cm2/second. The

concentration gradient within the pipe is not uniform, but it can be estimated

by inspection of Figures C-I through C-15. At the exit of the pipe during the

rise period, concentrations of 1 percent by volume may be encountered in the

center of the pipe at the time that the bulk of the gas has a zero Halon 1211

concentration. This corresponds to a Halon 1211 concentration change of

greater than I percent over a distance of 0.24 centimeter (one-half the

diameter), or a gradient of about 4 percent/centimeter. The concentration 0

gradient is, of course, not constant with time. At the pipe entrance, it is

zero. A good average number to use at the start of a test is about 2 percent/

centimete-. Note that the concentration gradient for air is equal and opposite

in sign to that for Halon 1211. 0

The mass flux is given by D (dC/dr) = (0.178 cmr/sec) x (2 percent!

centimeter) = 0.356 percent-centimeter/sec. During the 7.6-second calculated

bulk transit time, the concentration change per unit depth is 2.7 percent/ 

centimeter. To determine the actual concentration change, one must divide this

by the thickness of the layers. For a model consisting of two shells, the

7ayer thickness is 0.12 cm (one-fourth the diameter) giving a concentration

change of 22 percent. This concentration change is, of course, unattainable

since the concentrations never run this high. Moreover, this calculation does

not a l&ow for a change in the concentration gradient as diffusion proceeds.

Nevertheless, it does indicate that for a worse-case scenario (the point at

which the concentrations are changing the fastest was selected to obtain the

con.entration gradient), large fluxes cai occur. For concentration profiles

where the peak concentration is maintairned for some time (40 or 50 seconds),

the maximum concentration may be only affected slightly. On the other hand,

shapar concentration/time curves may be seriously affected. Though a number of

approximations were itade in these calculations, it is obvious that diffusion

may affect the results substantially.
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A calculation of the effect of diffusion on the measured concentration

profile, as done for the flow correction, would be difficult and time-

consuming. To obtain some idea of the degree to which the Perco results re-

flect the actual concentrations, halon concentrations were measured, using grab

samples in addition to the Perco Gas Analyzers for Test Series C. The grab

samples were collected using evacuated steel bottles which could be opened with

remotely activated solenoids following the halon discharge. Bottles of two

different sizes were used. The "A" bottles were 20-pound propane cylinders and

the "B" bottles were 500 cm3 stainless steel cylinders. For each of the two

tests in Series C, samples were collected in six "A" bottles and five "B"

bottles. The bottle locations are shown in Figure B-19.

The concentrations were determined by gas chromatography employing an

HP-5880A gas chromatograph with a flame ionization detector and an HP-3350

laboratory automation system integrator. The capillary column had the follow-

ing characteristics: length 12.5 meters, ID 0.2 mm, film thickness 0.33 micron,

phase HP-I, cross-linked dimethylsilicone, phase ratio 150, retention index

1437.5, base/acid ratio 1.4, 4600 plates/meter, Hewlett Packard part number

19091-60312. The detection limits and uncertainties in quantification of saiall

quantities were determined for isothermal chromatography at 30 °C with a 200:1

split ratio as follows.

Chromatographic peak intensity (integrated peak area, S) is proportional

to concentration (C) and injection volume (V).

S = KCV (13)

where K is a constant of proportionality. Peak areas are determined from the

computerized output of the HP 5880A GC. The minimum peak integration area

measurable above noise is 0.05 (units of 1/8 microvolt-seconds) with an esti-

mated standard deviation of 0.02 (40 percent). With the instrument at its

highest sensitivity (attentuation -4), an injection of 100 microliters of

methanol vapor at 24 ppm yields an area of 1.20. From this the minimum peak

area of 0.05 corresponds to a concentration of I ppm. The calculated uncer-

tainties for various concentrations of gaseous methanol and for selected

gaseous hydrocarbon standards are shown in Table 36.
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TABLE 36. UNCERTAINTY IN QUANTIFICATION OF GASES.

Uncertainty, percent

Concentration, ppm Methanol -Methane I Ethane Propane/butanes

1 40.

2 20. 84. 40. 23.

4 ---- 43. 22. 11.

10 10. 14. 9. 5.

25 1.3 10. 4. 2.

50 0.6 6. 2. 1.

100 0.4 5. 1. 0.6

In many cases, peaks which are too small to be detected by the HP 5880A

computer can still be detected visually. In this case the peak height (H) in

millimeters measured from the graphical output can be used. For small, sharp

peaks,

H = K'CV (14)

where K' is a proportionality constant, C is the sample concentration, and V

is the syringe volume. A I ppm solution of methanol in water gives peak

heights of 6 mm and 11 mm for injection vGluP1e*1 of 0.2 and 0.5 microliters.

It iL estimated that a peak height of 3 mm could be detected. This indi-

cates that 0.5 pp-n of methanol can be detected and quantified. The un-

,& rtdality in quantification, however, is rather lage. For a peak of 3 mm,

th! minimu peak height, the standard deviation above noise is estimated at

1 mm (30 percent error).

This worK shows that gaseous hydrocarbons and methanol down to 1 ppm

:an no aetected and quantified.
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Standards were prepared using 500 microliters of gase,)us distilled Halon

1211, and the flame ionization detector response was determined as a function

of concentration for standards at 5 percent (3 separately prepared samples, 4

determinations total, average area 5.645 ± 0.625 with units of 1/8 microvolt-

seconds), 10 percent (7 samples, 1 determination on each, average area 10.24 +

0.66), and 15 percent (6 samples, 7 determinations total, average area 15.851 +

0.61). The oven temperature was maintained at 30 °C; the injector temperature

was 200 *C. The samples were run on three different days to determine instru-

ment stability. No variations resulting from drift were apparent. The

averages and average deviations are plotted in Figure 12. The data were fit

with a least-squares line to give an equation 0

C = (S - 0.18)/1.047 (15)

for the concentration, C, as a function of peak area, S.

The chromatographic peak areas were determined for gases from the grab

samples employing the same conditions as used for the standards. The concen-

trations were calculated fron Equation (15). The results are reported in 0

Tables 37 and 38.
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TABLE 37. HALON 1211 GRAB SAMPLE CONCENTRATIONS, TEST SERIES C, TEST 1.

Sample Concentration,b

Time,a GC peak areas, percent by

Bottle' Location min:sec 1/8 PV/second volume

A6 5 feet, plane tail 0:30 9.00,9.30 8.57 ± 0.14

AI 5 feet, right back 0:30 10.37,9.06 9.11 t 0.63

B1  5 feet, right back 1:00 9.55,9.81 9.07 ± 0.12

B2 5 feet, right back 2:00 3.44,3.29 3.04 ± 0.07

A, I foot, right back 0:30 12.28,12.97 11.89 1 0.33

As 5 feet, right front 0:30 11.09,11.48,11.63 10.72 t 0.20

Bs 5 feet, right front 1:00 13.21,14.17 12.90 t 0.46

A3 5 feet, near plane nose 0:30 9.77,8.62,11.11,10.03 9.27 ± 0.66

03 5 feet, near plane nose 1:00 10.66,10.79 10.07 t 0.06

B 5 feet, near plane nose 2:00 ---
4

A, "  Ifoot, near plane nose 0:30 113.37,12.42,14.45 12.64 t 0.66

,1Time from Halon 1211 dump.

t'Clculated from averaged peak area using the graph in Figure 12. The
,iverage joviations are also given.

CSample unavailable for analysis.

OGC sho~ed a large amount of other components present.
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TABLE 38. HALON 1211 GRAB SAMPLE CONCENTRATIONS, TEST SERIES C, TEST 2.

Sample Concentration,b
time,a GC peak areas, percent by

Bottle Location min:sec 1/8 PV/second volume

CA

A6 5 feet, plane tail 0:02 6.50,6.70 6.13+0.10

Al 10 feet, right back 0:02 0.40,0.36 0.19+0.02

Bi 10 feet, right back 0:30 5.72,6.06 5.45+0.16
B2 10 feet, right back 2:00 1.67,1.46,1.76 1.38+0.11

A2  6 foot, right back 0:02 3.74,3.83,3.87 3.47+0.05
A5 10 feet, right front 0:02 3.20,2.61,3.03 2.64+0.21

B5 10 feet, right front 0:30 11.64,10.32 10.32+0.63

A3  10 feet, near plane nose 0:02 1.86,1.85 1.60+0.01

B3 10 feet, near plane nose 0:30 9.47,9.75 9.01+0.13
B4 10 feet, near plane nose 2:00 2.56,2.46 2.23+0.05

A4  6 foot, near plane nose 0:02 3.24,3.54,3.49 3.10+0.12

aTime from Halon 1211 dump.

bCalculated from averaged peak area using the graph in Figure 12. The

average deviations are also given.

cGC showed a large amount of other components present.
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Although there are few cases where a grab sample and the Perco results can

be directly compared, the large halon concentrations found in some samples

indicate that the Perco analyses may give concentrations which are too low.

This may be due, in part, to diffusion effects. The temperature data (Appendix

B) indicate that a temperature drop occurred upon discharge in Test 1, Series

C; however, the temperature decrease (to about 50 OF) would have caused only a

minor increase in concentration as determined by the grab samples. The correc-

tion factor, owing to gas density changes, would be about (460 + 50) °F/(460 +

70) °F = 0.96, assuming that the chromatographic analyses were performed at

70 °F. Laboratory tests show that temperature changes caused by expansion of

the sampled gas into the evacuated bottles are negligible.

The GC traces show the presence of peaks other than those due to Halon

1211. The retention times are similar for the non-Halon 1211 peaks in all of

the samples; however, the intensities vary widely. Samples A4 (I foot, near

plane nose, Test 1, Series C) and A6 (5 feet, plane tail, Test 2, Series C)

show the largest amount of material other than Halon 1211. Similar peaks were

not observed for the Halon 1211 standard samples. The chromatogram for Sample

A4. Test 1, Series C, is shown in Figure 13.

Some of the additional peaks were identified by gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry (GC/MS) on an IBM instrument employing a 14-foot, 1/8-inch, stain-

less steel coluon packed with 10 percent SP 1000 on 100/120 Supelsupport. The

total ion current chromatogram and assignments for a typical sample, 0.5 rnL of

gas from grab sample Al, Test 1, Test Series C, are shown in Figure 14. The

splitter was turned off after the principal Halon 1211 peak in order to expand

the impurity peaks, and this change caused two Halon 1211 peaks to appear. The

peaks were identified from the instrument library with a teitative identifica-

tion of the alkane peak (from JP-4 fuel) as methylcyclohexane. Later work was

performed with a Finnigan Model 4600 GCMS with computerized spectral matching

capabilities and a capillary column with the following characteristics:

length, 30 m; 10, 0.25 mm; film thickness, 0.25 micron; phase, SE-54

"nonpolar"), 94 percent-dimethyl-5 percent-diphenyl-1 percent-vinyl-polysil-

oxane; J&W Scientific catalog number 112-5432. That work indicated that the

alkane was an alkyl-substituted cyclopropane, cyclobutane, or cyclopentane.

The identification of alkanes from GC/MS data is often difficult.
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! C,

Time in Minutes

00

Retention Time, Area Area,
Minutes 1/8 Microvolt/Sec Percent

0.66 12.42 38.748 0

0.77 5.42 16.896
0.82 8.08 25.223
1.07 2.35 7.345
1.15 1.09 3.406
1.26 1.52 4.745
1.46 0.55 1.721

2.02 i 0.25 0.793
2.40 0.36 1.122

Figure 13. Gas Chrornatogramr, Sample A4,.Test 1, Series C.
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Figure 14. Total Ion Current Chromatogram for Sample Al, Test 1,
Series C.
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SECTION VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

The HAS environment and operations have been defined and the potential

hazards are well understood. The challenge of developing an FPS for the HAS

has been great because the HAS is a semiopen environment having numerous
activities with potential for causing the FPS to false alarm. The HAS also

has numerous fire hazards including potential fuel spills, munitions, high
voltage electricity start carts, hydraulic carts, cartridge starts using black

powder, running jet engines, static electricity, human error and wartime 0

bombings.

To ensure fire extinguishnent with minimal loss, the FPS system must be

able to detect and extinguish the fire in 15 seconds or less. Yet the FPS 0

must not respond to false stimuli such as the aircraft engine afterburner,
electrical arc welding, acetylene welding, reflected sunlight, rifle fire,

vehicle exhaust, lightning, lighting, matches, cigarettes, radio, radar and
jamming transmissions, and radiant heaters. The research and testing con- S

ducted shows these obstacles can be overcome and the design criteria met.

1. Letection

The optical fire detector has proven to be the best choice for fast 0

fire detection without false alarms. A smart system that is microprocessor

controlled using voting is needed in conjunction with the multiple-

wavelength CFDs, to eliminate false alarming while maintaining fast response

time. The OFD test results showed that all of the OFDs were capable of 0

detecting I ft2 fires. For HAS application a 1 ft2 fire is not large enough
to demand a system dump. Therefore the sensitivity of the system must be
adjusted and shown not to respond to this small a fire.

Extinguishing Agent S

Halon 1211 has been tested at full scale under fire and no-fire

conditions. It has a good throw distance, is effective in a semienclosed
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area, is clean, and will not damage aircraft components. The toxicity levels
are acceptable when an egress system is provided. Halon 1301 would present
higher costs, including costlier logistics, and the lower toxicity of the neat
agent would have to be tested for time to fire knockdown and the concentration
of decomposition products.

The HAS FPS tests demonstrated that the fire protection system described

in the Purchase Description is effective in extinguishing a severe HAS fire.
Test Series A, Test 2 dramatically demonstrated that early detection
(approximately 3 seconds) is critical. In this test, temperatures exceeding

1900 'F were reached when the extinguishing agent was dumped manually.

3. Suppression System
Three types of suppression systems were considered for the HAS:

manifold, modified manifold, and modular. The modular system offers the
highest degree of reliability and the most flexibility for the suppression

system in a HAS. Failure of a single valve would have comparatively minimal
impact on a modular system. The same failure would disable or reduce the
effectiveness of a manifold system. Also, a substantial leak in a single

agent tank would not necessarily compromise the extinguishing capability of
the entire system. A singular style modular system can be installed into any
one of the three sizes of shelters now being used, or any smaller sizes of
shelters or hangars that may be designed in the future without significant

hardware alterations or additions to inventory stocks. Finally, a modular
system can be configured in such a way that the HAS can be divided into zones

which are activated independently of each other.

4. System Performance
The control electronics play a critical role in ensuring high

reliability and maintainability. High quality components should be used along

with Military Standard Probability analyses to ensure high reliability.
Redundant parts may be warranted. Automatic checking of the system and 0

components should be incorporated into the HAS FPS. Automatic and remote
notification of system and component status should be incorporated. A

scheduled inspection and maintenance program for the OFDs and other components
should be strictly applied. 0
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5. System Design

The HAS FPS has been designed and tested to the conceptual proto-

type level. The next step is to design for developmental testing and evalu-

ation. All concepts have been proven functionally and are state of the art.

Subsystems and techniques requiring additional development are mounting

techniques, control box functions and reliabilities, escape system, detector

adjustments, inspection and maintenance requirements, fuel securing analy-

sis, nacelle suppression adaptability, wind factor effects, status self-

diagnostics, and remote notification.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Environmental and EMI Testing

It is recommended that all subsystems of the FPS pass the applic-

able environmental tests of MIL-STD-810 as delineated in Appendix H, "HAS

FPS Purchase Description." Furthermore, it is recommended that the FPS pass

the applicable EMI tests of MIL-STD-461 and 462. The contractor should

perform these tests at a qualified environmental/EMI test laboratory.

2. OFD Testing in Operational Environment

A major concern with the use of optical fire detectors is their

inherent potential to false alarm. Even though every effort has been made

to define the false alarm sources in a HAS, the possibility exists that one

Dr more sources could not be sufficiently tested to represent the actual

operational environment. A viable suggestion to avoid any oversight would

be to install OFDs in operational shelters. This type of testing would

remove the difficulties of simulating a HAS environment. The detectors

could be installed in operational shelters. Fach detector would be moni-

tored by a data acquisition system that would record any "event."
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3. Single Contractor

It is further recommended that a single contractor be made respon-

sible for all aspects of the system. This would include not only the system

design, but also the system installation and the system maintenance. The

reliability and the level of confidence in the fire protection systems perfor-

mance will be increased with a single contractor, total system approach.

By selecting a system contractor for the HAS fire protection system program,

the USAF will eliminate the need to integrate the fire protection system,

oversee routine installation, maintain and service the fire protection

systems, prepare integrated logistics documentation, and administer a number

of contracts (instead of one). However, the USAF must ensure that more than

one contractor in industry can provide such capabilities.

Another major reason for the USAF to acquire the HAS FPS as a total

system is that the contractor has an inherent responsibility to assure that

the FPS reliability to suppress fires, as well as not to false dump, remains

,at a high level. To maintain this reliability, service and maintenance must

be supplied by an organization that understands the entire system, and

continues to provide continuity of components and spare parts over the life-

time of the system, worldwide.

The system contractor, therefore, should qualify the FPS as a system

and perform all associated program functions including integration, delivery,

installation and certification of hardware. The system contractor should

provide continuing maintenance of all installed systems to maintain

reliability and availability of the FPS.

4. First Article Testing

It is recommended that First Article FPSs be installed in three HAS

configurations housing different aircraft (e.g., F-4, F-111, F-15, F-16, and

A-10). Consideration should be given to the location of the HAS and the

influencing environmental conditions. For example, HASs which face directly

onto the runway should be chosen to test the effect of aircraft outside the

HAS. Shelters subject to high humidity or salt fog should be chosen as well.
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Also, shelters subjected to the conditions described in Section II, "HAS

Environment, General Description," including insect infestations, should be

included.

The First Article testing should last 180 days. The halon extin-

guishing system need not to be activated, provided a method of recording false

alarms with notification is installed. The major concern of the testing is to
determine if the fire detectors are alarming in response to false stimuli.

Continuous periodic inspection and evaluation should be conducted during the . it
test period. Complete FPS evaluations should be conducted during these

inspections, including fire detector self-test and inspection, system
mechanical integrity, halon leakage, control electronics, back-up power,

various alarms, safety devices, and sensors. Interviews with HAS operations

personnel should be conducted to determine if the FPS in any way impedes the

continually changing HAS day-to-day or ICT operations, e.g., multiple air-

craft, pantographs, ventilation, and other storage functions.

Two areas of special testing should also be conducted during the

developmental testing. The response of the fire detectors to the IR jamming

device of the European-based F-111s should be evaluated. If modifications to

the FPS are made to prevent responding to the IR jamming device, these modi-

fications should be thoroughly tested and evaluated. The second area of

special testing is during engine startup and operation. Vibration and perfor-
mance response of the fire detectors and electronics should be evaluated under

operational conditions. The response of the fire detectors to the heat and
flame produced at startup should be evaluated with each of the five types of

aircraft. Again, any modifications made to the FPS must be thoroughly

evaluated and tested as well as installed in all First Article systems.
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HARDENED AIRCRAFT SHELTER FIRE DETECTION/SUPPRESbION

TEbT PLAN

Section I - Introduction

1.1 ubjective - The oo3ective of the test is to develop a Fire
Detection/Suppression System tor hardened aircratt shelters which
will cietect ana suppress any anticipated tire within 30 seconas.

1.2 backyround - Several hundred haraened aircraft shelters in
the Air Force inventory are used to store millions of aollars in
hardware. None ot these shelters possesses an integrated fire
protection (detection/suppression) system. A research project
nas been under study by the University of New Mexico Engineering
Research Institute (NWitI) to analyze commercially available
sysrt:ms and adapt them tor ise in hardenea shelters. A series ot
scale tests of aitferent aetectiorn systems have been conducted at
NWLRI's laboratories. These tests inaicate that detection can be
accomplished within the time constraints of the shelter
potential.

1.3 Scope - The Hardened Aircraft Shelter (HAS) tire protection
system test will be conducted in tnree full-scale series. Each
series will consist of two major fires and several small ones,
1, 4 ciiu iuuc pan ires. ihe sLjecitic numoer or pan rires
will be cietermined by the need of each of three testea fire
protectio systems. It is not envisioned that more than four 1
and 4 square foot pan tires will be necessary for each test
series, with one 9 square foot pan fire in each series. The
major tires will be a 150 gallon horizontal and a 125 gallon
vertical (internal) fire. All of the test series will be
conaucted inside a 2/3 scale hardened aircraft shelter,
containing a mock-up of a fighter aircraft. The results of all
tests will be recorded with various instruments.
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Section Ii - Participating Organizations

2.1 Air Force EngineerinS and Services Center

Project Ofricer - Mr. Dick Vickers

Instrumentation - SMSgt Hollopeter

Engineering Support - MSgt Lavigne

Meteorology - Capt Messina

Public Aftairs - Maj Heabery

2.2 US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station •
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2.3 325 Combat Suwport &rou

Security - MSyt Cunningham •
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Ground Safety - Mr. Parsons
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2.8 University of New Mexico Engineering Research Institute
(NMERI)

Principal Investigator - Mr. Ed Schaub/Dr. Dennis Zallen
Mr. John Centrone

Construction - tr. bill Dees 0
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bection Ill - Description of Tests

3.1 Test Specimens - A single line drawing of the
second-generation shelter is shown in Figure 1. The shelter is
constructed of standara materials, i.e., corrugated steel,
semicircular arches covered over with concrete. The floor is
concrete with a one inch slope. A 6 inch concrete dam will be
constructed around tne perimeter of the shelter floor to prevent
any spillage of fuel to the surrounding ground. The interior of
the shelter will be lighted with ten 1500-watt lamps. The tront
tdcc of the shelter is skinned with light-gauge corrugated etal.
Two large hinged doors have been installed in place of the
standard sliding hardened shelter doors. This modification will
not attect the test results as the large tire tests will be
conducted with the doors open.

3. ma ract al ana tructuraI Properties - halon 12i1 wil L ce e
suppresbion agent used on all tires. The detection units will
utilize Intrared ana Ultraviolet trequency band. JP-4 will be the
fuel tor all tires. tach tire will be ignited electrically.

3.3 Instrumentation and Photography - Each test will include data
on temperature, pressure, velocity, and gas concentration. The
catc taken will be zeroed to the moment the electric signal is
sent tor tire injition. The photo coverage will be both semi-
ni-n-s~eea anc normal-speec VCR. The photography will 5e
synchronizec with the other data collection.

Still photography will be required in the form of color
slides and black and white negatives to cocument the pretebt setup
ana posttest damage to the structure.

3.4 Test Preparation - The general arrangement of a typical test
is shown in Figure 1. Prior to each test series (3 each), the
structural component of HAS facility will be checked and necessary
repairs made to suport each tested fire protection system.
Preparation tor the individual test series will proceed as
toi lows:

1. '-ontractor-installed tire protection system.

z. Tnstall pressure jages, ac- 1 2rometers, thermocoup~le
gables, and cables. Hook up gages ana test for
functioning.

3. Position and protect cameras.

4. Take pretest still photographs.

b. kositlon fuel supply line for appropriate test.

6. Evacuate nonessential personnel to inside Third-
Gener.- tio n shelter.
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7. Conduct final check of cameras and instrumentation.

8. Conduct countdown and ignite fuel.

9. Activate manual release of HALON if automatic release

aoes not function.

3.6 Posttest Procedures - Immeaiately following each test

event, the following actions shal Ue taken:

1. Take still photographs of damage in an unaisturbed

s i tu a to n.

2. Drain and wash down all unburnt JP-4.

3. Remove cameras aria procesz vimo immealttely.

4. Check instrumentation reaaings.
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Section IV - Location and Site Description

4.1 Location - Tyndall AFB is located on the Gulf Coast of
Florida, about 10 miles southeast of Panama City, on US Highway
98. The location of the test area for the Tyndall AFB Test Pro-
gram is within approximately 20 acres of remote, little-used Laria
in the SE portion of Tyndall Air Force Base FL (see Figures 2 ana
3) . It is approximately 7 miles from Tyndali main base, 3.6
miles from Mexico Beach (population 600) ana 2.4 miles across

East Bay trom Allanton (population 400) in a 50-square-mile
area).

4.2 Site Geology - The soil is characteristic of the coastai
lowlands of Western Florida where fine gray beach sanas are un-
derlaid at variable depths by the Atronelle Formation. This
material is very permeable ana free-araining. The subgraae -i i
poorLy qracea sana and the water tabie usualiy occurs 2-5 f-2~
below the surface.

The water table in the area varies with the season and may
be anywhere from 4 feet to just below the ground surface. Sur-
face drainage is normally in a southward direction into a swampy 5
area south and east of the shelter test si te . The only surface
water in the immediate area is from two small borrow pits re-
sulting from construction of the bomb damage repair runway some
y,- rc (n 4 nei~ cpaF-~ A nA qii rf AfP w,;- r in t-1- -,wan rr,y r -A qnii 4 li -

of the test si te.
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CheCheckpoint

Personnel

Holding Area

00

To Mexico Beach - * '

To Panama City, U.S. Highway 98

Figure A-3. Test Location Plan.
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Section V - Schedule of Events

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
START COMPLETION DESCRIPTION

01 Feb 85 01 Mar 85 Develop test plan, coordinate contractor-
installed fire protection system.

01 FeL 85 30 Mar 85 Prepare test site/instaii ins trumentatior.

21 Mar 85 30 Mar 85 Company A install fire protection system.

01 Apr 85 05 Apr 85 Company A conduct small pan fires 1 , 4,
and 9 square feet.

1 1 Apr 85 12 Apr 85 Company A conduct large vertical and

horizontal fires .

15 Apr 85 19 Apr 85 Company A remove fire protection system.

01 Apr 85 12 Apr 85 NMERI collect pressure, temperature accele r-
ation, and gas concentration.

01 May 85 10 May 85 Company B install system.

13 May 85 17 May 85 Comwanv B small fires.

22 May 85 24 May 85 Company B large fires.

25 May 85 31 May 85 Company B remove system.

01 May 85 24 May 85 NMERI collect data.

15 Jun 85 21 Jun 85 Company C install system.

22 Jun 85 28 Jun 85 Company C small fires.

OH Jul 85 10 Jul 85 Company C large fires.

1 1 Jui 85 17 Jul 85 Company C remove system.

22 Jun 85 10 Jul 85 NMERI collect data

30 Aug 85 Complete preliminary analysis of test
results.

30 Sep 85 Publish result of tests and aevelop a
generic specification for HAS fire aetection
suppression system.
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Section VI - Test Organization

6.1 Operations - The field operations organization is shown in
Figure 4. Minor field modifications which affect any aspect of
this project will be coordinated and approved by the Test Direc-
tor.

6.2 Responsibilities - The overall responsibility for the
entire test program res ts with the Test Director. In =dri 'cr,
he will be responsible for performance of the test event's
countdown coordination and procedures, ana any extraordinary
satety and security precautions during iarge-fIre test aays. TKi-
Test Director will delegate his authority where necessary.
Specitic responsibilities relative to safety, security,
communication, instrumentation, photo, engineering support,
weather, and community relations are contained in the appendice-.
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Test Organization

Project Of ricer

Mr. Vickers
mir. Grimm

Tech Sup- Mr. John Centrone/

Mr. E(I bchaub

,ieather - Capt '1e ina

Public Attairs - Maj heaberg

Ground Safety - Mr. Parsons

Helicopter Support - Maj Gritfin

Eng in eering
Instrumentation Photo bup[ort Securi ty

bms t holiopeter Mr. Charies Ray N$yt Lavigne tISgt Cunninyhai

Figure A-4. Test Organization.
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ATTACHMENT A

COUNTDOWN SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

1 . PURPOSE: The purpose of this plan is to aeveiop a realistic

countdown sequence of events to provide positive control of al i
activities involved in the ignition of large horizontal ana
vertical fires auring the test program. The specific objective of

tILis pian is to ensure mdximum protect ion of personnel ana
personal property.

2. PROCEDURES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: To minimize interference

with, the flying schedule, large fires will be planned for 1200
local on the morning aesignated as the test aay. The events slown

will be adherea to by the OPR during the times indicated. T-hour

will represent 1 200 local time on the scheduled fire burn aay.
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ATTACHMENT B

COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

1.* PURPOSE: The purpose of this plan is to develop a suitable
communications network for the test. The specific objective of
this plan is to provide the following:

a. Relia~ble communications between the test site ana T~naaii.
N, 'orce Base, Florida.

b. Test site communications during construction.

C. Dependable communications on ignition, day(s).

Z. ~~OE'RES ADRESPON~SIB3ILITIES: Two-way radios wiii± ;,e tl~e

j r iry metiUoc of cjnmunicatior. on tine day ,s) ..gnitir, )r
scl,t~ouled.

b. Two-way radios will be utilized on the test day to trans-
r.it all communications between the test site and all involved
'Ag9e ic ies. The following areas will be assigned hand radios: (Se e

Fijure 3 for location).

'res t Director

Checkpoint Alpha

Checkpoint Bravo

Ins trument Van

C. The events shown will be adhered to by the OPR during the

t imes itndica ted. T-hour will represent 1 200 local time on the
scheouliecl f ire burn day.
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ATTACHMENT C

iECURITY PLAN

1. PURPOSE: Assure positive control of personnel, equioment, and
veh iclies ar ri ving, leaving, and exis ting within the test area, ana
the safeguarding against thef t and sabotage of gover nme nt -owned
equipment and materials.

2. PROCEL)UR6:

a. Control of personnel entering and leaving the tes t
area - An access list of al i personnel will be provided to the
security chief auring the countdown sequence and fuel
1ns tdliation. This list will be updatea as requirec. Names of
ii iIerson-nel entering the si te wilL b e checked agains t t~e ac -ess
it-! to iet"rmine adraittocac approvai. Dersn's wh.ose oai u-
not o . t~e access lis t will ue aernled samittance to t.,e ne aro-
wni9:n3 accompanied by or vouched. f or by the Tes t Director or his
des L n~tea representative.

b. General security - At the end of each day, ail trail.ers,
turi s heas, ama equipment shah be iockeo to preciude thef t or
tampering. There will he no classif ied material ons ite.

a. The 325 SPS/SPO shall conduct perioaic nhecks of the test
sito area throughout the entire test series. The test O te will
bw restricted to authorized personnel immediately before and
after test fuel burn. At the time of fuel burn, Highway 98
tkr~ujhL Tynaali AFB will not be closed to traffic.

b. All personnel are responsible for safeguarding and
&rotwat ing of their indi vidual property and the government
p r erty entrus tea to them . All personnel shall report to the
ie % directwr (or his representative) any security infraction,
vir'ation, and/or theft bronght to his attention.

?.The Test Director or his aesignated representative is
rpsj~nsiwie for reporting, investigating, evaluating, recording,

-za Kn~itning such reports as are appropriate on al isecliri ty
1 t r :t.4 , violations , or t..ef to,. A'i SUC a cI ct LVI ty Wii s

~~ ?~rnIioatea ana accomrplishea in compiete ccoperitior wi 0.
.. ~. ~~o iitury law eaf orcement agencies.
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IIIami Way QUIP I

ATTACHMENT ID

SAFETY PLAN

1. PURPOSE. This safety plan establishes the safety areas for
the shelter testing site and all related functions thereto, to Le
conaucted at Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida, and identifies tne
agency responsible for each of these areas. All references to the
test throu~ghout this safety plan will pertiin to the t~sts to 5uC
conoucted at Tynaall Air Force Base, Florida. The aetnsvien gafoy
rules which are applicable to this proj ect are aocume ntea he rein.
Before any fire testing can be conducted at Tynall Xir Force
Base, Florida, the Base Fire Chief must be notified ana his
approval received. The following safety documents are appiicaLie
to this test:

AFOSH Stancaras

AFR 1 27-4

*2. OVERALL SAFETY RESPONSIBILITy. AFESC,/RDCS as Test Director ~s
resp'onsible tar enforcing the overall safety &rograv for the te~t.
The base Fire Chief or his designated representative is the safety
ofticer during all actua. fire burns *The Tes t Direc to r is the
safety officer for all other events at the test si to. T~,e T~s
Dir-octor will maintain close coordination with the Air Defense
A UPn Ce" LL UUL VdLn Ly WLiC~ 10 Z " i ni *nuL"t

3 . SAFETY AREAS. The safety requiroments of the tost have Sonf-
aividea into three separate and distinct areas to tacilitate t4,e
establishment of specific requirements for the different dreds of
cperation. The three areas of safety requirements ate diviaed
into three areas as follows:

a. Ge neral saf ety .

b. Construction Safety.

41 C. Fire Safety.

4. GENERAL SAFETY. The responsibility for general site safety
resides with AFESC. The authority to execute specific safety
diro-ctives is lelegated to the Test Director. Thp Puhli- Qffnir
Dtic (AFESC/PA) is responsibie for notltlcatlcr. on, UuII-

0 w~izing the test (when applica'ie)

1. Safety Briefing. The Test Director will wrief aiiAV
Jer~onnel and/.'or supervisors of construction crews on tne s-fety
hazaras exibting within the test si~te. .Kurrvi, rs vii in nnr-,

40 brief their personnel on these hazaras.
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b. Visitors. Visitors shall not be allowed at the test site
without approval of the Test Director or his autnorized delegate.
Visitors shall be instructeu on applicaole area satety regula-
t ions.

c. Individual Safety Responsibility. Careful attention to
tne hazards on a construction site and the potential hazards
involved in work dealing with fire must be stressed in all levels
of responsibility. The purpose of the satety rules outlined herein
is to present the most important elements in setting control lea
Lires ana construction. These rules do not cover all tne possilie
hazaras or satety precautions necessary at the site. As new
proolems arise, new satety measures will be established to cope
witq tlem. In the interim, common sense must be applied to ensure
tnat satety prevails. This entire Satety Plan must be closelyjollowed by all personnel and enforced by all supervisors. The
::r(cecures containea herein shall re acceptec as ninimuq stanjar,:

n ; i sIch time as the Test Director, with the concurrrerc- c-L <e
tase Fre Chiet, authorizes aeviation tilerefrom.

a. Vehicles. Speeds shall not exceed 20 mph when driving on
unpaved roads. Seat belts will be used at all times while
vehicles are in motion. Speed within the construction area of the
test site snall not exceed 5 mph. When a vehicle is parked, the
hand brake will be set ana the transmission put in park or
reverse.

e. Accident Reporting (Emergency):

(1) Scope. This standard procedure is intended as a
guide to ensure expedient handling and care of personnel injured in
an accident or di.aster. All "post-emergency" reporting and
investigation of an accident will be performed in accordance with
application Air Force regulations and is not considered to be
within the scope of this standard procedure.

(2) Responsibility. Every person involved in this
program must be completely familiar with the emergency reporting
-rocedures established by this plan and must implement these
procedures immediately in the event of an accident. The Test
Director must familiarize all supervisors with this standard
procedure. The supervisor must familiarize subordinate personnel
with :tie procedures established by this plan.

(i) Emergencv Reporting Procedures. In the event of an
acciaent at the shelter test site, the following procedures will
"e tollowed:
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(a) The senior supervisor at the scene of an acci-
dent will direct appropriate first aid. Caution will oe exercised
to prevent aggravation of an accident-related injury.

(b) Tyndall AFB Hospital Ambulance Service will be
immediately notified by calling Extension 2333. The nature of the
accident, including apparent condition of injured personnel ano
the location of the test site, will be reported to the medical
1ersonntl. The Test Director or, in his absence, the senior
Suwervisor, shall determine whether to attempt tcans -,L uf Lit in-
jured to a hospital or to request emergency ambulance support.

(c) The Test Director or, in his absence, the
Senior Supervisor, shali determine the seriousness of an accident.
If the accident is not serious enough to require emergency
hosLpitalization or ambulance service, the injured person will 3e
taken to a aoctor or hospital by normal means of transortat-.r.

f. First Aid. An adequate supply of tirst-aid items viii :)e
maintainea at the site. These items will be p)roperly stored and
periodically inspected to ensure their adequacy in case of an
emergency.

g. Snakes. Personnel will be on the alert at all times for
rattlesnakes on the test site. Particular caution will be usz'i
when moving stacks of construction material.

5. CONSTRUCTIoN SAFETY. Refuelinj of ecquipment will be uone at
the fuel storage area. Equipment shall oe groundea ouring re-
fueling. No smoking will be permitted in tne fuel storage area
and proper signs shall be erected to remind approaching persons ot
the danger.

a. Heavy Equipment Operation. Heavy equipment operators
will exercise extreme care in operating their equipment to ensure
their safety and that of personnel working within the con-
struction area. No repair or adjustment shall be attempted while
the equipment is running or in motion.

b. Fire Prevention Reporting and Emergency Procedures.
This paragraph defines the responsibility for fire prevention and
reporting procedures related to the test.

(1) Responsibility. The Test Diroctor will be
responsible for the implementation of the procedures establisheJ
by this plan. All onsite personnel must be completely tamiliar
with these procedures to ensure proper response to an emergency.

(2) Fire Prevention Procedures. The procedures listed
below are to be followed in an effort to reduce chances of an
uncontrolled fire.
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(a) One fire truck will be on standby near the test
s he I te r.

(b) The Test Director shall instruct al I personnel
on the procedures to follow in case of fire, and the location and
use of available fire extinguishers.

(c) All engines shall be shut down with ignition
ofi, before and during refueling. Care must be exercised to ensure

tha t the equipment is not so hot as to igni te fuel if it should be
sipilLed during the refueling operation. Rubbish, waste, and
iiaustridl residue will be placed in metal drums, and removed fr om
Lhe site when or prior to the time drums are full.

(d) Good housekeeping is essential to fire preven-
tion. Oil-soaked, greasy, ano paint-soaked rags will be deposited
in t:,e szame cans . All cans will be equipped witi tigl,t-f itting wr
,e i :-cLosing lids.

(3) F illing Halon Cylinders. The procedures to be
foilowed in the handling and charging of test Halon cylinders are:

(a) Two personnel will be present during all Halon
transfer operations .

(b) The trans fer process will occur at Base FPire
TLdLtorL rJumuer one.

(c) Only three each of 1500-pound Halon suppliy
cylinders will be moved to Fire Station One at a time. The empty
cylinders will be turned in to Base Supply.

(d) Movement of the filled (transferred Halon)
cyiinders will be conducted in accordance with esablished safety
procedures and regulations. These cylinders will be stored in the
TI.ird Generation shelter unless off-loaded and placed in position
1n the tes t HAS
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ATTACHMENT E

ENGINEERING SUPPORT PLAN

1. PURPOSE: This plan aefines proceaures ana responsibill ties
for providing engineering support tor this test program.

2. PROCEDURES: The descriptions of the test specimens, test
preparation, ana 1posttest proceaures are contained in Sect or.
III. The engineering support section is involved airectiy or
iiLair. cLIy in most oi this effort.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES: The engineering support section, in

conjunction with construction personnel, wili:

a. Move ,ad install mock-up air raf t tr irr firt L.i- .
Hareriea Aircraft SLeit-r (HAS).

b. Install fuel storage ana transfer system

c. Construct curbing, doors, and drain caps in HAS.

a. Install instrumentation cable duct from test to ThIiri-
Generation Shelter.

e. Proviae electrical sui.a ort, incudinc iqhtinq for

inside the HAS.

f. Provide equipment support, as necessary.

g. Collection of test aata: pressure, temperature,

acceleration and gas concentration.

i. Miscellaneous items as the neea arises.

VS
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ATTACHMENT F

INSTRUMENTATION PLAN

1. PURPOSE: This plan aescribes the procedures and

responsibilities for instrumentation ana data collection for this

test program.

2. PkuCEDURES: For each of t~ie tests, over-pres sure,

acceleration, temperature, ana gas concentration be wIll coilectel

in the HAS structure. The instrumentation layout, gage
oe ,criptions, and locations are furnishea separately.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. The rstrur-,ent itiorn sectior, -s r-sot,slCle :cr t..e entir ,

(1 ) Recoroing

(2) Digitization

(3) Quaiity assessment

(4) In. tial plot ting

(5) Corrections

(6) Analysis of results

b. AFESC will provide and/or instail

( 1 ) The gages and cable which wili be proviaea by tiie New

Muxico Engineering Research Institute (NMERI).

(2) Personnel support for system setup and operation.
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ATTACHMENT G

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPORT PLAN

1. PURPOSE: Both still and motion pictures are needea to provide
documentary records of the test. Such recoras include coverage ot
the undisturbed site, construction and progress, and other areas
of general interest. Also required is technical data photography
snowing results of the test events. This plan proviA;es Lr>:e Jv ;

and responsibilities for the photographic support needec for the
Haraenea Aircraft Shelter (HAS) Detection,,' Suppression.

2. PROCEDURES:

a. Cameras will be located in the northwest and southeast
courners of the HAb. They .ill be mounted aLpproxirately 20

Iec h _,h. Camera locations for each 't i, cv, v :' t e l , -
oucumented in the results of each test seris.

b. Cameras in the test structure will recoro tne jeneratea
environment. Camera speeds will be real time for VCRs and 2Uu
frames/sec nor lb mm. Protection for these cameras wili be the
responsibility of the supplier. The cameras will be installed so
that they may be remotely operated from Third Generation Shelt~r.

c-. The Test Director will edit all motion coveraie. All
tilm ana prints must be labeled. Date, time, location, anu ev-nt
number or subject title must be included in at leas'.t on? ot
each scene or item. Photo records of site operations and
construction will be maintained by the Test Director.

3. RESPONSIBILITIEs:

a. AFESC will furnish and install (as required):

(1) Photo Platforms.

(2) Power tor cameras and lighting.

(3) Power cable.

(4) Technical still -tograpny during Cj r tr t 9 ,.

b. Wvb will provide:

(1) Cameras, film and timing jenerators, contrA -able,
any lighting in addition to installed snelter lighting.

(2) Switch closure (relays) with aesired timing tor
cameras start.
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C3 Piro tog9r a 1h ers to S et: u L-, take ulown, a,, w -ar~ tar
cameras and tiim .
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ATTACHMENT Hi

M~ETEOROLOGICAL SUPPORT PLAN

1. PURPOSE: This plan aescribes procecures anal resjponsiLlilties;
tor the m~eteroiogical suipjort needea for the Harcoenea Aircraf t
Shelter Fire Detect ion/Suppres sion Test. 7coordanationi of severe
weather forecasts and ciimatoliogical changes is requirea to 'Assut e
unitor~iity o f test series.

2. PROCEDURES:

a. AFESC/WE personnel, thlrough Enginieering S'4i~pcrt, w1.Li ILt1'
uiir.ect contact with tire Test Dir-;ctor iuring eacl, tes t Ierlfes
proviae "ZaliA"weather and forecasts. Forecas ts ana /,)r ls, r.-,
w4eathe r willi be p rovided to the tes t ii r c-to r at T-4: 0 o n e a c h
.arg - tire test day. Point .4eAtlie r jsr ainr; ~r ffa~.''

n n w ill be p r ovida dt o t)hie T e st D ir ec tor ,4 1ti a ~in I mr ~t3
minutes lead time. The nie ans of tr ans m is si.onr w il ie :,y !, ci, -

Engineering Support (2914) then rasio contact to tiie test sit.

3. -RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. The Test Dir-ector wiii ir,'v1ide ECEwIt.-
test event scheauies, aina urovide the c~i~l~stci I~K;i .

b. AFESC_/WE wili proviae/arranqe tcr ciiiat ,.Lcgi>.1

weathier advisories and operational weather.

c. NMERI will operate a limitedi weather station ne~ir the t-st
s -,te. Data such as wind speed, wet-ana cry-iUuiL, temperature ,v2_
co, etd
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ATTACHWIE!T I

COMMUNITY RFLATI;&-NS PLAN

1. PURPOSE: Thsplan describes the aCtLn:, ne#-.J(i tn provilfe
unciassUited information on the, Haraeniea Ar-ratt shelt-er Prir~
Test to residents an~d C-.fi(-li.is of nearby croiimiuni ties .i toL:'n

fine new zieaia rej resentat~ves. The imp~act .f adaitoe

iPer.sor. ie I iiivoilved w-,t: tlie Tyniaal i ~ Test Program on tl~e

-cmiul'l S near tiie test, ar ea mdciy a r Us L 'ITI-r e t CL: , l

sam le M g I V In g S. There t or e, con..1y i nrcl rm dL i.o r. hbiz i aar e-

t es ,,, n o:e r s S.Aouiol eit ',±sea W he C ro t,0s s Ibe o Cii iCe "sa
ts t inf oria tion Shioul a jL r vioa a o n a 1- j n e ws ri ec

P RO C E IITR

L.tI~use ct ron;overnmerit ri r rt o f! r7ews meal i ID -

ie ft t ~e tes t event wiLi not -; a~ i owea Te teS t sItle LB 3 VIt

~,ver :.me) -re- tr ic tea i irg paci

r.- cf 'r c rci I, 7-cr I i -3t 1.0r, o t t e t s es u t e
.mu n ty -,qi~ i e ell t ete' r e tt7re eich1 evfn. Tn fo r riiatlo

r*. t,. r et i rigs, (ers onai r-an Lat- L a d rie -i 'I±e se:; r. t -t l')(

N. ~'e w.- ~e c as es a noa c o minun ity r la tijo ns v is 1t s I n c o n r o
t the Te st P r oyrami wii i e t he r es io ns i'U I Lc y Cot

wr~ -tlJ c c o ra i- 1  r e ie s, to Ica ~ ' .i ~r m e lI.a

.i': r-~ -tn q to( Vi~- pr j e wi; ,'9.



APPENDIX B

HARDENED AIRCRAFT SHELTER FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

TEST RESULTS

Three fire protection systems from three manufacturers were tested at the

Air Force Engineering and Services Center test site at Tyndall AFB, Panama

City, Florida. The three system tests were designated Series A, Series 8, and

Series C. The test results and data are found in Sections 1, II, and III of

this appendix.

Instrumentation layouts for Series A, B and C are found in Figures R-1,

and B-4 and B-19, respectively. The remaining Figures (through B-23) are

time-temperature profiles of the individual tests.

NOTE: The material in this Appendix is
published in its original format,
with no substantial text editing
or changes.
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15'

1' 18')
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'I,, 1W

29' 2.- 24 29

"T" __2

Notes: (1) T = thermocouple, P = pressure gage, and
H = Perco halon cah concentration probe inlet.

(2) Numbers in parentheses are elevations above floor.

(3) See halon concentration tables for GC elevations.

Figure B-I. Instrumentation Series A, Tests I and 2.
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012

15'

T1 1(5'), T12(12'), T13 (19') 5' H6'

(D Tg5', T8 (6'

T7 (L9')

75'371T 6 01)

T5(5')

T1 (5'),
T2(12'),

T4(26') 10 HI, Hr 3
H H2, 4,

P 1(2') P(26'

Notes: (1) T = thermocouple, P = pressure gage, and
H = Perco halon gas concentration probe inlet.

(2) Numbers in parentheses are elevations ibove floor.

(3) See halon concentration tables for GC elevations.

Figure B-4. Instrumentation Series B, Tests 1 and 2.0
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TABLE C-I. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE HI, TEST 1, SERIES A.

'' i me, Cowriuntrat ion, Time, Conc.nt rt i on, Time, Concet rat i on,
s by volume s % by volume s % by volum,.

- 0.10 205 1.45 405 0.35
to 0.70 210 1.45 4lW 0.35
15 2.05 215 1.35 415 0.:35
20 3.15 220 1.20 420 0.30
2!5 3.45 225 1.05 425 0. 30
'i0 3.65 230 1.]5 430 O.'0
.: 5 3.90 235 1.15 435 0.35
40 1.20 240 1.15 140 0.35
, ,  4.40 245 1.10 415 0.35
5) 1.60 250 1.00 ,150 0.20

4.70 255 0.90 455 0.20
00 1.75 260 0.10 160 0.20
C, 4.7.r 265 1.n0 4a5 0.120
70 4.75 270 1.05 4170 0.20
71- 4.60 275 1.00 475 n.iSr

80 '1.55 280 0.85 480 0.15
85 4.45 285 0.80 485 0.15
03 4.30 290 0.75 490 0.20
95 4.25 295 0.75 495 0.20

100 125 300 0.75 .500 0.20
Inr, .1.20 305 0.70 505 0.20
i In :0. 85 310 0. 65 510 0.20
II, 3.35 315 0.60 515 0.20
120 ,. 15 320 0.55 520 0.20
iL 3.25 325 0.55 525 0. 20
1:10 '.15 330 0.50 530 0. 0

2.75 335 0.50 535 0.05
2?. 50 340 0.55 540 00 5)
2.45 345 0.55 545 0.05

11 0 2.60 350 0.55 550 0.10
' 2.50 355 0.50 55 0. 80

0 0 260 9.50 5GO 0.60
2. 15 365 0.50 565 0.45

70 .0 370 0.50 570 0. 25
2.00 375 0.50 575 n.15
1.85 380 0. 45 580 0. 1
1.65 385 0. 45 585 0.10

0'W 1.55 390 0.410 590 (). 05
1.50 :395 0.40 595 0.05

"00 1.55 400 0(3; 00 0V
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TABLE C-2. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION !ATY, ?ROBM '2, :fS. i, SERL. A.

'Time , Concent rati]on , T ime , Conce - t a t i on , T , ; r,: n rat -o ,

s % by volume s 9 by voum* v

5 0.60 2: 010 2.2 ?!S .q :2 .. 0I

15 3.75 220 3.2C, -25.
20 4.20 2- .
25 2-0
30 4.45,
35 It5 20 5

40 4L 245Y
45 5

50 F, . - .,

55 , 6 00
6C !,. !, 23 5 ' i 0 ,. :

65 5 T 27o 2.) 40

70 F.15 ?75
75 5. 1F 28;. fi.)
80 5.2 8 2.75
85 5.15 290 2.40 .
9 0 r, 1E "5 .0 . iO

95 5.5 .. ,
10 . 5 305
05 5.U5 3 ,O .70

P-15 4. 5 2( 1
i 2 0 9 5, 133 : r : . 3 < ' i
i25 5. 0.
)305. 3 ' 70 -70

4.' ' 9)5 I4C; ,. O,-,.. -,

4 . . 90 -2." 5- 0

1.. -'+. .;. ,C.
'~~~ '0, '

.Pn4.

41)p -

o:7.-.



TABLE C-3. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H3, TEST I, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.40 200 1.45 395 0.50
10 1.90 205 1.40 400 0.50
15 2.95 210 1.35 405 0.50
20 3.50 215 1.30 410 0.50
25 3.75 220 1.30 415 0.45
30 4.15 225 1.25 420 0.45
35 1.55 230 1.10 425 0.40
40 4.85 235 1.00 430 0.40
45 4.95 240 1.05 435 0.40
50 4.95 245 1.10 440 0.40
55 4.90 250 1.15 445 0.40
60 4.90 255 1.20 450 0.45
65 4.90 260 1.10 455 0.45
70 4.85 265 1.05 460 0.45
75 4.50 270 1.00 465 0.45
80 4.25 275 0.95 470 0.40
85 4.15 280 0.90 475 0.35
90 4.25 285 0.85 480 0.35
95 4.35 290 0.85 485 0.35
100 4.35 295 0.90 490 0.30
105 4.35 300 0.85 495 0.35
110 4.25 305 0.80 500 0.35
115 3.70 310 0.80 505 0.35
120 3.10 315 0.80 510 0.35
125 2.80 320 0.75 515 0.35
130 2.65 325 0.75 520 0.35
135 2.50 330 0.75 525 0.35
140 2.80 335 0.70 530 0.30
145 2.75 340 0.70 535 0.30
150 2.45 345 0.70 540 0.30
155 2.25 350 0.70 545 0.30
160 2.10 355 0.70 550 0.30
165 1.95 360 0.65 555 0.05
170 1.70 365 0.65 560 0.10
175 1.50 370 0.65 565 0 .05
180 1.50 375 0.60 570 0.05
IH5 1.65 380 0.60 575 0. 05
190 1.65 385 0.55 580 0.05
195 1.60 390 0.50
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TABLE C-4. UNCORRECTED HtALON CONCENTRATION )ATA t-POb. i14, zi>.; ! , S--i , &

Time, Concentration, Time, Cocen t I-at i T)me, Ct- ceat rat ion,
s % by volume s by vohtie um Lv VCiP:-

5 i.00 21.

10 2.45 215 ,'.
15 3.20 ,0,)
20 3.70 225 ;.
25 4.U5 230- I,,

30 4.40 2-5 3 ...
35 4.7t 2 ,i' .1 2,1
40 5.15 2)5 Z,-
45 5..30 2,X'I 1.
50 -;.35 M: .
.85 5,30 290 ..., *. -

60 5>3C 295 ' "i
6.5 .5. 3 270 1 '., 4%' ).'

73 . .5 27 .0( :" ').(-: 0

80 5 "l0 285 2. ]5Vt; i
85 5.3' 290 9 7c* ; :,:

90 5.30 2. 3. "O0 , ,
95 5.30 3 00 O. q ;

100 25 309 5. .". .
105 ,5 310 7t.
110 5.25 3i5 5. 5- 0 (j. ,55
i,5 5.25 320 5..

120 5. 20 325 30 ,.4,.
j25 . 3,53 . 5, . :'
1.30 5. -U .5 "
1365

;50 5. " ..
• .. . I. . ,

f; 3
-,

1.d.
14 M

-'5 - .V ?..,),.'0 - ,. ..
tl7, ",9O- . '. 1' '

2K 'd.. A

o-,;

Gm



TABLE C-5. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H5, TEST 1, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.25 200 1.45 395 0.50
10 1.05 205 1.45 400 0.50
15 2.15 210 1.40 405 0.50
20 3.05 215 1.40 410 0.50

3.75 220 1.35 115 0.50
30 4.20 225 1.25 420 0.50
35 1.40 230 1.20 425 0. 45 0
,10 4.45 235 1.05 430 0.40
45 4.35 240 0.95 435 0.35
50 4.15 245 0.90 440 0.30
55 4.10 250 0.95 445 0.30
GO 4.10 255 1.00 450 0.30
fi5 4.15 260 1.05 455 0.30
70 4.15 265 1.00 460 0.35
75 4.20 270 0.90 465 0.40

80 4.20 275 0.85 470 0.40
45 4.10 280 0.80 475 0.40
90 4.05 285 0.75 480 0.35
95 4.00 290 0.75 485 0.30
100 3.85 295 0.70 490 0.25
105 3.65 300 0.65 495 0.20
[HO 3.70 305 0.70 500 0.20
115 3.75 310 0.75 505 0.20
!'0 3.60 315 0.75 510 0.20

:.15 320 0.80 515 0.20
:3O 2.75 325 0.75 520 0.20

1:V5 2 55 330 0.65 525 0.20
140 2.40 335 0.60 530 0.20
,v 2.30 340 0.55 535 0.20

2.20 345 0.50 540 0.45
, 2.15 350 3.50 545 0. 35

2.05 :,;5 0.45 550 0.25
W, i.95 , .0 0.40 555 0.20
70 1.85 -35 0.40 560 0.10

I7 1. 75 370 0.35 565 0.10
HO 1.70 375 0.25 570 0.05

l.65 280 0.35 575 0.05
190 1.60 385 0.25 580 0.05
11)5 1.55 390 0.45
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TABLE C-6. tUNCMRECTKD H-ALOIJ CONCENTRATION DATA, PRiOBE HiC. i , S~kiM , A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Corncentyior. Tit Conuencirahv,

% by volume S by volume S Dy volume

51.60 200 4 A5

10 3.30 205 4.60

15 4.210 4 7,40

20 4.5217
Z5 4.70 2 2 G. f f

30 .1) 225 Q.

35 5.'162.1, 2 0 2

40 5.4i 2%6

45 5.3 Z'

so90- 24.3
55 5. , 250

60 52C&. D

65 A. if260 .0,115%

70 5. Wf 265 ' "

75 MA0 270 :0

90 5M.05 L. 60 -S

10. sic 2.4o)00

RC2.11r, 50

0

75 HW



TABLE C-7. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE Hi, TEST 2, SERIES A.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

--- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 0.15 130 1.00 255 0.15
10 0.50 135 0.85 260 0.15

15 1.35 140 0.80 265 0.15
20 2.50 145 0.75 270 0.15
25 3.55 150 0.70 275 0.15
30 3.65 155 0.65 280 0.10
35 3.30 160 0.55 285 0.10
40 3.40 165 0.45 290 0.10
45 3.40 170 0.35 295 0.10
50 3.00 175 0.30 300 0.10
55 2.85 180 0.25 305 0.10
60 2.85 185 0.25 310 0.10
65 3.10 190 0.20 315 0.10
70 3.10 195 0.15 320 0.10
75 3.15 200 0.15 325 0.10
80 2.80 205 0.15 330 0.10
Fi5 2.50 210 0.15 335 0.10
90 2.15 215 0.15 340 0.70
95 1.95 220 f'.15 345 0.50
100 1.85 225 0.15 350 0.35
105 1.80 230 0.15 355 0.25
110 1.70 235 0.15 360 0.20
t15 1.50 240 0.15 365 0.15
120 1.25 245 0.15 370 0.10
125 1.10 250 0.15
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TABLE C-8. UNCORRECTE'D HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, VROBE H2. r7&S> 2, SERIES A.

Time, Cencentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentratio,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by voluwne,

5 0.10 13 ,.O 2G5
10 0.55 140 0. 5, 27 fe i0J
15 1.80 45 3.45 275 .0
20 3.15 150 G.40 26C 0. V25 4. 36 -155 0, . 401 285 0. 'a
30 4.0O0 160 3. 40 290 0:. O0
35 3. 65 15 0. 3-6 2 95 '1.7
40 2.'!5 ).70 30 3 0, 0 1j'

45 2.20 17! .05
50 1. 5 25 3 tG 'j ,

55 . .45 iU6 n.25 315 .,
5O .I~ )190 ,.25 ""
65 i.( O 95 .2, 325 '.QO.

70 . 95 200 0.20 ?30 c'C-5
75 .g 205 0.20 . O.0,
80 0. 75 210 0.20 C "
P5 0.7r 215 0.20 5 0. 2 .
90 O. 0 ,- 22. 20 50
96 ",; ,I5 2.25 0.20 355 0. 10
100 '. 230 6.15 ". 0.05
106 235 0.15 "5
110 . 240 ( 15 37U 0.00
J15 C.95 245 . 15 375 C. 0 )
120 250 "0

2.5 . RO 255 ; i0
13 0 0.175 2(30 0 . ' 0

(2]



TABLE C-9. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H3, TEST 2, SERIES A.

-----------------------------------------------------------

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.85 130 1.30 255 0.40

10 2.55 135 1.15 260 0.40

15 4.30 140 1.05 265 0.40
20 5.25 145 1.00 270 0.35
25 5.40 150 0.95 275 0.30
30 4.90 155 0.90 280 0.30
35 4.40 160 0.90 285 0.25
40 3.90 165 0.85 290 0.25
45 3.80 170 0.80 295 0.25
50 4.00 175 0.70 300 0.25
55 4.05 180 0.70 305 0.25
60 4.00 185 0.65 310 0.25
65 3.70 190 0.65 315 0.25
70 3.35 195 0.65 320 0.25
75 3.00 200 0.60 325 0.20
80 2.75 205 0.50 330 0.20
85 2.60 210 0.45 335 0.20
90 2.45 215 0.40 340 0.20
95 2.25 220 0.40 345 0.50
100 2.05 225 0.40 350 0.35
105 1.90 230 0.40 355 0.30
110 1.80 235 0.45 360 0.25
115 1.65 240 0.40 365 0.20
120 1.55 245 0.40 370 0.20
125 1.40 250 0.40 375 0.15
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TABLE C-10. UNCOCMTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H4, TEST 2, SERIES A.

- - - - - - - - ----- - - - --. - - -.---- --- - - ---

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume a % by volume s by volume

5 0.20 130 0.95 255 0.26
10 0.30 135 0.95 260 0.20
15 2.40 140 0,90 265 0.20
20 4.40 145 0.85 270 0.20
25 5.20 150 0.75 275 0.15
30 5.05 155 0.65 280 0.15
35 4.15 160 0.55 285 0-i5
40 3.75 166 0.50 290 0.15
45 3.70 173 0.40 295 0.16
50 3.0 175 0.35 S0O 0.15
55 2.70 180 0.35 305 0.15
60 2.65 i85 0.30 31, I C
65 2.85 190 0.3C 315 0 15
70 2.75 195 0,30 320 0. 15
75 2.55 200 0.25 3::5 0.15
80 2.35 205 0.25 3"'0 0.15
85 1. : 210 0.25 0. 15
90 1.65 215 0.25 340 0.i0
95 1.40 220 0.25 345 0. Ii
100 1.35 225 0,25 0.2

105 1.35 230 0.25 356 0.00
110 1.30 235 0.25 360 0.00
115 1.20 240 0.25 365 0.00
120 1.05 245 0.25
125 1.00 250 0.25
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TABLE C--l1. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H5, TEST 2, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.25 100 0.95 195 0.20
10 1.40 105 0.85 200 0.15
15 3.00 110 0.80 205 0.15
20 4.60 115 0.85 210 0.15
25 5.25 120 0.75 215 0.15
30 4.35 125 0.70 220 0.15
35 3.25 130 0.60 225 0.15
40 2.20 135 0.50 230 0.15
45 1.65 140 0.45 235 0.10
50 1.30 145 0.40 240 0.10
55 1.20 150 0.40 245 0.10
60 i.35 155 0.35 250 0.15
65 1.30 160 0.35 255 0.10
70 1.00 165 0.25 260 0.05
75 0.75 170 0.25 265 0.05
80 0.70 175 0.25 270 0.05
85 0.70 180 0.20 275 0.05
90 0.85 185 0.20
95 0.95 190 0.15

0
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TABLE C-12. UNCOMECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, I0ME H6, TEST 2, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
a % by volume S % by volume s by volume

5 0.65 130 C.95 255 0.25
10 2.40 135 0.90 260 0.20
15 4.15 140 O.do 265 020
20 5.15 145 0 75 270 6.2C,
25 5.44) 150 0.65 275 0.15
30 5.00 155 0.55 280 0.15
35 4.40 160 0.45 285 0.15
40 3.80 165 0.40 290 0. 15
45 3.45 170 0.40 295 0.15
50 3.15 175 0.40 300 0.)5
55 2.95 ISO 0.40 305 0.15
60 3.10 185 0.40 310 0. 15
65 2.80 190 0.40 315 0.!5
70 2.35 195 0.35 320 3.10
75 2.60 200 0.35 325 0, 25
80 2.1 5 205 0.35 0.20
86 2. 15 210 0.35 335 ,) 20
90 1.86 215 0.30 340 -2,0
95 1.50 22.0 0.30 0110

i00 1.40 225 0.:30 3, 02)0
105 L'.5 230 0,25 355 0.i0
110 1.15 235 0.25 360 0.05
115 1.10 240 0.25 365 0 05
120 1.05 245 .25 0.70 . 05
i2 5 1.00 250 C. 30 37' . ,.

0
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TABLE C-13. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE Hi, TEST 1, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.15 95 4.15 185 2.20
10 0.45 100 4.30 190 2.15
15 0.75 105 4.50 195 1.90
20 1.10 110 4.70 200 1.60
25 1.45 115 4.85 205 1.40
30 1.70 120 4.95 210 1.05
35 2.00 125 5.00 215 0.90
40 2.30 130 4.90 220 0.75
45 2.60 135 4.80 225 0.60
50 2.70 140 4.75 230 0.50
55 2.75 145 4.70 235 0.40
60 2.90 150 4.70 240 0.30
65 3.00 155 4.65 245 0.25
70 3.20 160 4.50 250 0.20
75 3.40 165 4.20 255 0.20
80 3.65 170 2.95 260 0.15
85 3.85 175 2.05 265 0.15
90 4.00 180 1.95
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TABLE C-14. UNOOMCT D HALON CONCINRTION DATA, PROBE I2, TEST 1, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
a % by volume 8 % by volume s % by volume

5 0.30 105 6.80 205 6.20
10 1.05 110 7.00 210 6.20
15 1.96 115 7. 10 215 5.20
20 3.05 120 7.C5 220 4.60
25 4.30 125 Q.95 225 2.20
30 5.65 130 6.85 230 2.20
35 6.50 135 6.85 235 .0
40 7.G5 140 6.90 240 i.30
45 7.25 145 el.90 245 1,05
50 7.15 150 6.85 250 0.95
55 6.65 155 6.90 255 0. 85
60 5.95 160 6.95 260 0.80
65 5.50 166 6.90 265 0.75
70 5.65 170 6.75 270 0.75
75 5.85 175 6.75 275 0.70
80 590 180 6.80 28Z 0.70
85 6.00 185 6.60 28G 6.70
90 61) 190 C.45 240 0.70
95 l,40 195 6.40 295 0.70

100 .60 200 6.30
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TABLE C- 15. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H3, TEST 1, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.20 85 5.70 165 3.55
10 0.80 90 5.60 170 3.45
15 1.90 95 5.40 175 3.30
20 3.00 100 5.20 180 3.20
25 3.70 105 5.10 185 3.05
30 4.40 110 4.95 190 2.95
35 4.70 115 4.60 195 2.90
40 4.75 120 4.30 200 2.90
45 4.90 125 4.05 205 1.90
50 5.00 130 4.00 210 1.75
55 5.05 135 4.20 215 1.20
60 5.40 140 4.15 220 1.15
65 5.50 145 3.95 225 0.70
70 5.50 150 3.80 230 0.10
75 5.60 155 3.70
80 5.70 160 3.65

0
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TABLE C-16. UNOMCTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H4, TEST 1, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % byvolum B %by volum %by volume

5 0.10 105 6.85 205 6.00
10 0.30 110 6.70 210 5.90
1s 1.00 115 6.65 215 3.20
20 1.60 120 6.65 220 2.90
25 3.50 125 6.65 225 2.20
30 4.90 130 6.65 230 1.90
35 5.70 135 6.65 235 1.40
40 5.80 140 6.65 240 1.00
45 6. -M 145 6.60 245 1.00
50 6.50 106.50 250 0.001
55 6.55 155 b.40 255 0.40
60 6.60 160 6.50 260 0.30

*65 6.70 165 6.40 265 0.20
70 6.80 170 6.40 270 0.20
75 6.96 175 6.40 275 0.20
80 7.00 180 6.20 280 0.10
85 6.90 185 5.95 285 0.10
90 6.95 190 5.95 290 0.10
95 6.95 196 6.10
100 6.85 200 6.20
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TABLE C-17. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H, TEST 1, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume a % by volume s % by volume

5 0.10 100 5.40 195 2.95
10 0.45 105 5.20 200 2.65
15 1.20 lic 4.90 205 2.05
20 2.15 115 4.60 210 2.00
25 3.10 120 4.35 215 1.70
30 3.85 125 4.35 220 1.70
35 4.40 130 4.35 225 1.70
40 4.85 135 4.30 230 1.20
45 5.20 140 4.30 235 0.60
50 5.35 145 4.25 ?40 0.50
55 5.45 150 4.10 245 0.35
60 5.50 155 3.90 250 0.25
65 5.55 160 3.75 255 0.20
70 5.55 165 3.55 260 0.10
75 5.65 170 3.45 265 0.05
80 5.65 175 3.35 270 0.05
R5 5.60 180 3.30 275 0.05
90 5.55 185 3.20 280 0.05
95 5.45 190 3.10
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TABLE C-18. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE Hi6, TEST 1, SERIES B.

- ---------- --- -- -- - - --- - - --- ---

Time, Concentration, Tine, Concentration, Time, Concentration,

8 % byvolume a X by volume a % by volame

5 0.45 100 7.50 195 6.15
10 1.15 105 7.50 200 6.15
15 1.85 110 7.50 205 4.40
20 2.65 115 7.35 210 3.85
25 3.75 120 7.25 215 3.40
30 4.90 125 7.20 220 2.85
35 5.75 130 7.25 225 2.05
40 6.35 135 7.20 220 1.50
45 6.70 140 7.05 235 1.15
50 6.85 145 7.10 240 0.965
5 '5 7.00 150 7.15 245 0.75
60 7.15 155 7.10 250 0.60
65 7.30 160 7.00 255 0.55
70 7.35 165 6.80 260 0.50
75 7.40 170 6.70 265 0.45
80 7.45 175 6.60 2 70 0.45

C57.45 iRn 6.40 275 0.45
90 7.4-r 185 6.20
95 7.45 190 6.10
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TABLE C-19. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE HI, TFST 2, SERIES R.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentrat ion,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.10 40 1.45 75 0.65

to 0.25 45 2.40 80 0.50
15 0.50 50 2.20 85 0 40

0 80.80 90 0.25

1.15 60 1.45 95 0.20
.30 1.45 65 1.15 100 0.15
.35 1.45 70 0.85 105 0.15
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TABLE C-20. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H2, TEST 2, SERIES B.
Time, Concentrat ion, Time, Concent-rat-ion, Tie, Concentrat i on,

s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.25 45 4.05 85 0.30
10 0.75 50 3.90 90 0.20
15 1.96 55 2.55 95 0.20
20 3.46 60 1.60 100 0.20
25 4.65 65 1.00 105 0.20
30 5.2G 70 0.70 110 0.20
35 5.20 75 0.50
40 5.00 80 0.40 0

0
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TABLE C-21. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H3, TEST 2, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

0.25 45 3.95 85 0. 45
10 1.15 50 4.05 90 0.30
15 2.00 55 3.85 95 0.20
20 3.20 60 2.90 100 0.10

r5 4.70 65 1.80 105 0.05
.30 5.30 70 1.80 11O 0.05

4.90 75 l.10 115 0.05
40 4.20 80 0.70

23

0I
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TABLE C-22. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H4, TEST 2, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,

a %by volume % by volume 3 % by volume

5 0.15 45 4.75 85 0.80
10 1.30 50 4.65 90 0.50
15 2.40 55 4.95 95 0.35
20 3.70 60 4.35 100 0.25
25 5.05 65 3.30 105 0.20
30 6.20 70 3.10 110 0.20
35 6.35 75 2.00 115 0.20
40 5.50 80 1.20

'0

0
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TABLE C-23. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE Hl5, TEST 2, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.15 50 2.55 95 0.30
10 0.25 55 1.85 100 0.25
15 0.60 60 1.65 105 0.20
20 1.10 65 1.90 110 0.10
25 1.60 70 1.40 115 0.05
30 1.95 75 1.00 120 0.10
35 2.35 80 0.70 125 0.10
40 2.60 85 0.50 130 0.10
45 2.85 90 0.40
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TABLE C-24. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H6, TEST 2, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.20 45 2.90 85 0.35
10 0.45 50 2.10 90 0.30
15 1.00 55 1.70 95 0.25
20 1.55 60 1.45 100 0.25
25 2.10 65 1.00 105 0.20
30 2.65 70 0.75 110 0.20
35 3.40 75 0.55
40 3.00 80 0.45
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TABLE C-25. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H1, TEST 2, SERIES C.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.25 170 1.00 335 0.35
10 0.65 175 1.00 340 0.40
15 1.05 180 0.95 345 0.40
20 1.45 185 0.90 350 0.40
2>5 1.75 190 0.85 355 0.35
:30 1.95 195 0.80 360 0.35
35 2.20 200 0.80 365 0.35
40 2.35 205 0.75 370 0.35
45 2.45 210 0.75 375 0.35
50 2.50 215 0.75 380 0.25
55 2.55 220 0.70 385 0.25
G0 2.55 225 0.65 390 0.25
65 2.55 230 0.60 395 0.25

070 2.45 235 0.60 400 0.25
753 2.3.5 240 0.55 405 0.20

802.30 245 0.5r5 410 0.25
R5 2.20 250 0.55 1415 0.2-5
90 2.]0 255 0.50 420 0.25
95 2.00 260 0.55 425 0.20
'00 1.90 265 0. 55 430 0. 15
105 1.80 270 0.915 435 0.15
]1( 1.75 275 0.50 440 0.15
IP15 1.65 280 0.45 445 0.15
i20. 1.60 285 0.45 450 0.15
12!5 1.55 290 0.4.5 455 0.10
Vin 1. 45 295 0.40 460 0.15
1:5F 1.40 300 0.40 465 0.15
kin 1.35 305 0.35 470 0.15
145 1.25 310 0.35 475 0.10
Ir0) 1.20 315 0.35 480 0.05

"F 1.15 320 0.35 485 0.10
iCO1.05 32F) 0.-3fi '190 0.10

1.05 030 0.3)
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TABLE C-26. UNCORRECTED HAON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H2, TEST 2, SERIES C.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume % by volume

5 0.25 170 2.10 335 1.15
10 1.50 175 2.05 340 1.10 A
15 3.00 180 1.95 345 1.10
20 4.30 185 1.85 35f 1.05
25 5.25 190 1.85 355 0.95
30 5.80 195 1.80 360 0.85
35 6.05 200 i.80 365 0.95
40 6.30 205 1.75 370 1.00
45 6.45 210 1.75 375 1.00
50 6.45 215 1.65 380 0.96
55 6.50 220 1.65 385 0.85
60 6.40 225 1.60 390 0.85
65 6.05 230 1.55 395 0.85
70 5.80 235 1.45 400 0.85
75 5.50 240 1.40 405 O,90
80 5.25 245 1.35 410 0.30
85 5.05 250 1.30 415 0.75
90 4.85 255 1.30 420 0.70
95 4.55 260 1.30 425 0.70
100 4.45 265 1.25 430 0.60
105 4.05 270 1.30 4 5 0.60
110 3.70 275 1.20 440 0.60
115 3.50 280 1.25 445 0.60
120 3.30 285 1.20 450 0.60
125 3.05 290 1.20 455 0.60
130 2.90 295 1.20 460 0.60
135 2.75 300 1.15 465 0.60
140 2.65 305 1.20 470 0.60
145 2.55 310 1,20 475 0.60
150 2.45 315 1.15 480 0.60
155 2.35 320 1.15 485 0.60
160 2.20 325 1.15 490 O. 60
165 2.15 3d) 1.15

0
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TABLE C-27. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H3, TEST 2, SERIES C.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
a % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.30 175 0.85 345 0.50
10 0.70 180 0.80 350 0.50
15 1.25 185 0.80 355 0.50
20 1.95 190 0.80 360 0.50
25 2.60 195 0.75 365 0.50
30 3.05 200 0.75 370 0.55
:35 3.10 205 0.70 :475 0.50
40 3.00 210 0.65 380 0.50
4; 2. 85 215 0.65 385 0.45
50 2.80 220 0.65 390 0. 45
55 2.80 225 0.65 395 0.45
,0 2.60 230 0.65 400 0 45
65 z.1) 235 0.65 405 0.45
70 2.15 240 0.65 410 0.45
75 2.00 2'5 0.65 415 0.45
80 1.65 250 0.65 420 0. 1
85 1.80 255 0.65 425 0.10
10 1.70 260 0.65 430 0.40
)5 1.60 265 0.65 435 0.40

100 1.50 270 0.65 440 0.40
105 1.40 275 0.65 445 0.35
110 1.35 280 0.65 450 0.35
! S 1.30 285 0.65 455 0.35

1,( 1.30 290 0.65 460 0.35
12f 1.25 295 0.60 465 0.35
1:o0 1.15 300 0.50 470 0.35
135 1.10 305 0.60 475 0.3r,
110 1.05 310 0.60 480 0. 3f

15 1.00 315 0.60 485 0.35
110 1.00 320 0.60 490 0.35
1V 0.95 325 0 55 495 0.35 S
00 0. 93 30 0.55 500 0. 35

I0 90 :35 9.55 505 0.35
175 0.85 340 0.55
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TABLE C-28. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE HS, TEST 2, SERIES C.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by vohs 8 %by volume a % by volume

5 0.46 170 1.55 335 0.75
10 1.00 175 1.50 340 0.75
15 1.50 180 1.45 345 0.75
20 1.95 185 1.40 350 0.75
25 2.30 190 1.35 355 0.70
30 2.65 195 1.25 360 0.65
35 2.95 200 1.25 365 0.70
40 3.25 205 1.20 370 0.70
45 3.35 210 1.20 375 0.65
50 3.50 215 1.20 380 0.65
55 3.55 220 1.15 385 0.65
60 3.65 225 1.10 390 0.65
65 3.75 230 1.05 395 0.65
70 3.75 235 1.05 400 0.65
75 3.65 240 1.00 405 0.60
80 3.55 245 1.00 410 0.60
85 3.45 250 0.95 415 0.60
90 3.35 255 0.95 420 0.60
95 3.30 260 0.95 425 0.60

100 3.15 265 0.95 430 0.60
105 3.00 270 0.90 435 0.60
110 2.85 275 0.90 440 0.60
115 2.65 280 0.85 445 0.60
120 2.50 285 0.85 450 0.55
125 Z.35 290 0.85 455 0.55
130 2.25 295 0.85 460 0.50
135 2.20 300 0.85 465 0.50
140 2.05 305 0.80 470 0.50
145 1.96 310 0.80 475 0.45
150 1.85 315 0.80 480 0.45
155 1.75 320 0.80 485 0.45
160 1.70 325 0.75 490 0.45
165 1.65 330 0.75 495 0.45
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TABLE C-29. UNCORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H6, TEST 2, SERIES C.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

5 0.35 165 2.55 325 0.95
10 0.95 170 2.45 330 0.95
15 1.65 175 2.40 335 0.95
20 2.55 180 2.30 340 0.95
25 3.50 185 2.20 345 0.95
30 4.25 190 2.15 350 0.95
35 4.70 195 2.00 355 0.95
40 5.05 200 1.95 360 0.90
45 5.45 205 1.85 365 0.85
50 5.70 210 1.75 370 0.90
55 5.85 215 1.65 375 0.85
60 6.00 220 1.60 380 0.85
65 6.15 225 1.55 385 0.80
70 6.15 230 1.50 390 0.80
75 5.90 235 1.45 395 0.80
80 5.65 240 1.45 400 0.75
85 5.30 245 1.40 405 0.75
90 5.0o 250 1.35 410 0.75
95 4.95 255 1.30 415 0.75
100 4.55 260 1.25 420 0.70
105 4.15 265 1.20 425 0.65
110 3.75 270 1.15 430 0.70
115 3.55 275 1.15 435 0.65
120 3.45 280 1.10 440 0.65125 3.40 285 1.10 445 0.60
130 3.25 290 1.10 450 0.65
135 3.15 295 1.05 455 0.65
140 3.00 300 1.05 460 0.60
145 2.85 305 1.05 465 0.60
150 2.75 310 1.00 470 0.55
155 2.65 315 1.00 475 0.55

160 2.60 320 1.00
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TABLE C-30. COMPUTER PROGRAM 'TEMP'.

10 INPUT "KEEP ALL DATA THE SAME? (Y/N) <ENTER>";Y$
20 ON ASC(Y$)-77 GOTO 40
30 ON ASC(Y$)-88 GOTO 240
40 PRINT "ENTER SAMPLE GAS FLOW RATE IN LITERS PER MIN OR CF--ENTER 0 "
50 PRINT "FOR THE UNNWN VALUE."
60 INPUT "LPN= ,CFM-l ",LPM,CFM
70 PRINT "ENTER GAS DENSITY AT AMBIENT;Lb/CuFt;AIBIENT TEMP, DEG F;GAS"
80 PRINT "SAMPLE INLET TRE, DEG F; GAS SPECIFIC HEAT, Btu/Lb Deg F"
90 INPUT "MAS, T-AMB, T--GASIN, CPGAS",RHOGAS,TAMB,TGASIN,CPGAS
100 PRINT "In LN k:A+B(Ln(TAVGGAS+460)), ENTER A&B FOR THERMAL"
110 PRINT "CONDUCTIVITY OF SAMPLE GAS, OR ENTER 0,0"
120 INPUT "A= ,B= ",A,B
130 PRINT "ENTER TUBING DIAMETERS, Do,Di, INCH; RHOMETAL, Lb/CuFt; SPEC."
140 PRINT "HEAT , Btu/Lb DEG F; MAX TEMP RISE ALLOWED, DEG F"
150 INPUT "Do,Di,RHMET,CPET,DELTMAX ",DO,DI,RHMET,CR4'T,DELTMAX
160 PRINT "IN NuGAS=C+DT, DEG F, ENTER C&D, OR ENTER 0,0"
170 INPUT "C= ,D= ",CD
180 INPUT "GAS SAMPLE DURATION, HOURS= ",TIMEGAS
190 GOTO 320
200 REM Hia in in Btu/Hr Sq Ft Deg F
210 REM TU'ESEC is th; aafe length of tubing for asymptotic gas temp.
220 REM DELTMAX is max allowed temp rise per package of sample gas.
230 R4 NMNGAS is number of packages of gas.
240 EAD LPM,CFM,RHOGAS,TAM,TGASIN,CPGAS,A,B,DO,DI,RHOMET,CPMET,DELTMAX,C,D,TIM

EGAS
250 DATA 1.5,0,.07361,80,800,.26,0,0
260 DATA .25,.19,558.1,.0927,10,0,0,.0138889
270 PRINT "CHANGE ANY OR ALL OF THE FOLLOWING BY TYPING DATAI=nn.nn,"
280 PRINT "AND PRESSING <ENTER>, DATA2=nn.nn <ENT>, etc. ,and then"
290 PRINT "TYPE {CONTI <ENT>: LPM,CFM,IROGAS,TAMB,TGASIN,CPGAS,A,B,Do,"
300 PRINT "Di ,RROMET,CPMET,DELTMAX,C,D,TIMEGAS"
310 STOP
320 IF LPM THEN CFM.0363*LPM
330 TAVGGAS=(TAMB+TGASIN)/2
340 WGAS=CFM60*RHOGAS
350 IF A=O TE A=-9.2423:B=.80594
360 THCON=EXP(A+B*LOG(TAVGGAS+460) )
370 PIr3.1415926#
380 CPPERFT=Pl*(DO(2-DI-2 ) *RHOtET*CFMET/576
390 IF C=O THEN C=.01655:D=.0000206
400 MURATIO= (C+D*TGASIN) / (C+DsTAMB)
410 NGZ=((MURATIO^.14)*PI)1.5
420 TUBESEG=INT(100*WGAS*CPGAS/(THCON*NGZ) )/100
430 HIA=2*WGAS*PGAS/(DI*PI*TTJBESEG)
440 NUMGAS%=GAS*TIMEGAS*(TGASIN-TAMB) *CPGAS/(CPPERFT*DELT4AX)
450 OPTION BASE 1
460 DIM TLBEW4AL(250) ,GASTEMP(250),GASTOUT(NIMGAS%)
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TABLE C-30. COMPUTER PROGRAM 'TEMP' (CONCLUDED).

470 FOR 1:1 TO 100
480 TUBEWAL( I) =TAMB
490 NEXT I
500 FACTOR-=TI?4EGAS*WGAS*CPGAS/ (NUMGAS%*CPPERFT*TUBESEG)
510 FOR N~l TO NUMGAS%
520 GASTEMP(N)=TGASIN
530 J~1
540 DELT=FACTOR*(GASTEMP(J)-TUBEWAL(J))
550 TUBEWAL(J) =TUBlAL(J)+DELT
560 GASTFMP(341 )=TUBEWAL(J)-DELT/2
570 LPRINT J;
580 IF DELT<.01*DELTMAX GOTO 610
590 J=J+1
600 GOTO 540
610 GASTOUT(N)=GASTEMP(J+1)
6~20 NEXT N
630 GASTSUM=0

650 GASTSUM7GASTSUM+GASTOUT( N)
660 NEXT N
670 LPR TNT "AVG SAMPLE GAS TEMP AT PUMP=" ;GASTS1JM/NUMGAS%
680 LPRINT "LENGTH OF HEATED TUBING, Ft=";J*TUBESEG
690 LPRINT "TEMPERATURE OF HEATED TUBE SEGMENTS, DEG F IS:"
700 FOR M4:1 To 3+1
710 LPRINT TNT(l0*TUBEWAL(M))/10
720 NEXT M4
730 LPRINT "CFM= ,TAVGGAS7- wGAS- ,THCON-"

740 LPRINT CFMTAVGGAS,WGAS,THCON
750 LPRINT
760 LPRINT "CPPFRFT- ,MURATIO= ,NGZ- ,TTJBESEG7"

770 LPRTNT CPPERFT,MURATIO,NGZ, UBESEG
780 LPRINT
790 LPRJ'NT "Hia- ,NUMGAS%- ,FACTOR ,TIMEGAS"
800 LPRINT HIA,N'UMGAS,FACTOR,TIMEGAS
810 LPRINT
820 LPRINT "111W ,CF1 ,RHOGAS7 JAMB- TGASIN-"

830 LPRINT LPM,CFM,RHOGAS,TAMB,TG.ASIN
840 ,PINT
850 [PRINT 'CPG.AS ,A- ,B- Do= 'Di

860 LPRTNT GPGAS,A,B,DO,DI
170 LPRTNT
R80 LPRINT "RHOMFT:: CPMET7 ,DELTMAX7 X. ID-

8')0 LPRINT RHOMET,CPMET,DELTMAX,C,D
'400 YND
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TABLE C-31. COMPUTER PROGRAM 'FLOW'.

10 DEFDBL B-Z
20 DIM A(101,101), R(101), V(101), X(101), Y(101), F(101), IN$(50),

TI(101), IPIVOT%(101), T2%(101), INDEX%(101,2), PIVOT(].01)

30 PRINT "INPUT THE NUMBER OF FILES TO BE SEQUENTIALLY READ IN"
40 INPUT N~iFI!RJS*
50 PRINT "INPUT THE NAMES OF THE FILES TO BE READ IN"
60 FOR I% = 1 TO NIUFILES%
70 INPUT IN$(I%)
80 NEXT I
90 PRINT:PRINT "NAMES OF THE OUTPUT FILES ARE THE SAME AS THE INPUT FILES + 'OUT
'9$

100 FILECOUNTh = 0
110 PRINT:PRINT "INPUT THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS (MAXIMUM = 100)
120 INPUT PP%
130 FILECOUNT%=FILECOUNT% + I
140 IF FILECOUN'f > N1R4FILES% THEN 680
150 OPEN "I", #1, IN$(FILECOUNT%)
160 PRINT:PRINT "CONCENTRATION DATA BEING READ"
170 GOSUB 1440
180 PRINT:PRINT "SOLVE FOR VELOCITIES IN UNITS OF VMAX"
190 'WI = MAXIM VELOCITY IN FEET/SECOND
200 WV 8.953026
210 'L = LENGTH OF PIPE IN FEET
220 L 50
230 'TM IS THE MINIMUM TRANSIT TIME
240 TM = L/VM
250 TT = TM - 2.5
260 'SOLVE FOR THE AVERAGE SECTOR TIMES AND AVERAGE VELOCITIES
270 FOR J%= 1 TO P%
280 T1(J) TT + 5*J
290 V(J%) = L/TI(J%)
300 V(J) = V(J%)/VM
310 PRINT V(J)
320 NEXT
330 PRINT:PRINT "SOLVE FOR THE RADII
340 R(o) = 0
350 FOR J% = 1 TO P
360 B = 2*(l-V(J%))
370 C = (R(J-I)*R(J%-I))*((R(J%-I)*R(J%--1)) - (2 - 2*V(J%)))
380 RR = (B/2) + (B*B + 4*C)/2
390 R(J%) = SQR(RR)
400 PRINT R(J%)
410 NEXT
420 PRINT:PRINT "SOLVE FOR THE FRACTIONS OF MATERIAL IN EACH SECTION
430 FOR JA=l TO P%
440 F(J%) = R(J%)*R(J%) - R(J%-I)*R(J%-I)
460 PRINT F(J%)
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TABLE C-31. COMPUTER PROGRAM 'FLOW' (CONTINUED).

460 NEXT
470 PRINT:PRINT "CALCULATE HALON CONCENTRATIONS, Y(I%), AT SOURCE
480 PRINT: PRINT "CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS OF MATRIX"
490 FOR 1% 1 TO P%
500 N%=I%
510 FOR J%-71 TO N%
520 A(I%,J%) 2*F(NV-J%+1)*V(N%-J%+l)
S30 NEXT J%
540 NEXT I%~
550 GOSUB 690
560 GOSUB 1340
570 OU$ IN$(FILECOUNT%) + "OUIT"
580 OPEN "0', #1, OU$
590 FOR I% 1 TO P%
600 PRINT #1, 5*I%,Y(I%)
610 NEXT 1%
620 PRINT #,1-
630 CLOSE
640 FOR 1%-70 TO P%
G50 PRINT X(IV),Y(IV
660 NEXT I%
G70 GOTO 130
680 END
690 'SUBROUTINE MATRIX INVERSION
700 PRINT: RINT "INVERT MATRIX"
710 DETERW4-1'
720 FOR .J%-l TO P%
730 TFIVCOi>.(j%) --0
740 NEXT J% 

0
750 FOR 1% 1: TO P%
760 PRINT 1%
770 'SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT
780 AMAX 70'
790 FOR J% - I TO P%
800 IF IPTV0T%(.J%)-1z0O THEN 890
81l(1 FOR K% 1 TO P%
820 IF IPIV0T%(K)-l 0 THEN 880
830 IF IPIVOT%(K%)-l 0 THEN 1310
840 IF ABS(AMAX)-ABS,(A(.J%,K%)) >= 0 THEN 880
850o I ROW%-. 6

870 AMX-A(J'%,K%)
880 NEXT Ko.
'00 NEXT .J%
900 IF AMAX-0 THEN 1320
q10 TP'TVOTh(ICOLUK%) - IPIVOTV(ICOLUM%)41
920 'INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL
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TABI-E (-31. COMPUTER PROGRAM 'FLOW' (CONTINUED).

930 IF IROW-ICOLUM = 0 TIN 1000
940 DETMt=-DME'tM
960 FOR IA=1 TO P%
960 SWA = A(IrB0S,IA)
970 A(IROS,L*) = A(ICOLLR ,IA)
980 A(ICOLUA,l) = SWA
990 NEXT L%
1000 INDX%(I%,1) = IHOW
1010 INDEX%(i, 2) =IcOLII4
1020 PIVOT(I%) =A(ICOLI , ICOLUPI )

1030 DTEFI4 = DETMIOOPIVOT(I%)
1040 'DIVIDE PIVOT HOW BY PIVOT ELE NT
106 A(IGOJAIt, IOOIANM):=1!
1060 FOR LI= TO P
1070 A(ICOLtM1,LA)=A(IOOLUK.,,I)/PIVOT(I%)
1080 NEXT L%
1090 'REDUCE NONPIVOT ROWS
1100 FOR LI% = 1 TO P%
1110 IF Ll-ICOLtR4 = 0 THEN 1170
1120 T = A(Ll,ICOLUW)
1130 A(Ll%,ICOLUM%)=0'
1140 FOR LIA= TO P%
1150 A(Ll%,L) = A(Ll%,L)-A(ICOLLtL)*T
1160 NEXT L%
1170 NEXT Ll
1180 NEXT I%
1190 'INTERCANGE COLUMNS
1200 FOR I% 1 TO P%
1210 L% = P% + 1 - I
1220 IF INDBZX(L,1)-INDEX%(IA,2) 0 THEN 1300
1230 JROW% = INDEXf(L*,1)
1240 JCOLIM = INDEX%(L,2)
1250 FOR L% = 1 TO P%
1260 SWA = A(K,J)
1270 A(K%,JROWX)=A(K%,JCOLtI.)
1280 A(K%,JCOLIU)=SWA
1290 NEXT K,
1300 NEXT I%
1310 RETURN
1320 DETEhI = 0
1330 REW
1340 'SUBROUTINE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
1350 FRINT:PRINT "MULTIPLY MATRIX"
1360 FOR I% = 1 TO P
1370 SUM = 0'
1380 FOR J%= 1 TO P%
1390 SUM = SUM + A(I%,J%)*X(J%)
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TABLE C-31. COMPUTER PROGRAM 'FLOW' (CONCLUDED).

1 1400 NEXT J%
1410 Y(IV SUM
1420 NEXT 10.
1,430 RETURN
14140 'INPUT THlE TIMES AND THE CONCENTRATIONS, X 'I%), MEASURED) BY PEI9CO

*14160 FOR K% 1 TO P%
1470 INPUT #1, 1%
480 IF IVO THEN P=K'%-l

14190 IF I%<O THEN 1540
1500 INPUT #I, X(K%)

1520 PRINT T%,X(K%)
150NEXT K

1550 RETURN
:56(0 END
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TABLE C-32. OOCTRD HAWN O0IKC]NTRATION DATA, PHBE 11, TZST 1, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
a % by volume a % by volume a % by volume

25 0.00 110 6.15 196 2.62
30 0.18 115 5.90 200 2.70
36 1.27 120 5.85 205 2.46
40 3.63 125 5.89 210 2.13
45 5.29 130 5.81 215 2.02
50 5.36 135 5.18 220 1.99
56 5.42 140 4.33 225 2.12
60 5.74 146 4.13 230 1.95
65 6.16 150 4.46 235 1.96
70 6.40 156 4.31 240 1.80
75 6.64 160 3.58 245 1.55
80 6.73 165 3.23 250 1.33
85 6.74 170 3.27 255 1.57
90 6.69 175 3.61 260 1.59
95 6.67 180 3.42 265 1.58
100 6.38 186 3.24 270 1.49
105 6.30 190 2.82 275 1.32
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TABLE C-33. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H2, TEST 1, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentrat ion,
s % by volume s % by volum s % by volume

.5 0.00 110 7.19 195 6.83
30 1.11 115 7.19 200 6.36
35 4.04 120 7.00 205 5.66
40 6.38 125 7.01 210 5.51
45 6.59 130 7.03 215 4.97
50 6.36 135 6.75 220 5.17
55 6.47 140 6.69 225 5.06
60 6.46 145 6.91 230 4.80
65 6.66 150 7.00 235 5.04
70 6.97 155 6.97 240 4.60
7r 7.06 160 6.87 245 4.27
8O 7.08 165 6.78 250 4.36
85 7.22 170 6.80 255 4.41
90 7.27 175 6.81 260 3.95
95 7.23 180 6.81 265 3.27
lO0 7.21 185 6.72 270 2.75
105 7.20 190 6.73 275 2.72
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TABLE C-34. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE R3, TEST 1, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
8 % by volume % by volume % by volume

25 0.00 110 5.66 195 2.16
30 0.74 115 5.91 200 1.88
35 3.43 120 6.10 205 1.98
40 5.01 125- 6.07 -210 2.31-
45 5.52 130 6.06 215 2.29
50 5.64 135 5.87 220 2.18
55 6.18 140 4.87 225 1.91
60 6.75 145 3.89 230 1.86
65 7.11 150 3.56 235 1.81
70 7.13 155 3.46 240 1.74
75 7.02 160 3.29 245 1.77
80 6.88 165 3.93 250 1.69
85 6.87 170 3.82 255 1.43
90 6.87 175 3.23 260 1.28
95 6.76 180 2.94 265 1.43
100 6.12 185 2.76 270 1.54
105 5.73 190 2.56 275 1.62
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TABLE C-35. CORRECTED qALCN CONCENTPATION DATA, PROBE 4, TEST 1, SERIES A.

------ ------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

25 0.00 110 7.39 195 4.89
30 1.85 115 7.39 200 4.49
35 4.33 120 7.39 205 5.68
40 5.25 125 7.29 210 6.41
45 5.73 130 7.30 215 6.54
50 6.09 135 7.31 220 6.35
55 6.52 140 7.31 225 6.14
60 6.99 145 7.21 230 6.25
65 7.56 150 7.13 235 6.26
70 7.66 155 7.06 240 5.42
75 7.62 160 7.17 245 5.14
80 7.46 165 7.26 250 5.26
85 7.44 170 7.24 255 5.13

7.52 175 7.23 260 4.51
7.50 180 7.23 265 4.23

100 7.48 185 7.23 270 4.53
105 7.38 190 6.68 275 4.56
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TABLE C-36. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H5, TEST 1, SigdJE6 A.

TImt , C roncent rit ion, Time, Conc n I -ation , Timf, ('(,n .nt rat ,)Ii,

% by volume s % y v ,um . . I..: " ,u ,,.

0.00 "0 5.68 ..w
0. 46 [15 .60 20( :o :0

. 1.89 12( .53 205 'h

'10) 3.72 5 .8 "1 ' '"
15 5.0] , 311 . 5:r ,f 5 .9 0 1 3 5 5 12 0r t

:-56.39 140 .22 21 ': -. . :9

170 F)16.49
f:6 .4 9 4 5 4 . 9 ' ?2 :M,)

51500 6 . 1 1 5 5 g 5 1 q

.5.69 165 . ,iC

5.72 170 2.06
85.82 75 2.92 214; )1-

5.8i 1 80 7 17.
00t} 5 .8 9 18 5 , --

105 5. 88 190 :.60 277 K

,4,



TABLE C-37. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE HG, TEST 1, ';111Av; ,.

Tri me, Concentration, Time, Concent rat i on, Time, (Thr( ve.!ijrA t l
s by volunv' s ~ iby voiune v d' 11111'.

2 5 0.00 110 7. 119 1
M2.95 11IF 7. 1820

5. 79 V 7.18
10K72 i 24- 7.17

6.57 21 71
'. 5. 135 7.17 2120

7.53 140 .6 )
R0 7.80 [4 F 7. 25 230'M

Fj7.73 1.50 '7.2 3
7.55 15 F 7.0r) 240
7.25 160 0, 07-1
7.!7 165 70 9 2F0 ' )

7.917fs 7.0
7. 10 175 7. 09 250
7. 16 r) h,

07 7-20 190 v



TABLE C-38. COR1WCTED NIALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PRO)BE Hi, TEST 2, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Tims, Concentration, Time, Concentration,

a % by volume a % byvolume 8 % by volume

25 0.00 110 3.27 196 0.39
30 0.28 115 2.74 200 0.34
35 0.89 120 2.50 205 0.28
40 2.37 125 2.43 210 0.31
45 4.26 i30 2.41 215 0.23
50 5.80 135 2.27 220 0.15
55 5.54 140 1.94 225 0.18
60 4.63 145 1.54 230 0.19
65 4.82 150 '1.36 235 0.19
70 4.83 155 1.26 240 0.20
75 4.05 160 1.04 245 0.20
80 3.84 165 1.01 250 0.20
85 3.94 170 0.97 255 0.20
q 0 4.43 175 0.90, 260 0.20
95 4.38 180 0.84 265 0.20
100 4.43 185 0.68 270 0.20
105 3.77 190 0.53 275 0.20
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TABLE C-39. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H2, TEST 2, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume by volume s % by volume

25 0.00 110 1.00 195 0.37
30 0.18 115 1.10 200 0.39
35 1.00 120 1.19 205 0.31
10 3.20 125 1.27 2]0 0.32
45 5.36 130 1.35 215 0.33
50 7.07 135 1.33 220 0.25
55 5.90 140 1.32 225 0.26
60 5.04 145 1.23 230 0.27
65 3.45 150 1.05 235 0.27
70 2.64 155 0.99 240 0.27
75 2.17 160 0.74 245 0.27
80 1.71 165 0.60 250 0.27
85 1.32 170 0.56 255 0.18
90 1.18 175 0.50 260 0.19
95 1.20 180 0.52 265 0.20
100 0.89 185 0.54 270 0.20
105 0.95 190 0.45 275 0.11
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TABLE C-40. CORRECTE HAWON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE R3, TEST 2, SERIES A.
---------- ________ --.----.---------...-.--.--....----

Time, Concentration, Tim, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
8 % by volume a % by volume a % by volume

25 0.00 110 3.44 195 1.05
30 1.57 115 3.25 200 0.89
35 4.85 120 2.95 205 0.92
40 7.29 125 2.66 210 0.86
45 8.36 130 2.48 215 0.87
50 8.07 135 2.37 220 0.88
55 6.87 140 2.15 226 0.80
60 5.94 145 2.03 230 0.62
65 5.16 150 1.81 235 0.56
70 5.15 155 1.68 240 0.50
75 5.63 160 1.46 245 0.52
s0 5.71 165 1.34 250 0.54
85 5.57 170 1.30 256 0.54
90 5.02 175 1.25 260 0.64
95 4.44 180 1.18 266 0.54
100 3.91 185 1.21 270 0.54
105 3.59 190 1.13 275 0.55
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TABLE C--41. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H4, TEST 2, SERIES A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

25 0.00 110 2.46 195 0.47
30 0.37 115 2.02 200 0.41
35 0.52 120 1.71 205 0.45
40 4.34 125 1.73 210 0.37
45 7.61 130 1.81 215 0.38
50 8.29 135 1.74 220 0.40
55 7.42 140 1.58 225 0.31
60 5.56 145 1.34 230 0.32
65 4.96 150 1.30 235 0.33
70 5.07 155 1.25 240 0.34
75 3.95 160 1.28 245 0.34
80 3.44 165 1.20 250 0.34
85 3.54 170 1.12 255 0.34
90 4.00 175 0.96 260 0.34
95 3.80 180 0.81 265 0.34
100 3.42 185 0.67 270 0.34
105 3.12 190 0.62 275 0.34
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TABLE C-42. CORRCTSD JiALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H6, TEST 2, SERIES A.
-------------- - - -

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume a % by volume 8 % by volume

- ----- - ------------ --------

25 0.00 110 0.91 195 0.31
30 0.46 115 1.21 200 0.33
35 2.54 120 1.38 205 0.24
40 5.22 125 1.34 210 0.25
45 7.64 130 1.13 215 0.17
50 8.20 135 1.06 220 0.28
55 6.05 140 1.18 225 0.19
s0 4.00 145 1.00 230 0.19
65 2.39 150 0.92 235 0.20
70 1.76 155 0.76 240 0.20
75 1.43 160 0.61 245 0.20
80 1.45 165 0.56 250 0.20
85 1.84 170 0.50 255 0.20
90 1.76 175 0.52 260 0.11
95 1.21 180 0.45 265 0.12
100 0.82 185 0.46 270 0.13
105 0.84 190 0.29 275 0.23
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TABLE C 43. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE 86, TEST 2, SKRIPS A.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,

s % by volume s % by volume s by volume

2r 0.00 110 2.78 195 0.51

30 1.20 115 2.31 200 0.53

35 4.31 120 1.81 205 0.53

40 7.08 125 1.76 210 0.54

,15 8.24 130 1.58 215 0.54

50 8.12 135 1.46 220 0.45

55 7.08 140 1.43 225 0.46

60 5.93 145 1.38 230 0.47

65 4.96 150 1.32 235 0.48

70 4.52 155 1.25 240 0.39

75 4.15 160 1.19 245 0.40

P0 3.91 165 1.03 250 0.41

85 4.30 170 0.97 255 0.32

(403 77 175 0.82 260 0.33 S

'IF 2.97 180 0.67 265 0.34

100 3.58 185 0.53 270 0.34

10!,  3.54 190 0.48 275 0.43
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TABLE C-44. CORRECTED WAWON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE Hl, TEST 1, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
8 %by volum 8 %by volume 8 % byvolume

25 0.00 110 5.56 195 3.44
30 0.28 115 5.74 200 2.08
35 0.80 120 5.94 205 2.32
40 1.27 125 6.14 210 3.00
46 1.80 130 6.44 215 2.92
50 2.31 135 6.73 220 2.45
55 2.63 140 6.92 225 1.97
60 3.05 146 7.02 230 1.72
65 3.48 150 7.05 235 1.18
70 3.90 155 6.83 240 1.02
75 3.95 160 6.64 245 0.86
80 3.95 165 6.58 250 0.66
85 4.18 170 6.51 255 0. 55
90 4.31 175 6.53 260 0.42
95 4.62 180 6.45 265 0.29
100 4.92 185 6.18 270 0.25
105 5.29 190 5.66 275 0.19
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TABLE C-45. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H2, TEST 1, SERIES B.

'rim,, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentrntion,
ID' by volume s % by volume s % by volume

0.00 110 8.42 195 9.31
30 0.55 115 P.58 200 9.35
35 1.88 120 9.09 20. 9.47
40 3.34 125 9.38 210 9.09
45 5.05 130 9.64 215 8.84
50 6.95 135 9.92 220 8.82
55 8.96 140 10.02 225 8.68 0
Go 9.99 145 9.86 230 R.53
65 10.52 150 9.65 235 8.57

70 10.56 155 9.48 240 6.75
10.16 160 9.51 245 5.84

90 9.17 165 9.62 250 3.6
8r, 7.95 170 9.61 255 2.12

1 7.32 175 9.51 260 1.51

7.81 180 9.61 265 1.31
[00 8.24 185 9.70 270 1.07

10, 8.28 190 9.59 27) 1.04

0
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TABLE C-46. CORECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H3, TEST 1, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume 8 % by volume

25 0.00 105 8.05 186 4.99
30 0.37 110 8.00 190 4.85
35 1.44 115 7.79 195 4.70
40 3.32 120 7.43 200 4.46
45 5.02 125 7.11 205 4.33
50 5.87 130 7.00 210 4.11
55 6.78 135 6.78 215 3.98
60 7.02 140 6.19 220 3.95
65 6.88 145 5.73 225 3.98
70 7.04 150 9. 40 230 2.15
75 7.15 155 5.43 235 2.07
80 7.17 160 5.87 240 1.29
85 7.76 165 5.76 245 1.35
90 7.85 170 5.37 250 0.66
95 7.75 175 5.15 255 -0.33
100 7.90 180 5.03

2
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TABLE C-47. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H4, TEST 1, SERIES B.

'me, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
% by volume s % by volume s by volume

j'S 0.00 110 9.63 195 8.87
30 0.18 115 9.72 200 8.89
25 0.53 120 9.72 205 8.52
40 1.77 125 9.52 210 8.10
45 2.70 130 9.53 215 R. 19
50 5.96 135 9.27 220 8.52

8.04 140 9.20 225 R. 68
60 8.86 i45 9.24 230 8.27
;5 8.56 150 9.25 235 8.10

70 9.25 155 9.25 240 :3. 17
75 9.44 160 9.25 245 3.15
80 9.35 165 9.25 250 2.45
85 9.35 170 9.16 255 2.14
90 9.49 175 8.98 260 1.46
9f5 9.62 180 8.82 265 0.92

100 9.84 185 9.05 270 1.13
105 9.87 190 8.87 275 0.51

N'
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TABLE C-48. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H5, TEST 1, SERUXS B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s by volume s % by volume s % by volume

25 0.00 110 7.81 195 4.66
30 0.18 115 7.72 200 4.54 4
35 0.81 120 7.55 206 4.60
40 2.11 125 7.48 210 4.35
45 3.65 130 7.14 215 4.21
50 5.07 135 6.63 220 3.97
55 6.07 140 6.17 225 3.47
60 6.72 145 5.83 230 2.46 0
65 7.26 150 5.94 235 2.55
70 7.67 155 6.00 240 2.13
75 7.75 160 5.93 245 2.22
80 7.80 165 5.94 250 2.29
85 7.81 170 5.87 255 1.39
90 7.85 175 5.60 260 0.38
95 7.81 180 5.28 265 0.42

100 7.97 185 5.07 270 0.30
105 7.93 190 4.77 275 0.18

2
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TABLE C-49. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H6, TEST 1, SERIES Hi

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s b Iy volume s % by volume s 3 by volume

1). 110 10.44 195 9.21
30 0.83 115 10.42 200 9.08
35 2.04 120 10.40 205 8.76
.10 3.11 125 10.49 210 8.45
15 4.31 130 10.47 215 8.35
50 6.03 135 10.46 220 8.51
55 7.76 140 10.18 225 8.53

8.86 145 10.02 230 5.29
15 9.54 150 9.97 235 4.62
70 9.85 155 10.09 240 4.23
5 9.88 160 10.00 245 3 45

HO 10.01 165 9.72 250 2.20
R5 10.19 170 9.85 255 1.48
90 10.38 175 9.97 260 1.13
95 10.39 180 9.86 265 0.97
100 10.42 185 9.67 270 0.75
")r 10.47 190 9.32 275 0. 58
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TABLE C-50. COHRECTE HAWKN OWINTRATION DATA, PROSE Hi, TEST 2, SERIES B.

Tim, Courentration, Time, Conc'entretion, Time, Concentration,
a % by volume a % by VO Iu# w~ by vo I i

25 0.00 65 2.08 105 0.53 -
30 0.18 70 3.82 110 0.43
35 0.44 75 3.25 115 0.21
40 0.86 80 2.36 120 0.18
45 1.33 85 1.80 125 0.14
50 1.87 90 1.38 130 0.16
55 2.29 95 0.95
60 2.15 100 0.70
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TABLE C-51. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE HZ, TEST 2, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s by volume s % by volume

25 0.00 65 7.06 105 0.35
30 0.46 70 5.29 110 0.25
3r 1.34 75 5.20 115 0.13
40 3.41 80 2.90 120 0.19
45 5.85 85 1.41 125 0.22
-0 7.53 90 0.78 130 0.2'
55 7.99 95 0.55 135 0.24
60 7.60 100 0.39

4
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TABLE C-52. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H3, TEST 2, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
a % by volume a %by volume s % byvolume

25 0.00 60 7.02 95 2.16
30 0.46 65 5.62 100 1.10
35 2.08 70 5.32 105 0.53
40 3.43 75 5.65 110 0.30
45 5.30 80 5.31 115 0.18
50 7.65 85 3.57 120 0.10
55 8.21 90 1.76 125 -0.0]
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TABLE C-53. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H4, TEST Z, SI~ES P.

T~ III( Concentration, Time, Concentrat iov~, 'rime, Cont.ert rait lofll
% b y volume s % by volume s %~ by volumo

0.00 65 7.!105 0. 91
'10 0.28 70 6.22 110 0.'

2.37 75 G3.31 11I)G.5
10i 4.1.6 80 7.01 120 0.21
.15.1 85 5.87 12F,.1

8.12 90 3.99 130 0.1
7953. 93 35 0

q.C .44 100 21 140 0.2)



TABLE C-54. CORCTED HALWN CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H5, TEST 2, SERIES B.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume a %byvolume 8 % by volume

25 0.00 66 3.92 105 0.70 A
30 0.28 70 4.23 110 0.48
35 0.43 76 3.56 115 0.40
40 1.03 80 2.25 120 0.29
45 1.87 85 2.06 125 0.25
50 2.62 90 2.68 130 0.20
55 3.06 95 1.76 135 0.05 9
60 3.62 100 1.08 140 -0.01
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TABLE C-55. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE HG, TEST 2, SEPLES B.

Time, Conlcentration, Time, Concont rat i on, Time, Coneentral i on.
s % by volume s % by volume s o by volume

" 0. 00 65 0 1. ".17
3O 0.37 70 4.01 i10 o.?'

0.79 75 2.60 1I5
40 1.72 80 2.uj 120 C1.27

2.58 85 1.7k 125
3.38 90 1.03 130 0.2: 1
4.16 95 10. 1 Vi

60 5.31 100 O. "5

0



TABLE C-56. CORMW3TWD RALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PKMH ill, TEST 2, SERIES C.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Tim, Concentration,
S % by volume 8 %by volume 6 % byvolume

25 0.00 110 3.00 195 1.35
30 0.46 115 2.85 200 1.36
35 1.15 120 2.70 206 1.28
40 1.77 125 2.56 210 1.20
45 2.35 130 2.42 215 1.13
50 2.73 135 2.37 220 1.06
55 2.95 140 2.22 225 1.08
60 3.30 1.45 2.16 230 11.0
65 3.47 150 2.10 235 1.02
70 3.56 155 1.94 240 1.03
75 3.59 160 1.88 245 0.94
80 3.63 165 1.82 250 0.86
85; 3.60 170 1.66 255 0.79
90 3.58 175 1.60 260 0.81
95 3.39 180 1.54 265 0.73
100 3.22 185 1.38 270 0.74
105 3.16 190 1.41 275 0.75



TABLE C-57. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROt6E 8. TEST , :;L,:>: (

Ti me, Concentration, T ime , Concentrat i on, Tin.. (Ii (,!t ration,
Sby volume s % by volume s ° by 'o)luni

2 5 0.00 110 6.8 '115H"
30 0.46 115 6.58 100 7 .

2.72 120 6.11 H'05 ".82
10 5.21 125 6.03 210 .17
'f 5.07 130 .5.5: 215
50 3.26 135 4.84 220 " 05

7 8. 79 140 4.63 225 m 2.
GO 8.90 145 4. "30 2.:,

9.14 150 4.01 235 0.!0
9. 27 15 5 4 440 " 2
9.15 160 3.65 ,1 2

85 8.,96 170 3i.42 255 . 0
", 8.30 175 322;

7.91 180 3.15 265 .8
C ((.7.47 185 2.92 270 1.82
., 7.11 190 2 W! 7 .7f,

,! A)



TABLE C-58. CORRECTED HALON COWCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H13, TEST 2, SERIES C.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
s % by volume s % by volume s % by volume

25 0.00 110 2.42 195 1.13
30 0.55 115 2.28 200 1.16
35 1.24 120 2.13 205 1.08
40 2.12 125 1.99 210 1.09
45 3.22 130 1.85 215 1.10
50 4.17 135 1.80 220 1.01
55 4.72 140 1.75 225 1.02
60 4.57 145 1.77 230 0.94
65 4.26 150 1.69 235 G.86
70 3.96 155 1.52 240 0.88
75 3.89 160 1.46 245 0.89
80 3.92 165 1.40 250 0.89

*85 3.55 170 1.34 255 0.90
90 3.12 175 1.36 260 0.90
95 2.84 180 1.28 265 0.90
100 2.65 185 1.29 270 0.90
105 2.44 190 1.21 275 0.90
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TABLE C 59. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE 115, TEST -2, SERIES

Trinie, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Ooncc'rt rniion
S by volume s % by volume s % by volumt.

25 0.00 110 4.75 195 2.071
0.83 115 4.60 200 20

351.76 120 4.54 205 1.145
40 2.49 125 4.30 210 1.89
'15 3.11 130 4.06 215 1 .82
50 3.56 135 3.84 220 6(
55 4.03 140 3.54 225 i-W)
60 4.42 145 3.33 230 1 .62

S .1.0. 150 3.13)3 ;C

70 4.87 155 3.01 240 1.65
755.05 160 2.98 245 15

80 5.07 165 2.74 250 1. 48
*85 5.20 170 2.60 255 1.41i

no 34 175 2.47 260 1.4
95 5.29 180 2.33 265 .35

100 5.08 185 2.28 270 1.36
105)F 4.90 190 2.2.3 275 i 28;
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TABLE C-60. CORRECTED HALON CONCENTRATION DATA, PROBE H6, TEST 2, SERIES C.

Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration, Time, Concentration,
a %by volume 8 %by volume % by volume

25 0.00 110 7.18 196 3.31
30 0.66 115 6.83 200 3.26
35 1.69 120 6.76 206 3.11
40 2.80 125 6.10 210 2.96
45 4.20 130 5.46 215 2.91
50 5.63 135 4.89 220 2.67
55 6.63 140 4.6R 225 2.A2
60 7.10 148 4.63 230 2.48
65 7.47 150 4.62 235 2.33
70 8.01 165 4.38 240 2.19
75 8.29 160 4.25 245 2.14
80 8.40 165 4.03 250 2.09

* 85 8.57 170 3.81 255 2.02
90 8.76 175 3.70 260 1.95
95 8.68 180 3.57 265 1.98
100 8.17 185 3.52 270 1.90
105 7.74 190 3.47 275 1.82
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